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LETTERS OF TRANSMIfTTAL

FEBRUARY 23, 1973..
To the Members of the Joint Economie Oommittee:

Transmitted herewith for the use of the members of the Joint
Economic Committee and other Members of Congres is the sixth
part of a compendium of papers, entitled "The Economics of Federal
Subsidy Programs," submitted to the Joint Economic Committee.

The views expressed in these papers do not necessary represent.
the views of members of the committee or the committee staff. They,
represent studies of a number of subsidy programs, which it is hoped
will provide a focus for further hearings and public debate.

WRIGHT PATINMAN,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.

FEBRUARY 21, 1973.
Hon. WRIGHT PATMAN,
MTairman, Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith is the sixth part of a

compendium of papers entitled "The Economics of Federal Subsidy
Programs.")

The Joint Economic Committee published a staff study in January
1972, entitled "The Economics of Fedral Subsidy Programs," which
identified the overall size and cost of Federal subsidies for fiscal 1970.
The committee also invited some 40 experts to contribute papers to a
compendium that would compliment the staff study by evaluating
particular aspects of the subsidy system. The papers in this sixth part.
discuss subsidies to different modes of transportation.

The papers contained herein should be interpreted as representing
only the opinions of their authors, and not necessarily reflective of the
views of committee members or staff.

Sincerely yours, WILLIM PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subcommittee on Priorities and Emnomy in Government..

FEBRUARY 16, 1973.
Hon. WILLIAM PROXMIRE,
Chaairman, Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in Government,

Congress of the United States, W ashington, D.AC.
DEAR SENATOR PROXMIRE: Transmitted herewith is the sixth part

of a compendium of papers entitled "The Economics of Federal
Subsidy Programs."
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The Joint Economic Committee has invited some 40 experts to
contribute papers to this compendium which will be published in
several parts. The papers in this sixth part discuss subsidies to different
modes of transportation. The first paper considers the cost to the
economy of various Interstate Commerce Commission regulations.
Other papers examine subsidies to feeder airlines and to general avia-
tion, and subsidies to the maritime industry. Another paper discusses
the use of capital grant subsidies in the development of mass trans-
portation systems.

The committee is indebted to these authors for their excellent con-
tributions which, in conjunction with the study prepared by the staff,
should stimulate widespread discussion among economists, policy-
makers, and the genera public on the Federal subsidy system. It is
hoped that, by focusing attention on the subsidy system, this study
will contribute substantially to improvements in public policy and
the efficient management of public funds.

Mr. Jerry J. Jasinowski of the committee staff is responsible for
planning and compiling this compendium with suggestions of other
members of the stiff. He was assisted in research and editorial work
by Lucy Falcone and in administrative and secretarial work by
Beverly Park.

The papers contained herein should be interpreted as representing
only the opinions of their authors, and not necessarily reflective of
the views of committee members or staff.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN R. STARK,Executtive Director, Joint Economic (,'mimittee.
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THE COSTS TO -THE ECONOMY OF THE INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION

By GzoRon W. HILoN*

SUMMARY

The Interstate Commerce Commission administers an incomplete
cartel of common carriers, which, like non-competitive situations
more generally, entails costs to the economy. As in most cartels, the
worst of these are idleness of resources in the industry. Both trucking
and railroading have been characterized as industries operating at
what industrial firms would consider about 50 percent of capacity.

In trucking, idleness of resources follows from the nature of operating
rights and from the ICC's efforts to maintain the rate structures which
the industry adopted upon regulation. Operating rights were issued on
the basis of habitual operation before 1935. This reduced what had
been a competitive industry into a series of limited monopolies on
individual routes, in which the majority of carriers were restricted to
specified commodities, or enumerated geographical points. More im-
portant, the ICC early enunciated a doctrine that it would prohibit
rates which merely covered the incremental cost of filin an otherwise
empty backhaul. Private carriers, who were exempt from regulation,
were mainly engaged in one-way operation.

Idleness of capital in railroading stems from impediments to
abandonment of lines, obligations to provide uneconomic service,
and restriction on diversification. In barge operation, underutilization
of capital stems mainly from rules on the-handling of exempt-versus
non-exempt commodities which prevent the full utilization of
towboats.

The survival of discriminatory tariffs (i.e., rates based on the value-
of-service) prevents the market determination of prices from allocating
traffic among carriers in accordance with their comparative advan-
tages. The ICC, when confronted by rates in conflict between carriers
of the three major classes, barge, truck, and rail, customarily splits
differences, setting rates at levels which approximately compensate
for the differences in the quality of the service, thereby assuring that
each class will secure some of the traffic. Inevitably, much traffic moves
in inappropriate modes. Academic writers have recently argued that
discrimination in tariffs results in freight moving too long distances in
trucks relative to railroads but the railroads' own behavior indicates
that they view their possible expansion area, with present technology,
as being in barge-competitive bulk traffic. This is consistent with the
adverse damage experience of the railroads, owing to the survival of a
technology of separate cars brought together with couplers contain-
ing longitudinal travel called "slack." Co-upling impact, and to a lesser
extent the taking in and letting out of slack while moving cause

'Or•dmo of lonoml, Univmlty of C a. Los ADISSI
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extensive damage to cargo. This technology is also the source of the low
rate of utilization of railroad cars and the1•w speed of railroading, rela-
tive to trucking. Regulation is highly biased to present rail technology,
both in carload rates and in use of the individual car in safety and car-
service requirements. An alternative is available in slack-free integral
trains, carrying general cargo in containers and bulk cargo in hoppers.
Under competitive organization, railroads would probably move to
this technology.

The disadvantages of the present economic organization of common-
carrier transportation are a direct consequence of the statutory
authority of the ICC. The Commission was established to stabilize
the railroad cartels of the late nineteenth century, which were proving
themselves intolerably unstable under a framework of common law
hostile to cartelization. The Transportation Act of 1920 converted
the ICC into an outright cartelizing body, vested with the right ofminimum rate regulation, control of entry and *exit, supervision of
capital formation, and other typical powers of the supervising agency
of a cartel. The ICC's powers were extended to a out a thiid of
trucking and less than 10 percent of barge transportation in 1935 and
1940. The partial character of the cartel, combined with the nebulous
character of the ICC's directives, produced the present situation.

Several economists have recently estimated th& costs to the economy
of the cartelization. The cost of misallocation between truck and rail
has been variously estimated between $300 million and $2 billion
per year. Idleness in the railroad plant has been estimated at $2.4 to
$3.8 billion per year. Professor Thomas G. Moore has recently esti-
mated an annual over-all cost between $3.6 billion and $6.9 billion,
with a best estimate of $4.8 billion. If this errs, it errs on the side of
conservatism, for it neglects misallocation between rail and barge,
and other costs which Moore considered unquantifiable.

A cartel as costly as this to society might reasonably be expected
to result in enrichment of important numbers of people, but this does
not appear- to be- true. Large trucking firms with- general operating
rights apparently to receive some monopoly gain in what would
otherwise be a competitive industry. Similarly, the Brotherhood of
Teamsters is more-successful than it could be in a competitive trucking
industry. Otherwise, the cartelization mainly attracts unspecialized
resources and wastes them in underutilization. Decartelization would
annihilate some monopoly rights in trucking, but otherwise would
simply end waste of resources.

The cartelization of common carriers administered by the ICC is in
the nature of a tax on the economy and owing to the large size of the
transportation industry atnd the extreme imperfection of the cartl, the
tax is of very large magnitude. In this paper I shall, first, describe the
characteristics ofthe cartel which entail costs to the economy; second,
endeavor to demonstrate that these costs follow directly from the or-
ganization of the cartel set out in the ICC's statutory body of author-
ity; third, summarize the recent efforts of several economists at
quantification of the cost to the economy of the cartel; and finally,
discuss the nature of the subsidy implicit n the arrangement and the
uses to which it is put.
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I. CHMRCTERISTICS Or TUS CARTZL

A. Idlness of Resourcs

The principal objection to cartels generally, and to this one in
particular, is that they generate idleness of resources. Underutilization
of resources in common-carrier transportation is pervasive. Motor
carriage was regulated in 1935 by issuance of "grandfather rights"
to existing carriers on the basis of their ability to demonstrate habitual
or customary service between points. Since the industry had been
generally competitive, there had been a large number of small carriers
who could document operation only to a limited number of points.
The Commission also limited certificates by commodities and by
direction. Subsequent certification was of the same character. The
usual extreme example is the carrier which received authority to carry
frozen hush puppies in one direction only from High Point, N.C., to
various destinations.'

The net effect of this method of regulating trucking was to came up
what had been and could have continued to be, a competitive industry
into a series of small monopolies. Trucklines generally grouped them-
selves into rate bureaus and began issuing tariffs based on the value of
service as the railroads had been doing since the 19th century. At the
outset, the truckers customarily issued tariffs at the same rates as the
railroads-and trusted their superior speed and damage experience to
attract the traffic. The railroads' use of discriminatory tariffs had
stemmed from what were thought to be inherently monopolistic charac-
teristics of railroad technology. For the trucklines to use such pricing,
however required some severe restraints on a technology equally
inherently competitive. Notably, it was necessary for the Commission
to prevent the use of trucks for carrying freight at rates which merely
cover the incremental expense of filling an otherwise empty backhaul.

If the common carrier trucking industry were free to fill empty back-
hauls at incremental rates the structure of value-of-service rates which
the industry had adopted following regulation would collapse. Back-
hauls would be in the nature of a nationwide motor carrier charg•ig
rates approximately equal to marginal cost. Thus, even though the
Commission never 4rod a specific statutory authority for a policy of
prohibiting rates which merely covered the incremental cost of filling
an otherwise empty backhaul, it was necessarily driven to such a
policy by the logic of its position. The Commission customarily justi-
fied the policy under the general prohibition of "unfair or destructive
competitive practices" in the national transportation policy, the pre-
amble to the Interstate Commerce Act added in 1940.

Since the incentive for truckers to fill up backhauls was considerable,
and the Commission's refusal to allow rates for the purpose highly
consistent, the policy created incentives for illegal carriage, avoidance
of the common carrier classification, or activities on the-borderline of
legality generically known as the "grey area." These incentives were
generally resisted by the larger carriers, but had to be policed extensively
for the smaller carriers. Further, the policy created similar incentives

Alterman t Lines, The., Extemin, ighPoint, N.C., MC-107107(1960). The authority wassusequently burdened to frozen foods morD•~y
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for private cgtriers. Joseph B. Eastman, who, as Coordinator of
Transportation under the Emergency Transportation Act of 1933, was
immediately responsible for the Motor Carrier Act of 1935, argued that
private carriage would be an inadequate rival to common carriage
because of the extensive empty backhauls of private trucks.' This was
an extremely poor prediction, because the nature of the regulation
after 1935 was to generate such extensive empty backhauls of common
carriers as to give them some of the same handicaps as private carriers.

Private carriers were so numerous so small in size, and so ephemeral
in operation that their opportunities for evasion of the regulation
were abundant. Apart from outright illegal carriage, which has been
characterized as probably the most common crime in the country,
private carriers and those operating under the exemption of agri-
cultural carriers under the act of 1935, practiced a variety of devices
in the category of the "grey area." The most common of these prac-
tices was "buy and sell" operations, in which the trucker nominally
took title to the cargo from the consignor and delivered it to the con-
signee, who paid him a price equal to the price the trucker had.paid,
plus an additional compensation for transportation. The Commission
successfully applied to such operations the "primary business test,"
in which the nature of the operator's primary business was taken as
the indicator of the validity of the carriage.' This test was used
mainly to put down operators who established sidelines, usually in
sugar salt, or other widely traded commodities, to fill their backhauls.

Other efforts of the Commission to put down illicit private carriage
were prohibitions on "trip leasing" of trucks for single trips, leasing of
vehicles with drivers, and operations of bogus cooperatives. The last of
these is notable, since recent legal history in the area is a particularly
clear indication of the central role of preventing cheap filling of empty
backhauls in the regulatory process. Several firms may legally band
together to operate private or agriculturally exempt carriage. Such an
arrangement however, presents the opportunity for illicit common
carriage .on backhauls so that the Comm iion had to police such
cooperatives closely. in general, the Commission requires that a
cooperative must be controlled by its members through duly elected
officers and directors; that it must own its own vehicles or operate
them under long-term lease; that members be limited to those who
produce the commodity carried; and that it provide only services
directly related to the owner's primary business. A long legal battle
concermng the enforceability of these criteria resulted in a serious
defeat for the Commission hi the Federal courts in 1965. A bona fide
cooperative of dairy farmers regularly filled its backhauls with general
commodities in precisely the fashion which the Commission most
opposed. The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth District denied the
Commission's efforts to put down the backhauls, and instead held,
that the cooperative might legally handle anyr commodity on backhaul,
even fornonmembers, if the movement was "incidental and necessary"
to the continued operation of the cooperative.' The decision appar-
ently authorized agricultural cooperatives to haul anythiing for anybody,

oAcie, U.S. Senate Doe. No. 152 7Sn Cong., first ea., 10934 p. 83.
SOr,!_ 0. conttrts Cre 05tIN).'ri teat was uphel e by te•Supmm
*NrtWhIdAgI*1*Wft Cp~ IuMsoc~iouv. 100, 380 F. 2d 252 (1ON).
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provided only that more than 50 percent of ita business was carried
on for members. Thus the courts created a limited class of carriers
which might legally fill otherwise empty backhauls at rates approxi-
mating marginal cost. Proliferation of genuine and bogus cooperatives
was inevitable. This situation was fitolerable to the Com on.
which quickly sought remedial legislation and obtained it in 1968 in
the form of Publie Law 90-433, which limited agricultural coopera--
tives to carriage incidental to the cooperatives' primary, and restricted
carriage for nonmembers who were neither farmers nor farm coopera-
tives to 15 percent of the cooperative's interstate transportation serv-
ices for the year.

The urgency of dealing with this rather limited loophole in the
prohibition of f empty backhauls cheaply is a demonstration of
how basic is this policy to motor carrier regulation. The undesirable
consequences of the policy are obvious. The policy clutters the roads
with movements of empty trucks, which are both a waste of trans-
portation facilities and a source of unnecessary traffic congestion.
The policy is a denial of economists' most basic welfare criterion, that
people who are ~g to pay the marginal cost of providing a service
ought to receive it. The policy amounts to an explicit denial of marginal
cost pricing. In fact, the policy more directly than anything else in
the regulatory framework produces the undesirable consequences of
cartelization: discrepancy between price and marginal cost, and
idleness of resources.

Policy toward empty backhauls is not alone in generating idleness of
resources and wasteful use of resources in trucking. It should be
obvious that a carrier of frozen hush puppies in one direction only is
likely to move partly empty even in the one specified direction.
Prohibitions on mixing regulated and exempt commodities in the same
truck are inducements to partly empty movements. Similarly, man
truckers have certificates for limited numbers of towns or cities, with
prohibitions on serving intermediate points; this, again is a restriction
on filling trucks. Many truckers have certificates for roundabout
routes, tle traversing of which is a wasteful operation.

James C. Nelson found that in 1942, when the initial regulation on
the basis of "grandfather rights" was nearing completion, 40 percent of
motor carriers were limited to one commodity, and 88 percent to six
commodities or less. Approximately 70 percent had less than full
authority to serve intermediate points and over 10 percent had no
intermediate authority at all.6 This pattern of partial coverage had
the incidental disattraction of being a powerful incentive to merger,
simply to secure more complete and consistent route patterns, in
spite of the apparent absence of economies of scalq in the industry.

The idleness of resources engendered by these policies is ver* great,
indeed. John Meyer and his associates estimated that only a out 50
percent of the physical capacity of the trucking *industry is utilized.7
The Highway Research Board, in 1961, on the basis of a sample of
23,610 loadings, found that 52.4 percent of common carriers had full

I ames 0. Nelson "The Effects of Entry Control In Surface Tranrt" 1Transportation Economin,
National Bureau of Economic Research, S peci! conference 17 (lOO5),p. d.

* On the lack of economies of scale In notor transport, e Murrill 1. Robeses. eome Aspects of Motor
Costs: Firm Site, Efficiency and Financial H _•, XXXim 9W) vp:2K

1 lohn R. Meye, Madton . Peck, John Stea un and Oborlm Zwick, "The (Ano66)i Comp.uun in
the Tranoaoh IndustWes (Cambridge: Hariard University Pres, 190), p. 409.
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loads in both directions, but that the comparable figure for contract
carriers was 7.9 percent, for private carriers 7.3 percent, and for
ariculturally exempt carriers, 5.2 percent. Exempt carriers had the

hset rate of utilization of their trucks, however.ý
'rho ability of intercity trucking to expand in the face of such an

impediment, and also under the handicap of a pricing system grossly
inappropriate to its technology, is an impressive testimony to the
inherent advantages of this form of transport.'

Idleness of resources also afflicts rail transport, but it is of different
origin. The railroads are also prevented from making rates which
merely cover the mar al. cost of filling an otherwise empty backhaul,
but the institutions of the industry are such that the occasion does not
frequently arise. The railroads arc multiproduct firms in which cars
are normally used for a variety of cargoes to a variety of destinations.
In general, a backhaul simply hasn't the unambiguous definition that
it does in trucking.

Rather, the idleness in railroading stems from a mixture of the
direct consequences of the cartelization, the survival of the industri/s
traditional technology of separate cars, and restrictions on disinvesting
in redundant facilities. As Ernest W. Williams has pointed out, the
ICC's customary response in cases in which railroads and motor
carriers are rivA for traffic is to set rates at levels which approxi-
mately compensate for the difference in quality ot the service, so that
some shippers will prefer the higher quality of service and others the
lower rate.10 This practice, though it serves the Commission's political
purposes in minimizing acrimony among the parties, has thoroughly
undesirable consequences, not only in misdirecting traffic between
modes, but in maintaining rail facilities for some commodities carriage
df which should be phased out. Similarly, the common carrier oblig-
tions of railroads require them to provide transportation on reasonable
demand, which in turn requires maintenance of facilities of the
character of LCL houses and cattle-loading pens which have long
since ceased to be economic. Practically all urban yard facilities ought
to be done away with or relocated in peripheral areas. Coach yards,
LCL facilities and transit sheds on the south side of Chicago occupy
as much space as the central business district; the municipal govern-
ment is acutely aware of the impediment to the city's development of
this misallocaied land.

Virtually all rail branch-line operations, with the exception of those
serving major sources of mineral traffic, have become uneconomic
following the rise of highway transport, and ought to be replaced with
truck operations. The impediments to abandonment of branch lines
and entry into motor transport have perpetuated most of the branch-
line mileage. In the 55 years in which the industry has been declining,
mileage has shrunk only about 20 percent. It is usually thought that
at least 35 percent of remaining mileage has so little justification that
it should be abandoned forthwith, and that half or more of mileage
could be dispensed with in a better-ordered system. Similarly, he

"I'ne-Iaul 'H1 g Costs In Relation to Veicle Gros Weighs," Highway Research Board, Bhailen01(951), . .
W On ho n to highway common eari e n ofPtri updn • ,adnlu, n faed on the industry, we Goo.al o ov, oPolitcon omL,-

0MIN nsl t W. WhlIams, "The Regulation of Rail-Motor Rate Competition" (New York
Harper, 1958), pp. 213-214.
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preservation of the passenger train in the Amtrak system requires
retention of extensive terminal and maintenance facilities for a form of
transportation that has long since failed a market test.

The separate-car technology to which, it will be argued below, regu-
lation is biased, produces a major form of idleness. Boxcars average
somewhat under 3 hours of movement per day; they stand in yards or
sidings over 21 hours a day. A boxcar averages about one-and-a-half
revenue round trips a month.

If only because "capacity" is a nebulous and imprecise term it is
impossible to state what percentage of railroad capacity is idle, but it
appears unlikely that the physical plant is utilized any more than the
trucking facilities previously stated to be about 50-percent utilized.

Idleness in barge operation stems mainly from the "nile of three"
whereby tows of over three commodities Tose their bulk exemption,
and the "mixing rule" whereby commodities enjoying the bulk exemp-
tion lose their exemption when mixed with cargoes subject to regula-
tion. Barge operators are forced to tow smaller tonnages than their
towboats are able to handle in order to satisfy these two rules. Similarly
the two rules require frequent empty movements of barges which, if
filled on a backhaul, would involve violation of one or the other.

B. Misalocation of Traffic Among Mode.

As was pointed out in the previous section, the Interstate Commerce
Commission's basic practice in dealing with traffic in controversy
between rival classes of carrier is to set the rates at levels such that the
contending parties can compete for the traffic on the basis of the
relative quality of service. Inevitably, some of the traffic moves by
the mode less suitable to it. Similarly, the obligations of railroads as
common carriers result in their continuing to handle shipments of
commodities for which they are no longer well suited. It was estimated
in the early 1960's that some 23 percent of railroad freight tonnage did
not cover its variable costs. Owing to the deterioration of the rail-
roads' position subsequently, this figure has since risen, probably to
more than 30 percent. There is a strong presumption that most of this
freight should have been moving in other modes. On the other hand,
the behavior of the railroads in the "umbrella ratemaking" cases
indicates that the industry has the potential ability to reattract con-
siderable absolute tonnage from barges. Owing to the railroads' high
incidence of damage from switching impact andslack action in moving
trains, their ability to reattract traffic from trucks is probably more
limited. Merton J. Peck, however, has estimated that with full de-
regulation, the railroads could probably attract about 10 percent of
truck and barge traffic in terms of revenue." This is approximately
equal to the secular growth of truck traffic in 3 years and barge traffic
in 2 years.

An alternative estimate indicating that the misallocation between
modes is much more severe has recently been produced by-Prof. Ann F.
Friedlaender. Basing her analysis on the data on relative costs in
Meyer, Peck, Stenason, and Zwick's study, she concludes that the sur-
vival of discrimination in freight rate structures has systematically

p1 George W. Hilton, "Tne Transportation Act of 1958" (Bloomington: Indiana UVersltyPress, 19-69) p. 28.
7 Msrton 3r. ek, "Competitive PoUoi, f ' tm onrt Abmorln P4l0Hp% ed., "Perpecttvw on

Antitrust Polc,' (I Inooeton: M-anedoa und en'tyyrs, 10W), pp. 244-272.
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diverted traffic from railroads to trucks for distances of more than 200
miles." Her analysis indicates that the railroads could recapture most
such frei ht. If she is correct, the railroads could recapture some 66
percent o-f highway freight with free pricing under present technology.
1 estimate appears to be based on an underestimate of the effect
-of the adverse damage experience of the railroads on the demand for
their services. It is difficult to conceive of any economic policy produc-
ing a distortion of this magnitude. With such limited additional free-
dom in ratemaking as the railroads achieved in 1958, they reattracted
traffic mainly from barges, rather than trucks. The diversion was a
fraction of 1 percent of national tonnage a figure more consistent with
Professor Peck's estimates than with Pirofessor Friedlaender's. Pro.
fessor Friedlaender suggests that there may be a further misallocation
of traffic from barges to railroads by the survival of discrimination-a
suggestion which seems even more inconsistent with observed experi-
ence under the revised rule of ratemaking under the Transportation
Act of 1958.

Short of experience under deregulation there is no way to know the
precise degree of misallocation of freight between carriers. The welfare
loss is undoubtedly minor relative to the idleness of resources which
the present organization of the industry generates or relative to the
direct enhancement of the common carrier freight sil.

0. Iweetive To Avoi Cmm Caae
Related to the foregoing is the problem that the present organiza-

tion of the industry is a comprehensive incentive to relative decline of
common carrers. Interest in this problem was concentrated in the
early 1960's, when extrapolations of the trend of the relative share of
common carriers appeared to portend disaster for common carriage
as a whole by 1975 or thereabouts. Retrospectively, it is clear that
most of the decline of common carriage being observed was the con-
tinning decline of the railroads. Somewhat surprisingly, since the evi.
dence that common carrier truck rates are above marginal cost is
probably the most unambiguous of any in this area, the relative share
of ton-miles of common carer versus unregulated trucks has moved
only slightly adversely to regulated trucking. Walter Oi and Arthur P.
Hurter, Jr., found that private and other nonregulated trucking pro.
duced a relatively constant 62-to-67- percentrof intercity-highway- ton..
miles from the outset of regulation to 1959, excepting the war years.
Regulated trucking produced the remaining 33 to 38 percent, with no
trend apparent."'

Other observers found a mild tendency to relative decline of common
carrier trucking, though both regulated and unregulated trucking were
expanding rapidly. George P. Baker, presenting data of the Trans-
portation Association of America in 1962 demonstrated a mildly greater
growth of unregulated trucking. On a base of 1946 as 100, the index of
ton-miles by regulated trucking was 313 and of unregulated 383." The
Doyle Report of 1961 showed the regulated share of trucking, in rela-
tive ton-miles, shrinking from 37 to 32 percent from 1946 to 1958."1

U Ann F. Friedlmder, "T. Dilemma of Freight Tmaport Regulation"' (Wshington: Brooklnp
intitution. 1969).

"Waltr, 0 aDnd hrP. Inrterolo,"Zcono ceo(Puvare Trnsportation S(Dubuque:Wilim
01. Drown C.. 1966).14

if Decline of Reý Common Carlae ups before the Surface Trasportation Subcommittee of
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The reregulation of frozen food movements and extension of
regulation to foreign produced agricultural products, wool, and certain
oter items in 1958 thereafter raised the related sector slightly.

It appears that the incentives to use private carriage are relatively
constant over time. The fact remains that there are disadvantages in s
system which gives such heavy incentive to use private carnage. As
was shown earlier, private trucks have an extremely low rate of

m utilization on return trips. Firms which engage in private carriage do-
vote managerial effort to the activity which could otherwise be de.
voted to the firms' primary business. There is a welfare loss in frm
being less than optimally specialized.

The South African economist, W. H. Hutt, writing in reference to
his own country, stated: "If privately owned freight vehicles are found
prefitablo, it is the clearest proof of exploitative charging on the part
of the established transport companies." "This is consistent with a
presumption that in a cartelized system (or in Hutt's context, as an
exemption from the comprehensive protection of a state railway),.the
existence of relatively free private trucking yields welfare gans.
This is the explicit conclusion of 0i and Hurter's study. They conclude
that the existence of exempt private trucking probably results in a
system closer to Pareto optimality than a cartelized system in which
no exemption existed."8

D. Bias of Regutaio to Sepaal-Cb Teachnoig
Central to the current railroad problem is the survival of a tech-

nology based on separate cars. As noted previously, boxcars move
less than 3 hours a day, and have approximately one and one-halfrevenue trips por month. There is virtually no secular improvement
in this figure; there was a gain in time in movement of only 17 minutes
between 1960 and 1970. Under the circumstances, especially at
current interest rates, it is not economic for the railroads widely to
invest in new boxcars. The number of standard boxcars in service fell
from 685,000 in 1958 to 402,000 in 1969, and cars in good order showed
an even more drastic decline. This situation, combined with the way
In which the services of cars are priced, produces an annual boxcar
shortage. As is well known, the railroads pay one another for the use
of cars with a fiat fee, per diem, charged to. the railroadon whose
tracks the cat stands at n ht. This rate is set jointly in what is
known as the per diem agreement. Formerly, all cars, however
equipped, were p riced at the same daily rate. Currently, the per diem
rate varies by the type of car. It does not, however, vary by season.
The per diem fee is not a market determined price, free to fluctuate.
Accordingly, it does not serve the function of a freely moving price
to ration existing supply in the short run. Consequently, each fall,
when the agricultural harvest occurs, there is a shortage of boxcars.
The railroads, predictably, engage in nonprice rationing, mainly for
the benefit of regular shippers, causing the shor .age to be felt maily
by farmers, elevator operators, and other occasional shippers. This,
naturally, a lies the political unpopularity of the shortage."9

SW. H1. Hutt, "TM Prinel of at flun AWwith Specia Reeawe to the Sout* Ablus
JllWW" (Capetown, n-d., o, .212." Op. 11t .p. 367.*Ralph Nader, etaL ,, TIu•V Cbisuwc O•gaENs, InstItute ifw Rupoucive 14, 1010.
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Further, as argued previously, the slack action in couplers is the
source of the adverse damage experience which is, with the possible-exception of the survivql of discriminatory pricing structures, the
railroad industry's worst handicap. There is a lesser problem that
present technology requires that any given car be built strongly
enough to operate at the head end of a train, even though where it
operates in a train is random. The current per diem arrangement
results in the railroads' having an incentive to make the minimal in-
vestment in any car of a given type to qualify it for the target per
diem rate. The consequences of this unfortunate combination is to
give the railroads an incentive to buy unsubstantial cars, but to put
an excessive amount of the investment into underfraines, end sills
and draft gear.

Essentially, this technology will survive only if the Government
begins investing in it, either through investing in cars, or subsidizing
private investment in cars, or in nationalization of the railroads. The
private sector of the economy will continue to provide the rapid net
disinvestment in railroad cars it has done in recent years.

The railroads have an alternative, reportedly to be introduced by
the Santa Fe, of integral trains with slack-free couplings between units,
arranged with the power under the cargo. Such trains would carry
general cargo in containers; there would presumably also be configura-
tions for bulk commodities, such as movements of coal to generating
stations. A complete conversion to such technology would allow the
industry massive disinvestment in yards, sidings, switch engines, and
terminal facilities. Even a partial conversion will allow considerable
disinvestment. Trucks, under such a technology, provide the classi-
fication and delivery function.

Apart from technological considerations, this means of reorganizing
the railroads is most consistent with an economic organization of them
as integrated transportation companies. That is, integrated trans-
portation companies would probably move most freight in containers
using whatever mode is most economical. This would presumably be
truck for short movements, rail for longer movements, and water for
movements of low-value commodities. Integrated transportation
companies would presumably maintain a basic network of main-line
railroad, but would disinvest in the majority of the present railroad
plant. Since the conversion would entail such massive disinvestment,
it could be carried on entirely in the private sector without Federal
financing.

The current framework of policy is biased toward the present tech-
nology of the railroads in several major ways. First, the railroads have
extensive car-service requirements based on the provision of indi-
vidual cars. Interchange requirements and safety standards, such as
brake specifications, are based on a presumption of present technology.
The same must be said for most tariffs on carload lots.

Second, the ICC has a long-standing hostility to multicarload rates.
At the outset, the ICC resisted even carload rates as possible dis-
criminations against small shippers, and did not allow them until
1910. Thereafter it resisted mu ticarload rates until 1939, when it
accepted reduced rates for minima of about 38J carloads on molasses
from New Orleans to the Peoria area from railroads which were
seeking to regain traffic from barge lines.2 0 Given the Commission's

1' Mowifrou New Orlkns to Peoria and Pekin. 236 ICC 48 (1939).
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willingness to protect barge traffic-for which it has statutory au-
thority under section 305(c) of 1940-it has approached multi-
trainload rates with circumspection, if not suspicion. Recent writers
who have treated the subject have uniformly concluded that the
Commission's behavior has inhibited the development of multicar
technology. This inhibition has been against unit trains, which do not
represent a major technological change; unit trains are merely sets of
conventional equipment, coupled together for long periods for bulk
movements on specified routes. Obviously, it would apply also to
integral trains.1'

Third, the survival of discrimination in railroad tariffs is an in-
hibition to attracting container traffic from firms which currently
engage in private carriage. That is, private carnage is cost-based,
whereas value-of-service elements survive in railroad pricing. This
objection has somewhat lost force in recent years, since plan III
pigmvbacking entails many rates for vehicles, regardless of content.

Fourth, the restrictions on entry of railroads into trucking and barge
transportation are a comprehensive inhibition to adopting intermodal
teclmolo -.

The bias of regulation to present railroad technology is a serious
problem. The largest firm in the industry is already bankrupt; its
ability to continue operations without continuing Federal assistance
is currently in doubt. The ability of the Chicago & North Western to
continue as an operating entity is extremely doubtful. Especially if
present interest rates persist, the weak railroads will find it chronically
difficult to raise working capital or to engage in enough investment in
cars and facilities to continue in operation. By 1980 a large part of
the railroad system should be inoperable, if present technology persists.

E. Inhibition of Phasing Out of Obsolete Services

One of the attractions of allocation of resources through the private
sector, as distinct from the public sector, is that the market processes
provide a systematic method of phasing out of services which society
no longer wants. The public sector, unfortunately, has no systematic
method for this function. Public bodies such as the Tariff Commission
and the Subversive Activities Control Board, which are widely thought
to be obsolete or nonfunctional, are perpetuated out of political
pressure for continuance.

A mixture of public and private decisionmaking in a declining
economic activity results in a thoroughly unsatisfactory combination
of economic forces for annihilation of the activity and political efforts
for its perpetuation. In particular, in the demise 4f any major economic
activity, the absolute level of demand at the end is likely to be con-
siderable, and thus the source of political pressure for perpetuation

The• e principal example of this situation was the passenger train,

powers over the discontinuance of which were vested in the ICC in
1958. The service was considered by most intercity travelers inter-
mediate in quality between plane and bus, but its costs were more
than double those of either. The service had a strongly negative income

Is Paul W. SfaeAvoy and James M. 8loss, laiuntIos of Tranpodt Innorin: The ICC and Unit Coal
Trains to the East Coast (New York: Ramdom House (1967): (Neorge M. MeCallum, N -Tkc= to
RaUrouad RP•mking, study No.44, College of Economics and Business; Bureau of Economic and Business
Research, Washington 8tet. Universty (Pullman, 1968).
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elasticity, estimated at -0.6 in the mid-1950's, owing to the high im-
plicit cost in time of using it relative to planes. Patronage had been
declining relatively since the mid-1890's and absolutely since the early
1920's. The ICC was entrusted with control over the service essentially
at its end. The Commission was confronted by conflicting pressures of
the industry to accelerate the decline and from representatives of
remaining passengers or people who received an external benefit from
the trains for halting of th decline. The Commission characteristically
responded with the antithetical doctrines that it would not indefinitely
require the perpetuation of a demonstrably unprofitable passenger
train, but that the passenger train as a national institution was viable
and vital. Since the eventual unprofitability of any individual passenger
train could be predicted with perfect confidence, efforts to implement
the doctrines necessarily involved the Commission in highly inconsist-
ent behavior, and drove it to be a principal advocate of the Amtrak
system of Federal operation of passenger trains. The misallocation of
resources to this purpose is now being carried on out of general tax
revenues instead of what was an implicit tax on the railroad industry."

Similar situations remain, however. Bus operators have an analogous
problem on lightly-traveled routes, though the impediments to dis-
continuance are in State statutes. Inhibitions to railroads' dropping
LCL service and branch-line service of all sorts have previously been
noted.

II. EXTENT TO WciCH THE DiSADVANTAGES ARE INHERENT IN THE
POLICY

Objections to the behavior of the Interstate Commerce Commission
along the general lines of the foregoing section are widespread, although
individual critics divide on several specific issues. A particularly
common opinion among writers hostile to the current behavior of the
ICC-possibly the most common, in fact-is that the Commission was
originally established in a populist effort to restrain the trade prac-
tices of an inherently monopolistic railroad industry, and perverted to
its present behavior by a mixture or the political pressures of the rail-
roads, notably as manifested in the Transportation Act of 1920, the
inevitable conservatizing influence of long association with the regu-
lated industries, and the self-seeking of current or recent political
appointees.2

Recent historical scholarship has shown this view to be in error,
and has demonstrated that the ICC was a cartelizing body from the
outset. This distinction may appear trivial, especially to people who
have no taste for antiquarian inquiries, but it is actually of extreme
importance, since the origin, early behavior, and evolution of the
statutory authority of the Commission demonstrate that the body's
present behavior is inevitable. That is to say staffing the Commission
with different people, or making minor changes in the statutory
delegation of authority cannot result in significantly different behavior.
The disadvantages of the present system are intrinsic to the Commis-
sion's existence, and can be rectified only by its abolition.

Tefruing IsThe aruet !cofh. IV of Geor W. HUW __lprttonMM4 gme , The Transprtaio Act of M96 p.ct
._. Giler ut B Tb. Great U.S. Freit CarteL, &Fortune, lanuuy 1967, p. 102; •amauiP. ,.untngto

"The aramus o2 the IC0," Yale Law Journ0l, LX (1952), pp. 467-M09.
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The Interstate Commerce Commission was established to stabilize
railroad cartels which had proved themselves impossibly unstable
with the private measures open to railroad managements within the
framework of a common law hostile to cartelization. The railroads had
begun pricing collusively in the 1850's, but on a systematic basis the
practice dates from the immediate post-Civil War period. In particular,
in 1869 the three ridlroads which connected Chicago with the Union
Pacific's railhead at Omaha-Council Bluffs began to pool traffic.
Collusion allowed them to engage in the discriminatory pricing for
Chicago-Omaha traffic that their monopoly positions is intermediate
towns permitted themselves. By the mid-1880's, pooling either of
traffic or revenue had become the normal organization of the industry,
but as usual in industries in a mature state of cartelization, the pools
were proving themselves chronically unstable. The cartelization had
caused the usual proliferation of investment in this instance parallel
main lines between major points, and branch lines into lightly popu-
lated agricultural lands.: Both of these problems became principally
characteristic of the railroads between Chicago and Omaha, the so-
called Grangers. Eventually (though not by 1887), seven railroads
-came to parallel one another between these cities. Since pooling did
not apply to traffic the railroads originated, but only to what they
received from connections, the same railroads became particularly
-characterized by light-density branch lines in an effort to originate as
much as possible, relative to what they received in interchange. The
-excessive investment in duplicating main lines and minor branch lines
.of the Granger railroads, it should be noted, is still one of the major
problems of the industry.

As railroads entered the Chicago-Omaha market, they typically
precipitated rate wars in an effort to secure as large quotas as possible
rom the pool. Quotas sank as low as 13 percent, however. Rates were

considerably in excess of marginal cost, and as usual, the incentive to
increase output by cutting prices was considerable. The elimination
of most gage differences in the 1870's had caused an infinity of pos-
sible routings. Rivalries of Atlantic ports were responsible for some
ratecutting, and bankrupt railroads were a chronic source of instability
as they strove to strengthen their positions for reorganization. The

-courts as of 1887 had never decided whether the usual common-law
prohibition of collusive pricing was applicable to railroads, but it was
at least clear that collusive agreements among railroads were non-
enforceable. All of this produced an industry that lapsed continually
into rate wars.

The instability of the railroad cartels was intolerable alike to rail-
road managements, shippers, and to governmental shippers. A particu-
larly unpopular manifestation was the practice of cutting rates between
points served jointly, such as Chicago-Omaha, but leaving them un-
changed to intermediate points which the railroads served individually,
such as Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, and Ottumwa. This resulted m
the railroads during the rate wars charging more for a&short haul than
for a longer haul. The railroads, however, also engaged chronically and

-systematically in charging more for shorter hauls than for longer hauls
to discriminate against areas with inadequate water transport; this was

-a part of a general pattern of value-of-service pricing. Albert Fink,
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the leadinF figure in railroad pooling in the 1880's, considered the latter
bad practice, and stated that the spasmodic type of long-haul short-
haul ratemaking as a symptom of rate wars was the more common.

Dissatisfaction with the instability of the railroad cartels was so
widespread that various solutions were presented. The Cullom bill in
the U.S. Senate, which mainly embodied the ideas of Charles Francis
Adams, Jr., president of the Union Pacific Railroad, entailed estab-
lishment of a rc-uilatory body, the Interstate Commerce Commission,
to stabilize the industry. Adams felt that a commission was necessary
to distinguish between the chronic or discriminatory form of long- and
short-haul ratemaking and the spasmodic form Which was sympto-
matic of rate wars. Naturally, he wanted the former preserved and the
latter eliminated. The Reagan bill in the House of Representatives
embodied mainly the ideas and interests of Pennsylvania oil shippers
and western farmers. This bill did not entail establishment of a com-
mission, which Congressman Reagan expected to be" railroad domi-
nated, and had an absolute prohibition on charging more for a short
haul than for a longer haul, and included a prohibition on pooling. Both
required that rates be just and reasonable, and that they be adhered to.
Neither contained any provision for rate setting by a public body.
The Reagan bill was to be enforced by court actions. Adams was sothorough in favor of a highly discretionary commission that he
expressed a preference for a commission without a law to a law without
a commission.

The reconciliation of the two bills before final passage produced
an inconsistent and unsatisfactory statute. With one major exception,
the content of the Cullom bill was enacted. The act established a
highly discretionary commission, the ICC, as Adams had wanted
and also included as section 4 the elastic prohibition of long-haul
short-haul ratemaking with the waiver at the Commission's discretion
that had been crucial to Adams' formulation. The requirements that
rates be just and reasonable, nondiscriminatory among persons, and
nonpreferential between areas were enacted. The exception to the
enactment of the Cullom bill was inclusion of the Reagan bill's

hibition on pooling at Reagan's insistence in the reconciliation.
This produced an inconsistent statute which prohibited the principal
private means of stabilizing the railroad cartels in an enactment
otherwise entirely devoted to an effort at stabilization. The Interstate-
Commerce Act of 1887 was also inadequate in other respects. Probably
out of fear of rendering the statute unconstitutional, the drafters
nowhere stated the act's purpose. Worse, they neglected to declare
legal the collusive pricing which they were endeavorg to facilitate;
when 3 years later the Sherman Act was passed, declaring every
restraint of trade to be illegal, the courts interpreted the prohibition
to apply to collusive pricing among railroads for absence of a directive
to the contrary in either statute. Section 4 was so ineptly drafted that
the courts interpreted it in the fashion exactly opposite to what
Adams had wanted: the Supreme Court held that where railroads were
rivals, the "substantially similar circumstances" specified in section 4
did not apply, and the railroads might charge more for a shorter haul
than for a longer haul. This decision and, the court's recognition that
the Act had granted the Commission no powers to set rates for the.
future reduced the Commission to impotence by the late 1890's.1

* The freolngIj the argument, updted, of Oeere W. Hilton, "The Com.iMstenO @ the IntMtOte,lome At"the ournst of LaW end BCODOJUICUIX (i•eS), pp. PT-il.
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Most of the subsequent development of the statutory authority
of the ICC is best looked upon as an effort to rectify the shortcomings
*of the act of 1887 as a carteuizing statute. In the Elkins Act of 1903,
the Hepburn Act of 1906 and the Mann-Elkins Act of 1910, Congress
rectified most but not all of what had been inadequate in the Act of
1887. The Elkins Act of 1903, which was written in the legal depart-
maent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, provided that recipients of
discriminatory favors should be liable to penalties. Railroad comr-
panies, as distinct from their officers, were made liable to prosecutionfor favoritism among shippers. Departure from published rates was
:made a misdemeanor, and rendered enjoinable.

Lu 1906 the Hepburn Act granted the Commission its first specific
authority to set rates. The authority was for maximum rates, but the
fact that the rate was enforced by a public body and given the legal
authority of a statute greatly facilitated collusive ratesettin&. The
act also required 30 day notice of a change in rates--a major inhibition
to promiscuous rate-cutting. The ICC was given control of express
.companies, sleeping cars and pipelines. The Commission was vested
with powers over "accessorial services," such as icing in transit, which
.might be used for shading rates clandestinely. In an effort to deal
with the monopology of anthracite coal of the railroads in eastern
Pennsylvania, the railroads were prohibited from carrying goods of
their own production for sale, with the exception of lumber.

The Mann-Elkins Act of 1910 was mainly notable for revising the
.text of section 4 to restore the efficacy of the long- and short-haul
provision. This statute also initiated the Commission's powers of
investigation and suspension of rates, and also its powers to enforce
divisions of rates. The bill had initially contained a legalization of
collusive ratemaking, but this was not enacted; thus the statutory
framework as of 1910 continued to have the major lhatus that the
.cartelization which the" Commission was established to facilitate --
and which it was continuing to facilitate-was still illegal. The
.enactments of 1903, 1906, and 1910 jointly accomplished their end;
by the eve of World War I, the railroad industry was stable without
pooling.2X

About 1915-16, however, the railroads began to decline. The
principal forces for the decline were the high incidence of damage
claims inherent in the technology of separate cars with coupler slack,
the inflexibility of rails in origins and destinations the low speed of
movements relative to motor transport, the value-of-service rate
structures which the act of 1887 had perpetuated, and the proneness
*of the industry to the incursions of tax collectors and labor unions
because of its large volume or irrecoverable investment in rights-of-
way. By coincidence the onslaught of the decline occurred simul-
taneously with World War I, during which the Federal Government
assumed control of the railroads. In retrospect it is apparent that
*Congress should have recognized that the properties of the railroads
which had appeared to require a permanent noncompetitive organi-
zation of the industry were proving transitory; rival forms of trans-
portation were arising, and the heavy debts incuiTed in building
railroad rights-of-way in the 19th century had been reduced in pat
by the bawnuptcies of the 1890's. It was not, however, apparent in

5¶ds dog WCRiesuý brit n hC l s eythistory by Gabri ko
aea n Bgualo l-9W(Plasop ricton Ulledt ru IWO).
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1920 that the railroads had begun to decline. Accordingly, Congress
moved not toward a more competitive framework, but in the opposite
direction, converting the ICC in 1920 from a body which facilitated
private collusion to the governing body of an outright compulsory
cartel of railroads.

The Transportation Act of 1920 was as straightforward a cartel-
izing statute as any Congress has enacted. The act provided the ICC
with minimum rate control powers over entry, exit, capital formation,
and accounting procedures. The new enactment modified the anoma-
lous prohibition of pooling by giving the ICC discretion to approve-
pooling agreements. Since the industry was already stable in absence.
of pooling, this change in policy was less important than might have
been anticipated. Rather, administration of minimum rate control
became the Commission's principal activity.

The act of 1920 provided several devices, all unsuccessful as theyproved, in an effort to equalize earnings among railroads. First, the
Commission was directed to prepare a set of plans for voluntary merg-
ers of strong and weak railroads- it engaged Prof. William Z. Ripley to
develop the plans but the unwil.ngness of strong railroads to dilute
their strength through merger with weaker railroads caused the plans,
without exception, never to be implemented. Second, in section 15A
the act provided a rule of ratemm ang whereby a fair rate of return on
a fair value of property was stated to be the goal of public policy. The
Commission was also directed to consider rates of return of carriers
in divisions of rates. Third, the act established a recapture system,
whereby half the earnings of railroads over 6 percent were put in a
fund admini tered by. the ICC for lending to weaker railroads. The
other half of earnings m excess of 6 percent were retained by the rail-
roads as a contingency reserve.

As is usually true cartelization of a declining industry accelerated
the decline. The IC6 in an effort to generate a target rate of return of
5.75 percent raised railroad rates from 25 to 40 percent; railroad rates
in the early 1920's were about 165 percent of the 1913 level, although
prices were only 140 percent of the same base. Inevitably, trucks
proliferated an~dafter 1926 intercity trucking was a significant part
of the national transportation pattern. In addition, the high level of
railroad rates created dissatisfaction among farmers, whose political
pressures resulted in the Hoch-Smith resolution of 1925, an unclear
enactment whereby Congress directed the Commission to consider
"the conditions which at any given time prevail in our several in-
dustries * ** to the end that commodities may freely move." The.
resolution may be interpreted as a directive to the ICC to set rates at
levels such that producers of agricultural commodities in various
areas of the country might compete with one another in major metro-
politan markets.

The spread of intercity trucking after 1926 produced political pres-
sure from the railroads, from some large truckers and to some extent
from others for extension fo the cartelization to motor transport. A
mixture of the low ebb of the railroads in the depths of the depression,
the authority of Joseph B. Eastman, as Coordinator of Transportation
under the Emergency Transportation Act of 1933, and the brief wave
of revulsion to the market processes characteristic of the early and
mid-1930's brought the extension of the cartel to trucks and buses in
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the form of the Motor Carrier Act of 1935. This statute regulated
common carriers by highway in a fuhion similar to existing railroad
regulation, but for contract carriers provided only minimum rate
regulation-the trappings of public utility regulation were not even
enacted for contract carriers. More important, motor carrier regu-
lation, through its exemption of private and agricultural carriage, was
limited to approximately a third of the industry.

Exemptions of bulk and agricultural commodities were also pro-
vided in water carrier regulation, which was inaugurated in the Trans-
portation Act of 1940. but this statute also exempted liquid cargoes
and any cargoes requiring special equipment. The exemptions were
limited to tows of not more than three commodities, and to tows
which were free of mixing of exempt and nonexempt commodities.
The net effect to exempt some 93 percent of water traffic from regula-
tion. More broadly, the exemptions from highway and water transpor-
tation were sufficient to create a thoroughly unworkable partial cartel,
essentially without pooling or quotas, without marginal calculations,
without the explicit recognition of the carteliz'ig authorities that they
were running a cartel, and without adequate directives, which is to
saywith excessive discretion, in all major aspects of their activity.

The act of 1940 inaugurated a preamble to the Interstate Commerce
Act, called the national transportation policy, which in one respect
compensated for the inadequate character of the Commislon's statu-
tory delegation of authority but which in another reinforced the highly
discretionary character of that authority. This preamble, ostensibly a
directive to Commission to regulate transportation equitably with
regard to the several classes of carrier, and with due regard to the
interests of the economy, defense, and the postal service, directed the
Commission to "foster sound economic conditions in transportation
and among the several carriers; to encourage the establishment and
maintenance of reasonable charges for transportation services, without
unjust discriminations, undue preferences or advantages, or unfair or
destructive competitive practices. * * *"

The Commission's delegation of authority is so vague that it does
not provide specific authorization to do what the Commission must do
to carry out the general directives to run a cartel in transportation.
The statutory delegation of authority tells the Commission that rates
must be just and reasonable, whereas, as argued at the outset, the
Commission must prohibit rates which merely cover the variable costs
of an otherwise empty backhaul if it is to maintain the overall frame-

ork of discriminatory pricing which it was established to buttress.
Rates to fill backhauls can be treated as "unfair or destructive com-petitive practices." Similarly, the Commission has no specific authority
to prohibit rates less than cost. To compensate for its inability to issue
quotas on the basis of marginal calculations, as a well-organized cartel
would do, the Commission endeavors to allocate traffic among con-
tending common carriers on the basis of their relative average total
costs, or in the ICC's terminology, "fully distributed costs." When a
regulated carrier is contending for traffic with an unregulated carrier,
the Commission typically allows rates approximately equal to averse
variable costs, or "out-of-pocket costs." Rates which cover fully
distributed cost are, in the 1001's lexicon1 "fully compensatory" and
rates which cover out-of-pocket costs are reasonably compensatory."
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The Commission in the recent Ingot Mold. case was held to be in valid
exercise of its discretion to engage in cost comparisons on the basis of
fully distributed cost and also to engage in market sharing by setting
rates at which the parties could contend for traffic on the basis of rela-
tive quality of service.M The principal authority for this behavior is
the general power to prevent "utfair or destructive competitive
practices."

Presumably the same general authority is the basis of the Com-
mission's practice of prohibiting rates which are lower than necessary
to meet competition, although this is less clear. One recent writer has
argued that there appears to be no statutory authority for this
characteristic behavior of the Commission.1

The national transportation policy is also the Commission's au-
thority for its efforts to keep all carriers prosperous. The directive to
"foster sound economic conditions in transportation and among the
several carriers" the Commission has interpreted to mean that each
existing class of carrier is to be kept prosperous. Since demand con-
ditions and cost conditions are dynamic, it is manifestly impossible to
achieve this end; some of the transportation industries must be
declining at any given time. Further, the effort to achieve this end
necessarily involves the Commission in what is popularly known as"unbrella ratemaking," the practice of holding up the rates of one
class of carrier to protect the traffic of another. The Transportation
Act of 1940 was characteristically unhelpful on this point, since in an
amendment to section 15a(2) of 1933, the act apparently directed the
Commission to refrain from this practice. The Commission responded
not surprisingly, by alternating between engaging in the practice and
denying it ever engaged in the practice. The principal clause of the
Transportation Act of 1958, to be discussed below, was intended to
resolve this point.

In an inconspicuous provision, the act of 1940 placed the burden of
proof in rate reductions on the carrier proposing the rate change. This
was greatly to facilitate one class of carrier opposing the rate-reduction
efforts of another. Finally the act of 1940 repealed the provisions of
the Transportation Act of 1920 for consolidation, which had proved
themselves unworkable. Two years later, Congress extended regulation
to freight forwarders in an enactment of 1942.

The extension of rate bureaus to motor and water carriers caused a
renewal of interest in the private aspect of the cartelization of the
industry. In the early 1940's the State of Georgia, motivated by what
it considered systematic discrimination against its industrial develop-
ment in railroad tariff structures, and the Antitrust Division brought
separate actions against the rate bureau system. Georgia accused the
ICC of being a party to an illegal collusion against its citizens.
Georgia's receiving from the Supreme Court the right to proceed asparents patriae in the action was widely interpreted as indicting that
collusive ratemaking remained illegal; nothing had occurred at law
since the decisions of 1897-98 to indicate otherwise. Congress re-
sponded by passing the Reed-Bulwinkle Act over President Truman's
veto in 1948, legalizing the collusive ratemaking which the ICC was
established to facilitate 61 years earlier. This enactment granted

*Awebin chMee/ lie., e1 A v. L.ue•eWO % M• # MR. 00.,9 d, As U.S. 7 (16).'MoCsflh, op. oIt,, p. 43.
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carriers antitrust exemption for collusive ratemaking provided that
the bylaws of rate bureaus were made in conformity with the act, and
approved by the Commission. Notably rate bureaus were limited to
cMiers of a single class, and individual carriers were guaranteed the
right of individual submission of rates." It should be emphasized that
this act was not the result of temporary political pressures of carriers,
but rather the rectification of the last of the shortcomings, incon-
sistencies and hiatuses of the original Interstate Commerce Act of 1887.

The only major statute added to the ICC's body of authority since
1948, the Transportation Act of 1958, was an effort to relieve the
distress of the railroads during the recession of 1957-58. In its principal
provision, the act of 1958 endeavored to rectify the anomaly, mentioned
earlier, that the act of 1940 had directed the Commission to maintain"sound economic conditions" among all classes of carrier, but also to
refrain from holding up the rates of one class of carrier to protect the
traffic of another. Maintenance of "sound economic conditions"
among the one class frequently in the Commission's view; required
protection from rate cutting o1 other classes. The railroads in the
1950's had felt that this practice, which they called "umbrella rate-
making" was particularly directed at their efforts to reattract traffic
from barge lines. The act of 1958, after long controversy concerning
phraseology, endeavored to solve the problem with a new section
15a(3), which read, in part, "Rates of a carrier shall not be held up to a
particular level to protect the traffic of any other mode of transporta-
tion, giving due consideration to the objectives of the national trans-
portation policy." Since the National Transportation Policy was the
source of the "umbrella ratemaking" which the Commission had
engaged in, the new directive was guilty of perpetuating the ambiguity
with which it was designed to deal. The Commission continued to
engage in "umbrella ratemaking," intermittently with refraining from
the practice and denying its existence. Partly owing to some early
court reverses, the Commission showed generally greater willingness to
allow competitive rate reductions in the early 1960's. The Ingot Molds
case represented a massive reversion to the behavior of protecting
barge traffic from railroad rate-reduction; the Supreme Court's
decision in favor of the Commission in 1968 essentially gave the ICC
carte blanche to use fully distributed costs as a means of cost-com-
parison between carriers and to set rates to compensate for difference
in quality of service, both of which had been intrinsic to the "umbrella
ratemaking" behavior. By 1968 the railroads were sinking to such low
ebb that their opportunities for attraction of traffic through rate
reduction were relatively limited; accordingly, the importance of the
decision should not be overstated.

In other major provisions, the act of 1958 initiated a program of
guaranties of loans to railroads which was allowed to expire in 1963,
gave the ICC control of discontinuance of passenger trains, and re-
stored motor carriage of frozen foods to regulation. Previously, it was
pointed out that in'implementing its powers over discontinuance of
passenger trains the 1CC endeavored to pursue the irreconcilable
polcies of not indefinitely perpetuating an individual unprofitable
train on the ground that the rlroad as a whole was profitable, and
holding that the passenger train as a whole was a permanent and vital

NQ.. p* . .ilton, "Uxpefieno Under the RePd-BulwWnkh Act," 1CC PmdUtlonm' lounsW, XXVIU
AS961), pp. 1207-1219.
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part of the national transportation system. Similarly, in issuance of
oan guaranties, the Commision endeavored to implement Congress'
directives that loans be guaranteed only if the loan could not be made
in the absence of a Federal guaranty, and also that loans be guaranteed
only if there were reasonable assurance of repayment. Obviously, if
there were reasonable assurance of repayment, the loan could be made
in absence of the guaranty. Here again, the C, ommison endeavored to
pursue both policies simultaneously without acknowledging that it

ad two inconsistent doctrines."0
The Commission is not to be blamed entirely for this sort of be-

havior. Congress has provided it either with explicitly contradictory
directives or, more frequently, with directives so nebulous as hardly
to be directives at all. In addition, since the Commission is engaged in
political resource allocation, it is politically convenient to have al-
ternative policies to choose, depending on the political pressures in
the case.

The other principal conclusion to be drawn from the Transportation
Act of 1958 is that minor modifications of present policy are unlikely
to be of much significance. The argument of this and the previous sec-
tion has been that what is undesiable about the present organization
of the transportation industry is the direct consequence of the policy
which Congress has laid out since 1887. Telling the-ICC to refrain from"umbrella ratemaking," even if this were done more forthrightly than
in the act of 1958, would be ineffective because, given the imperfection
of the cartel the Commision administers and the conflicting political
pressures upon it, "umbrella ratemaking" suits the Commission's
needs extremely well. As argued previously, the Commission has no
alternative to prohibiting rates which simply cover the marginal cost
of an otherwise empty backhaul if it is to preserve the discriminatory
rate structures which it was established to protect.

Conversely, the present framework ofpolicy could create only the
present situation. It is frequently argued by critics of theICC that
different personnel could produce a different situation. The recent
report by Ralph Nader's study group, for example, argues that the
members of the Commission are political appointees of negligible pro-
fessional competence in what they are doing. The authors demonstrate
that the majority of members after leaving the Commision enter the
industries which they formerly regulated. The authors, who define the
public interest roughly as it is defined in an adversary proceeding be-
fore a regulatory commission rather than by a market test, argue that
the Commission is essentially a forum wherein transportation com-
panies resolve disputes among themselves, rather than a body which
imposes the public interest on an industry of certain inherently
noncompetitive characteristics.W

Basically, the foregoing complaints are correct; the authors fail to
recognize that the situation they describe with general accuracy stems
from the historical development of the Commission, not from the
composition of the membership. Typically, .they treat rate bureaus as
excrescences that are improperly. .lerated in the system, rather than
as the central elements the stabilization of which gave rise to the
system.

N The TransportaUon Act of 1968, op. dt.
1 Ralph Nader, st at., op. dt.
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It is the argument of the foregoing pages that the Commission is
essentially correct that observation ofthe letter of the Interstate
Commerce Act requires collusive ratemaking. As enthusiasts for
collusive ratemaking have customarily argued, section 4 alone essen-
tially demands collusive ratemaking, since any one carrier engaging
in unilateral rate reduction will probably involve either itself or other
carriers in ch rig more for a short haul than for a longer haul.

S Further, it shoild be borne in mind that members of regulatory
bodies respond to the political and economic incentives which they
face in the same fashion as other men and women. Members of a
regulatory commission are motivated by a desire for self-advancement,
reappointment, pecuniary gain, professional respect and minimization
of acrimony in the same fashion as anyone elie. Pursuing two irrec-
oncilable policies simultaneously, as argued previously, is useful to
the Conmission in adapting to the political pressures to which they
are subjected. This course of action probably minimizes acrimony. It
probably also minimizes hostility of the regulated industries. Com-
inissioners sit for finite periods; they must be concerned with their
careers after leaving the Commission. They cannot be expected to
ignore the possibilities of employment in the industries with which
they are becoming most familiar.

A corollary of ts proposition is that the Commission cannot be an
effective planning body. The Nader Report argues that the Com-
mission ought to be a planning organization, mapping out railroad
mergers along the lines of the Ripley plans of the 1020's, rather than
accepting voluntary mergers of the railroads themselves. Similarly
the report envisions the Commission planning for the revitalization of
passenger service. Apart from the fact that the statutory body of
authority is designed for nothing but cartelization, the term of thecommissioners is too short for them to engage in planning activity
the results of which would come long after they have left office, and
the fruits of which would do them no good professionally.

More basically, whatever the wording of a statute, or whatever the
content of the common law, in Smyth v. Ames or otherwise, all that a
regulatory commission vested with powers of rate regulation can do is
generate monopoly gain in one activity and dissipate it in another.
The municipal regulatory commission in Los Angeles grants Yellow
Cab a monopoly, but requires it to issinpate part of the gain on re-
sponding to phone calls in lightly populated areas whi generate
small demand for taxi service. one companies are required to string
long lines to isolated houses. The foregoing are examples of situations
in which a single firm is given the monopoly right. -In regulating an
industry of a large number of firms such as transportation, there is
nothing to do but run a cartel. It might be a better cartel than this one,
but it Would still be a cartel. One of the reasons why .the present
arrangement is so unsatisfactory is that the monopoly gain is generated
mainly for truckers, whereas the principal uneconomic service being
operated until recently was railroad passenger service. Thus, the
monopoly gain is beirg generated in one area and what is feing
dissipated is the rail passenger deficit out of the earnings of an industry
far advanced in its secular decline, essentially without monopoly
gain at all.
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By way of summary, the argument of this section has been that the
present undesirable situation in transportation is the direct and
unavoidable consequence of the policy pursued since 1887. Public
policy between 1887 and 1948 established a mixed system of private
and public cartelization, under a highly discretionary cartelizing body
with a grossly inadequate statutory body of authority and too large a
volume of exemptions from its powers to be effective. Minor changes
in public policy can effect only trivial improvements or worsening
of this situation. A better cartel or a worse cartel is still a cartel. A
better cartel, with a cartelizing body engaging in marginal calculations,
in issuance of quotas would probably have a smaller welfare loss than
this one, but society would still unnecessarily suffer from a cartel of
one of the largest hidustries in the economy. Further, as an empirical
matter, there appears to be no prospect of ending the exemption of
private carriage from ICC regulation, and thus no real prospect of
rendering this cartel ordinarily workable.

III. CoST TO THE EcoNomy OF THE CARTEL

Several economists in recent years have attempted estimates of the-
cost of various aspects of the cartelization, and more recently, Prof.
Thomas G. Moore has attempted a synoptic estimate of the cost to
the economy of the entire cartel on the basis of the several partial
studies.

Most simply, an estimate of the enhancement of the national freight
bill by the cartel is possible on the basis of the sample of commodities
deregulated under the agricultural exemption by judicial action in the
1950's. By a decision of 1955, movements of chicken by truck were
declared subject to the agricultural exemption. The Department of
Agriculture found that by 1957 rates on fresh poultry hadfallen from
12 to 53 percent, and that rates for frozen poultry had fallen by 16 to
59 percent in various areas. On the average, rates on fresh poultry had
fallen 33 percent and frozen poultry 36 percent. When frozen foods
generally were deregulated by a similar decision in the following year,
rates fell by an average of 19 percent, while rail rates rose from 6 to 14
percent. In b.th cases, the fall in truck rates was associated with a
greater willingness to provide multiple destinations for cargo.3'

There is no reason to believe that these commodities were other than
randomly chosen; that is, the deregulation occurred merely because of
the phraseology of the statute, notbecause the rates of these commodi-
ties were exceptionally enhanced by the regulation.

If these commodities could be taken as a valid sample of common-
carrier rates, we could conclude that rates are somewhat more than 20
percent above the rates which would prevail under competition. With
a common-carrier freight bill in excess of $20 billion, this would imply
an enhancement of costs by some $4 to $5 billion. For various reasons,
such an estimate would overstate the enhancement. First, in a seg-.
ment of a cartelized industry which is decartelized, resources will flow
in from the rest of the industry, depressing the price below what would

A 'Rbt&1* tTruckwnof Frau god Frowen Poultry underAgricultural Esemption," Marketing RoewnbRe iN .U epartmnLt o1 Agrculture, 19W "Interstate Trucking of Frozen Fruits and Vege-
tabk "Marketing I e No.816, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 19W.
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'have prevailed in the absence of cartelization. Second, there is no pre..
sumption all rates are artifically enhanced. There is no reason to ex-
pect the railroad rates currently thought to be below average cost to
all. Some such rates might rise under deregulation. The biases in

such considerations cannot be more than 50 percent; thus, this sample
of deregulated commodities warrants a minimum estimate of $2
billion as an addition to the national freight bill.u Ai ussumption that
only motor freight rates are enhanced by 20 percent would justify an
estimate of $2 billion.

Such an estimate, apart from its crudity ignores several additional
costs, notably the welfare loss to society Irom freight that does not
move at all owing to the increase in freight rates consequent upon the
cartelization.

Two economists have recently attempted to estimate the welfare
loss from misallocation of freight among modes. Ann F. Friedlaender,
as mentioned previously, estimated that the railroads under free
pricing would be able to reattract most freight moving by truck for
distances of over 200 miles. On the basis of this, she estimated a
welfare loss of some $500 million per year from the misallocations.8
As stated earlier, her estimate of the ability of the railroads to re-
attract freight may well be excessive, given the railroads' adverse
damage experience relative to motor carriers.

Robert W. Harbeson, however, makes an even greater estimate of
the welfare loss from misallocation. Professor Friedlaender's estimate
was explicitly a casual one, an informed guess of the magnitude of
the loss. Professor Harbeson, however, analyzed the relative costs of
movement by road and rail on the basis of various ICC cost. studies
of the 1960's, plus data in the Bureau of the Census' study of 1963,
.commonly known as the Census of Transportation, published in 1966.
Professor Harbeson estimated that the use of trucks instead of carload
rail transportation as a consequence of regulation resulted in an
economic loss from $1,128,623,300 to $2,921,001,800. CorrectinK his
estimate for the inferiority of the quality of rail service, he posits a
loss in the range of $1,041,490,710 to $2,833,869,234."

Professor Friedlaender has recently made a second estimate of the
costs to the economy of regulation, in this instance an attempt to
quantify the cost of excess capacity in the railroad plant in 1969.
In this pa per, Mrs. Friedlaender estimated the cost of excess capacity
in railroading in 1969 at $2.4 to $3.8 billion, as compared with a
"deadweightý loss from the consequences of survival of value-of-
service pricing of approximately $300 million This estimate with the
usual presumption that the worst costs of the cartel are in idleness of
facilities.

Other economists have attempted quantifications of the costs of
individual aspects of the cartelization. Paul W. MacAvoy and James
.Sloss estimated that the economic loss from the ICC's refusal to allow

Ms 06oO W. I~tW, "Competitive TransportatIon: T4e Law d tOw Junglre, Bnnm Ronasow,.Xýo No. 2 (June 196), p. W77.
SFriedluender.o.et., I7.

SolRobert W.dle n u Better Resource Alloi In Transpot," the JoUnal Of JAW and
-cnmmX H (1909), Sb4Zat332

86 (1971)alsede, "~TheSca Cost of Regulating the Railoads American loonomnl Review,
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rates for unit trains of coal amounted to about $9 million per year."
This is a good indication how large can be the consequences of a fairly
minor facet of the entire cartel. In this instance, the unit trains re-
quired no new technology; they were simply s *of existing cars
permanently assigned to specific routes. The inhibitions on moving
from present, technology to some slack-free technology must be far
greater.

Similarly, Karl Ruppenthal studied the consequences of another
inconspicuous portion of the cartelization. In 1967 the Supreme Court
upheld an ICC order banning the practice of regula. barge linesfilling out tows with barges of bulk commodities carried at a special
togin rate for unregulated carriers. Previously, unregulated carriers
of buIk commodities had assembled barges at major junctions or
terminals and turned them over to regulated common carrier barge
lines for movement. The regulated earners charged a special rate for
towing only, without the usual common carrier obligations of bailment
or delivery to the consignee. The unregulated carrier then reassumed
control of the barges at a junction point near the consignee and
delivered them to their destinations. The Commission prohibited the
practice as a violation of its Mixig rule.

An end of this practice necessarily reduced the Weyds of regulated
towboats. Ruppenthal estimated that the new rule ina-'.ased cost per
ton-mile from 2.3 mills to something between 3.02 mills und 3.34 mills,
depending on the size of the tow. The ruling, then, probably added
from $207 to $287 million to the cost of moving freight.V

In a paper recently delivered at a meeting at the Brooluigp Institu-
tion, Prof. Thomas, G. Moore has attempted an estimate of Jhe eco-
nomic loss from ICC regulations on the basis of the foregoing studies,
with the exception of the Harbeson paper. In place of Harbeson's
estimate, Moore made his own estimate of the cost of diversion of
freight from rail to truck on the basis of Merton J. Peck's estimates.

,of the railroads! ability to reattract traffic from trucks and an estimate
*of Charles River Associates in a paper of 1969. Peck's estimates led

-Moore-to calculate a saving from the shift in traffic of $450 to $900
million, and the Charles River Associates estimate led him to an
upper bound of $2 billion. In his tabulation, Moore used only a range
of only zero to $900 million. This is a considerably lower range than
Harbeson's estimate.

Moore made no estimates of the cost of diversion of traffic from rail
to water carrier and rail to pipeline. Virtually all the academic studies
have been concerned with the supposed diversion of freight from rail
to truck, whereas the railroads' own behavior, as stated earlier, indi-
cates that with additional ratemaking freedom they attempt almost
exclusively to realtract freight from water carriers. Thus, an estimate
which does not include the cost of this diversion is necessarily under-
stated. Moore also attempts an estimate of $175 to $400 million as the
economic loss from commodities which do not move at all owing to the
enhanced costs of movement consequent upon the cartel. Moore's net
estimate is a range of $3.6 billion per year to $6.9 billion with an
intermediate estimate of $4.8 billion. Recognizing that his estimate

1 MacAvoy and Sloss% (,p. cit., p. 61.
$I Karl Ruppenthal, ' Sme Economic AFpecta of the Barge Line 3ling Rule, Transpotation Journal,.

IX, No. 3 (spring 1970), 6-43. The estimate of total cost is from Moore, cited in footnote 38.
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neglects important costs, he suggests an actual range of some $4 to
$10 billion.W

Moore's estimate is the most careful and comprehensive attempted
to date. Insofar as it errs, the error is unquestionably on the downward
side. From his estimate, we can presume that the existence of the
Interstate Commerce Commission entails an implicit tax on the econ-
omy probably on the order of $5 billion. We may then proceed to
consider the uses to which this tax is put.

IV. Tur SUBSIDY IMPLICIT IN THE ICC

The principal beneficiaries of the cartelization are the proprietors.
of the major intercity truck lines. In what would otherwise be an
entirely competitive industry, they receive a monopoly gain from
exclusive routes and from the ability to engage in discriminatory
pricing. "o one, to my knowledge, has attempted to quantify the
monopoly gain of large truckers, but the prices at which" major
trucking companies sell are enough in excess of the value of the assets
being transferred that monopoly gain has clearly been capitalized.
Unsurp Ily, major trucking compares, especially through the
American Trulc'king Association, are the principal spokesmen for the
perpetuation of the cartel. I

Similarly, the Brotherhood of Teamsters benefits from the cartel
since the monopoly gain generated among truckers is in the nature of
an economic rent on which the union can prey as if the union were a
tax collector. The industry, in absence of cartelization, would have
negligible economic rents, so that a union would not be effective. That
is to say, the industry would be highly competitive, with almost
entirely unspecialized resources and freely fluctuating prices. Under
the circumstances, a union's effort to raise the wage would affect any
one employer like a tax with no possibility of shittini, and merely
drive him out of business. AccordingIy, this unon is particularly
characterized by cartelizing behavior; Prof. Milton Friedman has
described it as essentially a firm that sells the service of cartelizin
an industry." The union's advocacy of the present organization 0-
transportation is only one manifestation of this behavior.

In the same fashion, the railroad brotherhoods benefit from the
noncompetitive org anization of railroading. The locomotive engineers
who are in a crucial position to bring an industry of heavy fixed capital
to a halt with a strike, were probably the most successful union i.the
economy in the early years of the century, with a monopoly gain
thought to be of the order of 15 to 25 percent. The decline of the
industry, plus the advent of the Diesel locomotive, which permits
longer trains and demands a lower skill level, has reduced their
strength; unsurprisingly, the airline pilots are now thought to out-
distance them in monopoly gain by a wide margin. The remaining
strength of the locomotive engineers probably stems more from the
processes of the Railway Labor Act than from continued generation
of monopoly gain for the railroads on which their union can draw.
'5 Thomas 0. Moore, "The Feasibility of Deregulating Surface Freight Transportation," paper pnted&

at a eonferen on antitrust in the regulated Industries, the Brookings Institution, Wasington, D.C.,
November 1971. The estinmtes are tentative, subject to change before publication.

itMilton Friedman, "Capitalism and Freedom" (Chicago: Univerdty of Chicago Pros, 1W), p. 126.
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Barge operators are beneficiaries of the present organization of the
industry, not in receiving a monopoly giin directly, but rather in
having their traffic protected from rate cutting by railroads and
trucks. This industry receives a major direct subsidy from the toll-free
character of the rivers on which they operate. There is little question
that both the absence of tolls and the impediments to rate reduction
by rival carriers cause barge traffic to be greater than it would be in a
competitive organization of the industry with appropriate user charges.
This, however, merely attracts generally unspecialized resources to
the industry, rather than generating monopoly gain.

Formerly, it might have been said that railroad passengers received
an important subsidy from the cartelization of the industry. The
minority of travelers who preferred this to rival forms of intercity
passenger transport were beneficiaries of the principal uneconomic
service being provided in the cartelized industrY. Since this service is
now provided out of general tax revenues in the Amtrak system, the
example is historical. Even while the example was current, it would be
difficult to argue that the subsidy served any real purpose, since ade-
quate alternatives existed for all such trips. It is more accurate to look
on provision of rail passenger service simply as waste.

Similarly, shippers in small communities or on branch lines may be
thought to be receiving a subsidy. from the survival of rail freight
operations to their sidings, since this service is typically produced at
a loss. Again, however, the service could be provided in alternative
fashions, and in a competitive framework would probably be provided
by containers on trucks at considerably less cost.

The other group apparently benefiting from the present organiza-
tion of the industry is the set of commissioners, employees of the ICC
lawyers who specialize in ICC practice, traffic men whose professional
talent is mainly a thorough familiarity with ICC regulation, and
miscellaneous practitioners of the law and institutions of the present
system. These are men and women who have chosen to specialize in
the present organization of transportation simply because that or-
ganization exists; in its absence they would have chosen some other
specialization. Here again, their services are essentially a form a waste,
rather than a source of enrichment.

One cannot avoid the conclusion that the present organization of
the transportation industry is in the nature of a major tax on the
economy which results mainly in waste, rather than in a subsidy which
has major benefits for society or for many individuals. The present
practice of giving away portions of the broadcast spectrum through
the processes of the Federal Communications Commission results in
enrichment of holders of franchises for major television and radio sta-
tions. The organization of transportation under the ICC produces
similar results only to a very minor degree in generating monopoly
gain for major truckers and for the Brotherhood of Teamsters andthe
railroad unions. Mainly, the cartelization attracts unspecialized re-
sources from other activities and Wastes them in idleness, under-
utilization and inappropriate use. Professor Moore estimates that
about a fourth of the $27 billion income generated in transportation in
1968 may be simply waste.
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The economic loss from the cartelization of the transportation in.
dustry is probably the largest from the inappropriate organization of
any industry, with the probable exception of the agricultural price
support program. Further, it is an organization of the industry which
produces negligible benefits to anyone in return for its cost to the
economy. AsIhave argued earlier in this paper, the costs follow
directly from the nature of the statutory authority of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and cannot be greatly changed by minor
modification in the Commission's authority. The industry can readily
be reorganized competitively by abolition of the ICC, and subjection
of common carriers to the Sherman Act's usual prohibition of collusive
pricing, predatory practices and efforts to monopolize. The industry
as stated earlier, would presumably consist of a number of integrated
transportation companies, based on a drastically atrophied network
of rail lines, but providing service by any mode with a containerized
technology, plus an infinite number of independent truck and barge
operators, all with complete freedom of entry and exit. Any efforts of
the integrated transportation companies to exert monopoly power
would result in the expansion of the economic range of truckimg.
Freedom of entry into trucking would essentially provide complete
protection against the possibility of monopoly problems in a com-
petitively organized transportation industry. A movement to such an
organization would inevitably entail the transitional adjustments
involved in the decartelization of any industry, but the consequence
would be saving the economy several billions per year, with sacrifice
of little other than pure waste from the present system.

?3-46"-4-pt. 6 - -8



THE IMPACT OF REGULATION ON THE LOCAL SERVICE
AIRLINE SUBSIDY

By GEoRoG HEADS*

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Soon after the end of the Second World War the Civil Aeronautics
Board authorized a group of "feeder" or "local service" carriers
to provide scheduled air service to the nation's smaller and more
isolated communities. In the succeeding twenty-five years the federal
government provided to these carriers $1 billion in direct cash pay-.
ments and substantial amounts of indirect aid in order to accomplish
this purpose. While the local service carriers have established them-
selves as an important part of the nation's air transport network,
it is appropriate to ask whether the original goal of the program
has been achieved. This question is particularly timely because
subsidy payments, after moving downward throughout the mid-
and late 1960s, have turned sharply upward again, reaching $65
million in fiscal 1972.

Performance of the feeder and local service carriers has fallen
far short of the goal established by the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Much of the blame for this failure lies in faulty government regula-
tion -with the primary result that twenty-five years of regulation and
subsidization of these carriers has been to create a group of "junior
trunklines" that supplement the service already being provided by
the larger trunklines. The quality and quantity of airine service
provided to the smaller communities that depend solely on the
local service carriers has deteriorated over the last ten years, while
the per passenger cost to the federal government of providing this
service has not fallen concurrently-and indeed may have increased

Th e-Y Government, has four options in dealing with the problem: (1)

end the local service subsidy altogether; (2) pay the local service
carriers subsidy sufficient to compensate them for the service they
provide to smaller communities using whatever aircraft they choose
and accept the much higher subsidy bill that inevitably will result;
(3) encourage local service carriers to subcontract certain of their
routes to air taxis; or (4) pernuit the CAB to try a new scheme of
subsidization involving competitive bidding for the right to provide
stated quantities of service. The fourth option would be more likely to
result in superior service at substantially lower cost to the Government,
but there are several pitfalls that may prevent such a scheme from
working in practice.

,This paper Is drawm from the author's book TIr Local Smit&ve Airline &lperlatal published by ths
irool=ngsl nstitutlon. The paper Itel appeared In a slightly different form In the winter 1972 iaue of

Are JournI of Air Law one unawenr published by the Southern Methodist University School of law.
The uuthrr is an assoc/at profteor of economic at Gorge Washinton University.
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INTRODUCTION

In a decision dated July 11, 1944, the Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB), the agency charged with the economic regulation of the U.S.
air transport mndusýry, announced that it was initiating an "experi-
ment" to expand air service to the smaller and more isolated com-
munities of the country in spite of the fact that "* * * the traffic
potential at small cities is not encouraging."' IIt further stated that it
proposed to accomplish this expansion not through the use of the 16
certificated air carriers then in existence but by creating a new group
of "feeder" or "local service" carriers that would specialize in providing
short-haul, low-density air service. The first of these carrers was
Essair (later called Pioneer Air Lines), which began operations on
August 1, 1945, flying a single round trip per day over a route linking
Houston and Amarillo, Tex with intermediate stops at Austin,San Angelo, Abileno, and Lubboclk. Essair used the nine-passenger
Lockheed L-10 Electra, an aircraft designed specifically for short-haul,
low-density feeder-type operations. By the end of 1945 Essair had
carried 4,452 revenue passengers over this route. Twenty-five years
later, in 1970, the nine local service carriers as a group served 453
cities and carried 27 million passengers using aircraft havif.g an average
seating capacity of 70. The smallest aircraft in general use among
them by the end of 1970 was the 40-passenger turbopropowe
Fairchild F-27. Concerning this quarter century of growth, FligU
magazine, an industry trade publication, editorialized:

Any way you cut the picture for analysis you come up with the final conclusion
that the "experiment" to expand our scheduled air transport services into the
smaller communities of the Nation 25 years ago has been a monumental success-a
classic case of enlightened Federal policy in partnership with typical U.S. business-
men operating under the most productive free enterprise system in the world.'

It is the thesis of this paper that the primary "success" of the
"local service exPeriment' hias been not the provision of efficient
short-haul, low-density air service but instead the creation of nine
relatively weak trunkine carriers. This "success" has cost the U.S.
taxpayer approximately $1 billion in direct cash subsidy payments,
yet the creation of additional trunklines, if that is a worthwhile goal,
could have been accomplished at little or no cost to the taxpayer
merely by relaxation of the Civil Aeronautics Board's prohibition on
direct entry into the trunkline ranks which has allowed no entry
since the passage of the Civil Aeronautics Act in 1938. We will argue
that the service provided to the smaller and more isolated com-
munities of the Nation has been more costly and of even lower quality
than was necessary and that this is in large measure the result of the
regulatory policies of the Civil Aeronautics Board. This analysis leads
to the proposal that subsidy to the ocal service carrers be phased
out over a short period and that the local carriers be allowed to drop
service to any points they desire. In the relatively few cases in which
Federal subsidy for local air service could be justified because of the
geographic isolation of some small communities, service could be
provided either by air taxis under subcontract with local service
carriers or by carriers that contract directly with the Federal Govern*
ment tW perorm specified services in return for lump-sum subsidies.

'GOAB 1, p. MeS*ede:lt Aip DeWgas" edltorlai, ]IME)t m•ID voL, 56,un lasiN., p. 21,
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Adoption of these proposals should substantially reduce the total
amount of local service subsidy while improving the quality of air
service to smaller communities. It would end the -AB's economically
inefficient (and as yet unworkable) policy aimed at internalizing the
local service subsidy by using profits generated on longer haul routes
to cover losses incurred on shorter, lower density routes. This would
eliminate one of the major reasons for continued control over entry
into the airline industry and would remove some of the pressure that
is building for regulation of the now unregulated scheduled air taxis.

Tilz BmOINNINGs OF Tux "LOCAL SERVICE EXPZRIMEiWr"

When the CAB decided in 1944 to undertake a significant expan-
sion of the nation's air transport network it faced the choice of how
this expansion was to be accomplished. At the time there were 16 air
carriers that had been certified under the "grandfather" provisions of
the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. There were also on file several
hundred applications for certification of new "feeder" air carriers,
carriers which would engage primarily in the provision of short-haul,
low-density air service. The Board's examiners cited five factors that
seemed to favor the use of existing rather than new carriers to provide
the new services:

(a) The additional overhead expense involved in extending the routes of existing
eanim would be leos than the overhead expenses incurred ba separate enterprise;

She existing carriers, at least in some instances, wo be able to operate a
local route which might be unprofitable in Itself by absorbing such losses with
profit from long-haul services. h third respect it was pointed out that the revenue
from a passenger pickup at a '%cal" point and continuing beyond a terminal of a
local route woud be available for the entire Journey to the existing carrier, whereas
only that part for the local transportation would be available to a local operator;

(c) Greater utiliaaon of equipment would be poeslble;
(d) The experience of existing carriers would be available for the air transports
ion needs of the small cities;

(s) The quality of service In general would be higher if exciting air carriers pro.
vide It. In this connection specific reference was usually made to the larger and
more comfortable equipment that would be used, and the fact that day and night,
all-weather service woild be provided, as contrasted with the prmpoials of some
new carrier to use smaller equipment and, at least at the outset, to limit operations
to a contact bawis.3

In spite of these apparent advantages of using existing carners, the
examiners recommended (and the Board concurted In the recommen-
dation) that a new class of specialist "feeder" carriers be created.
In examining the potential for air service at smaller communities,
they had investigated the extent of patronage at small cities already
certified to receive air service. At the time of the September 1940 Air
Traffic Survey, 88 cities of less than 50,000 population had been served.
The 18 of these cities with less than 10,000 population averaged only
4.0 arri and departing passengers per day; the 31 cities in the10,000 to 20,000 population bracket averaged 8.7 such passengers per
day, and the 39 cities with population between 20,000 and 50,000
averaged 18.4 'in and out" pasengers per day. It was obvious that
U patrnage was to be so low, an extremely high level of Government
euanid would be required to make service to such cities viable unless
6&. 0m• • !,Iw MN.kU~mm "mlt us asl plkupurlWsutblbuk attsh* i.1
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th cariers providing "feeder" services mne agd to achieve substan.
til ogoi .ti cost svin. The Board believed that the best chance
for obt• such .savings lay i the use of nowather than existing
carriers. It stated:

Moist of the presently operating air carriers also urge as a reason for puttingsnail cities on existing routes the fact that the service will be provided with the
of equipment use on long-haul routes s * ,. While some of the existingS carmriets Indiated an intention to utilize different types oA.

sumnably smaller In "la for some service prgrs toward the fulet xpwlosf
(o airservice) wi be quicker If more empals placed on adding a la numberof small cities and develop equipment suitable for rendering servec, rather than
placing emphasis on the addition of points that can be given service with tarp
equipment * *. The various propmoa described in that part of this report re.
lating to the proposals of new careers • have the common characteristicof emphasizing economy and less luxurious standards of service. This characteristic
must be constantly emphasized, and the more progr-s that is made in this direo.
tion the more prospects for air service will be creted. Any substantial economyof operation will have to result from departurm from the existing type of service.
It Is reasonable to assume that neeewaiwly different standards bf operation Can
best be developed by new carriers, organised for such a purpose."

In the cases in which feeder routes were established, the Board
stuck closely to this policy in spite of claims by trunk camera that
they too could achieve cost savings in the operation of feeder-type
services.-

MNIETHODS OF SUBSIDY PAYMENT AND Tnjia EnscTS
The Board created a separate group of feeder air carriers in the hope

of minimzing the cost of feeder services. However, in its regulation
and subsidization of the carriers it had created, it acted to insure that
this would not be the case. When the time came to decide how subsidy
should bepaid to the feeder carriers1 the Board was faced with a
dilemma. The initial months of operation produced wildly fluctua.tig
financial results which appeared to provide no basis for judging sub.
Sidy need. Yet the Board was also unw *ln to measure he p•erorm-
anee of the feeder carriers using trunkline experience as a yardstick,
believing that this, too would lead to misleading results. Therefore it
adopted an "open" subsidy rate. Each carrier was allowed to draw
only enough subsidy to cover its operate costs and to pay interest
on its debt. When the carrier and the Board thought tiat enough
experience had been accumulated to give an accurate picture of opera,
tons, the two were to negotiate a "final" rate that would apply until
either the Board or the carrier decided to reopen the negotiations. At
the time of settlement, the Board was to scrutinize the costs incurred
by the carrier while operating under the "open" rate and disallow any
not meeting the test of "honest, economic and efficient management.
At that thie the Board would also pay tle carrier a 7 percent rate of
return on its investment for the time it had been operating under
the "open" rate.

This method of subsidy payment led to several unfortunate results.
First the use of "open" subsidy rates resulted in a virtual "cost-
plusI method of subsidy payment, which the Board itself admitted

'sCAB 1, p•.-4.
'1wV*a~e In the Fk., We an (5 CAB 76) Nationa Mrinespo oil to adusetauc redimetuby

~ereI~sdto bo ie4  by Natiooala piopui sad IsedaaddUeJwd ud ets1
nne s eff.
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was unsatisfactory, station " * a method of mail rate determination
patterned upon a 'cost plus' system would tend to destroy a carrier's
Incentive to maintain costs at a reasonable level * * *0"1

In theory, the knowledge that the Board would later have the
opportunity to scrutinize a carrier's books and disallow costs that it
felt were not consistent with standards of "honest, economic, and
efficient management" should have tended to offset such adverse

S incentives. In practice, however, the Board's disallowal powers proved
to be annoying to the carriers but nothing that they had to fear greatly.
As Kimball has observed, once a carrier undertook to expand its Wched-
Wles or acquire a new fleet or aircraft, it incurred the costs associated
with that decision; if the Board several years later were to demand a
refund of subsidy paid to cover such costs it would force the carrier
into insolvency.' This the Board naturally was reluctant to do.'

Therefore, while ex post disallowals did affect the profits a carrier
would earn and were of concern to the carriers, the Board was effec-
tively powerless to enforce cost consciousness upon the local service
carriers with any great degree of severity if it wished to keep them in
business.

Another feature of the method of subsidy payment tended to dis-
tort further the economic incentives facing the local service carriers.
A local service carrier on an "open" subsidy rate reported its net earn-
ings and rate of return on investment on the basis of subsidy actually
received from the Government. However this amount did not include
provision for a rate of return element. At was also subject to the ex
post adjustment process previously described. A carrier could list
subsidy it considered due to it (including that portion represented by
the 7-percent rate of return on investment guaranteed by the Govern-
ment) as an account receivable. At the same time, however, it had
to inform stockholders and other potential investors of the fact that
this figure was subject to substantial uncertainty pending the outcome
of negotiations between the carrier and the CAB.

Vaughn has documented the difficulties that this method of subsidy
payment created for one carrier-North Central Airlines."' Exce t for a

peiod Of a very few months during 1950, North Central o rated under
an "oeni rate from the date of its founding in early 194enl cm the end

Of 1954. In November of 1956 North Central went back onto an open
rate and stayed there until the end of 1960.31 Persons investigating
-North Central as a potential investment had little idea as to the level ol

'$t=eelP"IlMbuf, "For Locals, Ineffclenoy Can Pery00.9" AmericanAviation, Aug.11,. 19K6 ppM5

I The only em where the Board took and held a Aim position againt the acquisition oflexcessively Jug
equipment ourred Iq the Piommr A& ia Ml Rate om (1 CAD OK, adopted Mar. 15, 1953). Plones
had acquired a fleet of Martin 2Ws to replace Its DO-Vs. primarily to attain equipment parity with ths

,trunkhnes with which It competed. It was acknowledgedtlat the wse of the aircraft would result in a sub.
stanta Incream In Plmo s subsidy need, at latIn the short run. The Board refused to apprev tesoemma urdy an m and Pioneer was forced to dispos of Its Martin 2oWs and reacqulrn Its DO-•'S,
D8ooe ther• Pioneer merged with Continental. a trunkline and one A1 its competitors.

The Board cam under strn Industry nd conloal criticism for its Scllo In the Pbm coe and ln
lowing con apoed Increases re•tng m the acquisition of lue airerafL See: Wiliam V.

ilanjo Loqis to Oet Aid In B;=ine New Flets"Amar,• an Aviation, Feb. 13, lif pp. 92-9.
'@ i er. Va6gh 'A Assessment of the Clas Mall Rate Foula for the 1oW

Service AirHlus," unplbls~ hed* gOguoforu Grduate School of Deanking Ra niverinty IO1

CP 1 entral spent a higer proportion of its corpat li1e on an open rats tha did any other local
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retum they could expect. The fact that North Central's return once
settlement was made with the Government was substantially higher-
(though still low) and more stable than actual year to year figures
revealed was of small comfort. Lending institutions in particular were
worried by the large portion of North Central's assets composed of
subsidy that the company felt was due it but which it could offer no
assurance of collecting. Given this uncertainty, there is little wonder

* that North Central found it difficult to raise capital and had to ration
its capital resources carefully. This was reflected in the carrier's
choice of flight equipment.

Thus the method of subsidy payment tended both to lower the
degree of cost consciousness of the local carriers and to make capital
costs dear relative to operating costs. As would be expected, this
induced carriers to undertake actions that raised operating costs but
to refrain from actions which required major capital investment.
The carriers' choice of aircraft during the period when this subsidy
system was in effect serves to illustrate this point. The first feeder
carrier, Essair, did begin Its operations with an aircraft especially
designed for short-haul, feeder-type operations. However, within one
yrit sold its Lockheed L-10 Electras and acquired 24-passenger

As table 1 shows, these aircraft were considerably more expensive
to operate than the Electras, but they were acquired in part because
Pioneer was having to deny service to some passengers at certain times
of the day on certain routes u and in part because Pioneer's route
structure allowed it to compete with trunk carriers which used
DC-3's. Pioneer applied to theBoard to increase its subsidy sufficienty
to allow it to operate its DC-3's. The Board, while declaring that the
DC-3 was "infierently uneconomical for local air service," neverthe-
less approved the increase, citing estimates provided by Pioneer of
the cost savings it planned to achieve by the use of the aircraft.
The Board chose not to look too closely at these proposed economies,
stating "we believe that more can be accomplished by leaving the
details [of economies to be affected] to the ingenuity of the op.
erators"
TABLE 1,-ESTIMATED DIRECT OPERATING COSTS, EXCLUDING AND INCLUDING DEPRECIATION, FOR DC-W AND

L-101, BASED UPON 136 TRUNKLINE EXPERIENCE

le. cool se awrsint-mle 1M4 deoi"

Cost We awde at stap leotos shows
Aircraft Seats 100 miom 2 00 Mmoc 30oit

A-108:Euludingdopr e...........................10 4 23.6 27.7
Iudlad opres ......................................... 47.0 41. 3S.3

DC-3:
Excludigdoleciatoo ........................... 21 63.8 53.1 50.0
Incld depr ts ......................................... 2.1 71.4 663

Sere: Derved from table 6-2 p.35. and tabe 6 p. N Alm"ai Philips. Techusloog and Medtia Strcture: AStudy sthe Aefert edmij. O(104-=4=0 971.-)
3 No rta t omany ga to bave capelt suMlent to meet all peak levels of demand

on I Its routo would rq perste with condree at at mtim. What
of the peak against the cods htsincued ftM oposum e cpity toesar ~rv~aYe proba-

t:y cibefi*& bIleoogereevi to the peek cwot Clve uet subsidyllo
'5 SAB 1711. p. 19L.
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The result of this decision to subsidize operating costa of exoes-
sively large equipment was that by 1949 the great majority of the local
service fleet consisted of DC-3's?' With the DC-3's came the other
amenities familiar to trunkline travelers. As one Board member
wrote in a renewal case dissent in 1951, "As of today, the original
experiment is unrecognizable. Most of the local carriers now in
operation perform services identical to those of the trunklines. They
operate DC- 3 equipment, provide stewardess service and all of the
'timmin Themphasis on economy in operations has been lost
sigh t of

In the years that followed there was much talk among the local
carriers and by the CAB of tle need for a DO-3 replacement. Many
designs were roposed by foreign and domestic manufacturers. Some
were built and marketed. Yet it was not until 1965 that a true DC8
replacement was placed in service by a local service carrier and then
only in limited numbers.' The local service carrier managements
blained aircraft manufacturers for not being able to produce efficient
short-haul aircraft, but the fact is that under the system of subsidiza-
tion in effect during the 1940's and 1950's, there was virtually no
incentive for a carrier to raise capital at a substantial cost merely to
lower operating costs and, in turn, subsidy."7

There was an incentive, however, for the local carriers to equip
themselves with aircraft that would be comparable in size, speed, and
comfort with those of the trunklines. This enhanced their competitive
position where competition was possible and provided a hedge against
the possibility that the Government might end the local service sub-
sidy. If the (Government stood willing to subsidize this sort of equip-
ment purchase through increased subsidy, so much the better.

The aircraft that were acquired to replace the DC-3 were, in most
part, used piston engine aircraft of 86& to 50-seat capacity. Sobotka and
Schnabel have shown that the price of a used commercial aircraft is
approximately equal to the present value of its future stream of net
earnings.' In other words, if two aircraft are of equal passenger capac-
ity and have roughly equal passenger appeal, the one with ite higher
operating costs will sell for less on the used aircraft market. The local
carrers, strapped for capital funds because of their low and unstable
rate of return, and having no incentive to economize on operating costs,
looked with favor upon the larger piton engine aircraft primai-ly be-
cause of their low initial price.' They had the option at the time of pur-
chasing turboprop aircraft of approximatelY the same capacity as
the larger piston aircraft or of converting the larger piston aircraft
to turboprop power by retrofitting them with turboprop engines.
This would have lowered operating costs substantially, but a turbo-
prop aircraft either new or converted cost substantially more to
purchase than a used piston aircraft of equivalent capacity. Since

14 During 1%9 the local service revenue load fbetorwas28. percent based upon an average sutlug capacty
of 20 neat& That Is, the average revenue puengnr Iad was rn6.

0 12 CAB 006. p. 027.
SIs Tbe &M7fwa the French-bullt Nod 268L Ton of them were purchasd by Lak Central. and used to

vetitsDLIn 196 Allegheny wjuked Lake Central and In 190'"~ Its Nords out of auvic..
the airnrat masuatrr were not to blame was Mrvdb Espnet the demand by the

unmibdisedr td opateous r efdeleut, short-haul equipmt. ta thee wa a Indicato tht orders
withi ame very60 abor an itot h Ovrunta

a Soeb ot P.nba, asaUvic fo 1,~tn Market=of good Amm uo U,Vil• "d "TMOV Ur • •ms"Bt;S IOWA~ PV 28l0-~ur 40 I. p.lsO
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operating cost savings had little utility to the carriers but capital
cost savings were of great value, most carriers replaced their DC-3's
with secondhand large piston aircraft."

The Board itself realized that the method of subsidy compensation
it established in 1946 was unsatisfactory and induced inferior pero
formance on the part of the local carriers." Yet it was not until
March of 1961 that it established a new method of subsidization the
class rate. The class rato embodied the assumption that the local
service carriers were essentially homogeneous and that 8 simple
relationship could be found between subsidy need and a measure of
carrier activity." A set of subsidy rates based upon this measure of
activity was established. If a carrier could lower its operating costs
relative to the average, it could keep the additional profits that
resulted within the limits established by the class rate's profit sharing
provisions." The authority of the Board to scrutinize and disallow
costs was done away with. Thus, under the class rate a carrier could
know in advance within rather narrow limits the amount of subsidy
it would receive; there no longer was any need to wait for years
before finding this out.

The class rate eliminated many of the distortions to incentives
that had been embodied in the previous system of subsidy com-
pensation. It provided for the first time a significant incentive to
reduce operating costs. Of perhaps equal importance was the stability
introduced into subsidy payments. This, together with the higher
allowed rates of return established by the Board at about the same
time," substantially improved the financial position of the local
service carriers and thereby lowered the cost of obtaining capital
funds."

The impact on aircraft selection was what one might hope. Now
that they tad a positive incentive to reduce operating costs and could
raise funds more easily, the local carriers began to show a renewed
interest in turboprop aircraft. As of the end of 1960 the local carriers
operated only 35 turboprop aircraft.compared with 59 large piston
* aircraft." In November of 1963 Frontier placed the first firm order for

i Those few careers that did buy turboprops used them on their longer routes where their higher speed
provided enhanced passenger attracting ablity. Most of these turboprop aircraft were flant by ov.
eminent guaranteedlans, since the oarrers were unable to raise the funds to purchase them at free market
rates lyng within their ability to pay.

Is34 CAB 41, pp. 432,433.
U .Origtnllas miles per station per day was the measure employed. This was later changedgltend persaion per da.
I If the rate of return on Investment actually earned was greater than the "fair and reasonable differ-

entlated rate of return" (see footnote 24) but lem than 15 percent, the carrier was to refund 50 percent of
the exem. If It was greater than 15 percent, 76 perent of the excess was to be refunded.

* In 1960 the Board decided that the "fair and reasonable" rate of return for the local careers was to be 6.5
percent on debt and 21.35 percent on equity applied to the carriers' actual capital structure, This rate was
not co f below 9 percent on total Investment nor to exceed 12.75 percent on total Investment. Prevkiosy
the rate of return allowed had been ? percent while on an open rateo" and am Individually negotiated rate,

.usualy around 8 percent, while on a "final" or "closed" rate. In later years the particular rates of return
allowed on the varou elements of a carder's capital structure were altered to reflect what were perceived
as changes in the carriers' cost of capitaL

IselcharGH.Vaughn "A Financial Asesamentof the Class Mail Rate Subsidy Formula for the Local
Service Airlines," unpublished thesis, Stonler Graduate School of Banking, Rutgers University. 196.

Between 16I and 1W6 the local service carries averaged a 16.97 after tat rate of return on stockholder
equity and a 9A9 percent rate of return on total investment (after tax but before Interest paynuts). (Note:
Both figures reflect adjustments to Include the effect of Income tax credits.) In addition both of these rates
were much more stable during this period than they had been In previous periods.

' We have estimated that the Increased operating costs of a conventional Convair over a Convair with
Allison turboprop engines amounted to approximately $1 The cos of conversion was ap-
Proximately $w 0 per eircraft. At one polnt the local o er werept 200 large piston aircraft,
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Convair 580 turboprop conversions.7 By the end of 1968 all Convairs
had been converted to turboprop power and the locals were operating
244 turboprop aircraft."

If the adoption of the class rate method of subsidy payment
combined with a higher allowable rate of return tended to correct
the distortion in the value placed by the local carriers on operating
costs relative to capital costs," it failed to provide any significant
incentive to acquire smaller rather than larger aircraft. In fact, as
noted above, class rate I, in effect from 1961 to 1968, actually con-
tained a provision that rewarded the operator of excessively large
aircraft with higher subsidy.. In 1963 subsidy rates were adjusted so
as to make them essentially "neutral" between the DC-3 and larger
aircraft." But in establishing class rate III in late 1964 the Board
refused to accept Lake Central's request to establish a subsidy rate that
would have made Nord 262 operations more attractive.5' Only "M class
rate IV adopted in 1967 did the Board begin to attempt to provide any
financial incentive for the local service carriers to use smaller air-
craft.'8 Even this was offset to a degree by the provision that where
aircraft of different capacities were used to serve a subsidy-eliible
route, subsidy payments were to be computed on the basis o the
capacity of the largest aircraft employed.

The continuing need of the local carriers for a true DC-3 replace-
ment was highlighted by a study performed in 1964 for the FAA
by the Systms Analysis and Research Corp." SARC projected local
service traffic growth through 1975 and simulated operations at these
traffic levels in order to determine the size of aircraft which maximized
profits or minimized losses on the low-density routes. The report
concluded'that even in 1975 more use should be made of smaller-
less than 40-seat--aircraft than was then (1963) being made of the
DC-3. It concluded that there would be a need for between 300 and
500 20-seat aircraft depending upon airline speed, utilization, and load
factor targets.

In spite of the findings contained in the SARC report, the phaseout
of the DC-3 continued. In 1960, DC-3's flew two-thirds of all local

If Four of the 35 turboprops in the local service fleet in 1960 were Napier gland Convair conversions owned
by Allegheny. Tlhs conversion proved unsuccessful when problems with the engine prevented time between
overhaul from exoeedlningO0 hours. "Allison Turbopmps To Be Installed tier Airlines Con-

)e.3 onmo YfC$sadF• eeaqlxd ttetm eta ot ur Frontsiere Airlie Con,-fwh

vaid orARitison week. ov 25, posn. D9. So
oIStih 2.nyoar delay between the establishment of the class rate and the first orders for conversion can be

el dby three factors. First It took some time before the investment community realized the impact of
the clmirte upon the local service rnte of return. Second, during the 1961-0S perio a quirk In clam rate I

mae& It profitable for carriers to acquire large aircraft. For a given amount of money acarrder could acquire
more lag itnarrf hntrorps. This quirk was removed when class rate It was established
In 1965. BSeernv16yad tAhe end olf 1n963 more than 10 lag piston airwaft were acquired. Finally during
the late 1950's and early 1960s the Board was very busy handing out new routes to local carriers. To acquire
theaircraft required to operate theseroutesput a severestrain on thefinancialresourcesof thelocal carriers. It
was estimated In connection with one case that the equipment required to operate the routes C~entral, Air-

lnswas applying for would cost $8.1 million if 1)04's and piston-powered Convairs were acquired and
89.Smillioni 1DC-S sand F-27's weneacquired. At the time Central's totalassets were SU million. of which

88000represeted accounts recelvable-rimarily subsidy due but not yet collected. ("Central Lowse
rid f Ream in Southwestern Case" Aviation Daily, Nov. 4, 1960, P. 25) Once the improved financial
condition of the locals became apparent, the disortion In clan rate I was removed, and the routes awarded
by the CAB digested, turboprop acquisition and conversion proceeded at a rapid Pace

0 it might be argued that the correction tended to be too great and $bat a bias of the opposite sort was
Intr cdSee, Harvey Averch and Leland Johnson, "Behavo ofhe Fimunder Regulatory Constraint,"

=mrianEconomic Review, December 1962 pp. 1063-1069.
0 39 CAB 66, p. 72.
ft 3 CAB 4 p. 77.
"41 CAB iA. p. I".
a "Board Shifth Policy on Subsidies." Aviation Week Apr. 10,1967, pp. I M 6.
M, Systems Analysis and Research Corp., "Bconomic Ana=lysof the Short Haul Transport," Cambridge,

'he Beech 94. a 1&4"t alreraft purchased Ininumbe by the airt saidd to have been designed

according to the speaolfemslo.devoloped by the FAA on the basis of the SAIt( study.
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service revenue miles. By 1963, DC-3 miles had fallen to 36 per.*
cent of the total. And in 1969 the aircraft was eliminated from the
local service fleets. Retired also in 1969 was the only DC--3 replace-
ment ever purchased by the local service careers, the Nr262.
Durnn 1969, 61 percent of the local service seat-miles were flown by.ets. Remarking on the growth of local service carrier jet operations,

,light magazine commented:.
m For years the [local service) Industry sought a DC-3 replacement, All sorts of

proposals were made and analysed. Arguments flew hot and heavy as to the
proper specifications for the airplane to fit the peculiar short-haul routes of the
locals: but no universal replacement airplane was over developed. That is, until
the DC-9 series came along.$$

The smallest DC-9 seats 69 passengers, while the DC-9-30, the
jet aircraft in largest use by the local carriers, seats 100 passengers.

In 1954 when the local service fleet consisted almost entirely of
DC-3's and averaged 22.4 seats per aircraft, there were 197 points
served that generated fewer than 7,300 passengers per year (20 per
day). In 1969, with 45 percent of the local service a aft miles being
flown by jets and the average number of seats per aircraft at 64.9,
almost three times the 1954 level there were still 165 points served by
the local carriers that generated fewer than 7,300 passengers per year.
In the light of these facts the consistent failure of Board subsidy
policy to create economically meaningful incentives for local carriers
to use smaller aircraft and the Board s continued support, after little
more than verbal protests, of the use of larger aircraft constitute per-
haps tie most important reason for the failure of the "local serviceexperiment." ROUTE POLICIES AND THen EFFzmc

Another factor explaining the pattern of growth of the local carriers
has been the evolution of the Board's route policy. When the local
carrieis were established, it was recognized that in many cases their
routes would originate and/or terminate at points already served by
trunk lines, though the locals would also be serving intermediate
points. For example, in the West Coast case, feeder service was estab-
lished between Los Angelem and San Francisco. Trunkline service
already existed between these two terminals and at two intermediate
points-Monterey and Santa Barbara. The Board authorized South-
west Airways to serve these cities and six other intermediate stops--
Oxnard/Ventura, Santa Maria, San Luis Obispo, Coalinga, Santa
Cruz, and San Jose.

The Board recognized that the feeder carriers would have an in-
centive to neglect the new stations, which were expected to be poor
traffic generators, and concentrate on winning a share of the trunkline
traffic between the larger cities." To prevent this and to insure that
the new carriers concentrated upon serving the markets they had been
created to serve, it required that feeder carriers stop at all intermediate
points on their routes on every flight regardless of the traffic generated
by the intermediate points. The examiners, although recognize some
need to restrict feeder operations if the smaller communities indeed

U Flight magazine, June 1909, p. 21.Of The Uos Angeles43au Pramlsco market, for u=04p was the Nation's seond lagW In tensof p
sengeor and sixth largest In terms of pase r miless of Seember In. frderik W. (m and OIlbeart
fates Airine Competition, lD.!slonl of REearcb, Graduate School f Businm Administration, Ham dUniversty, Boston, igig, p. 54.
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were to be served, nevertheless argued against the sort of restriction
established by the Board on the grounds that it "would place a serious
handicap on the operator in cultivating the business of the traveler
who wants to get from a small town to a large town with a minimum of
delay." 8 The examiners had proposed a number of alternative types
of restrictions that would have preserved feeder flexibility yet pro.
vented the feeders from competing with the trunks and abandoning
their smaller stations, but the Board ignored their recommendations.

It was not long before the Board itself recognized that its "every
stop-every flight" restriction prevented the feeder carriers from
achieving their full traffic potential, but when it chose to make modifi-
cations, it acted in a way to encourage direct trunk-feeder competition
rather than to encourage the feeder carriers to provide adequate serv-
ice to small towns. In late 1946 the Board granted Pioneer the rig ht to
offer unrestricted shuttle service between any two points named con-
secutively in its certificate. At that time, the route Pioneer served
included several segments whore it could operate in direct competition
with trunklines. These points, however, were listed as intermediate
and not terminal points-in Pioneer's certificate. This had meant that
any flight Pioneer ,might operate between such competitive points had
to originate at a designated terminal point and continue to another
such point. The effect of the Board's action was to free Pioneer to
offer as many flights as it wanted to on the competitive segments.

The schizophrenic attitude of the Board toward direct trunkline-
local carrier competition emerged perhaps most clearly in the series of
cases in which the local carriers initial 3-year operating certificates
came up for renewal. The first case to be settled was that of Florida
Airways. This carrier flew eight-passenger Beech-18 aircraft and
offered two round trips per day to nine cities in Florida. Six of these
cities relied upon Florida for their only service and in .March of 1948
approximately 1 year after Florida began operations, generated 571
arriving or departing passengers, 63 percent of Florida's traffic for
the month.* During this month Florida received $28,871 in mail
pay or $50.05 for every passenger traveling either to or from an
exclusively served city. Dining the full year of 1948 Florida received
$6.33 in mail pay for every dolar collected from a passenger or shipper
of air freight.40

The Board decided on March 9, 1949, not to renew Florida's
certificate, citing this high ratio of mail pay to commercial revenuesand stating "The conclusion is inescapable that route No. 75 (Florida's
route] is an uneconomical route, that no substantial increase in
nonmald revenues can be expected in the reasonably foreseeable future
and that further expenditure of public funds will not avail to develop
it into a route that can be operatedý at a reasonable cost to the Govern-
ment commensurate with the service rended 4

The polar recertification case involved Pioneer. In 1948 mail pay
had constituted more than 85 percent of Florida's total revenues.
During 1949, the year prior to the Pioneer recertification decision,

'AtvAwimflati Doad. "Marh 190SAbUne Trmoe Sum"y.":vo. iL
Bdalawdy rI notrpr DMM Vný " twounts until 1954. Most revno Ma
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almost half of Pioneer'd revenue came from nonmail sources. The
Board renewed Pioneer's certificate for 4 additional years stating:

In this particular proceeding the record Indicates a substantial and Increasing
acceptance of Pioneers service. Moreover Pioneer's ratio of mail pay to commercial
revenues is the most favorable of any existing local carrier. While the total cost
to the Government for Pioneer's service remains considerable, the record con.
clusively shows that thWs carrier is making encouraging progress toward commer-cial serf~sufficiency.l

Thus the Board clearly established in these two cases that a car-
riers' ratio of mail pay to commercial revenues would form the primary
basis of the decision for recertification. This criterion continued to be
applied in subsequent renewal proceedings.

A further examination of Pioneer's operating results demonstrattS
that such a standard was a completely inappropriate one against which
to judge the worth of continuing the "local service experiment." We
have already noted that in spite of the Board restrictions limiting local
servic--trumline competition, Pioneer was able to compete with the
trunklines. In the Pioneer renewal case the Board took note of this
fact. The March 1948 air traffic survey re,'ealed that Pioneer carried
6,251 passengers during the month, almost seven times as many as
Florida. Yet only 1012 of these passengrs, 16 percent, traveled either
to or from a city receiving its only air service from Pioneer. And
during March 1948, Pioneer received $100 256 in mail pay, or $99.07
for every passenger generated by a pomt served exclusively by
Pioneer, twice the level required by Florida during the same month.
As Board Member Jones argued In his-dissent in the Trans Texas
renewal case," it was this criterion-the cost to the Government of
providing service to persons who otherwise would be denied air
service-rather than the ratio of mail pay to nonmail pay that should
have been looked at in deciding whether or not recertfication was in
the public interest. Judged on such grounds, Pioneer, which was
basically a tunkline carter serving a few small cities, less deserved
recertification than did Florida a carier attempting within the severe
restrictions laid down by the ioard to offer type of service that
the Board had envisioned when it decided to initiate the "local
service experiment" in 1944. Perhaps neither carrier deserved re-
certification and the proper course for the Board was to have termi-
nated the "local service experiment." This course was not taken.
and it is a fact that no feeder carrier that operated DC-3's and
offered service comparable to that offered by the trunklines was
denied recertification. No carrier that did not operate DC-3's was
recertified.

The Board had begun to loosen its restrictions on direct lecat
service-trunkline competition as early as 1946. It continued loose
them throughout the decade of the 1950's and into the 1960's. Bt
until 1966, except in rare cases, it prohibited a local cuuier from
offering nonstop service over a segment also served by a trunk camer
In that year, however, this last restriction was abandon.

2 CABgi, p.5(dedded Sept 1,I50). n thmsmeemt wwdmd ther AUpoty 4'11Wks.
inst o nW where PlowNelao oweed swve In ordr to "Stedg&t Pion e route".

fnsPimi mall "y P pesaup tnveldng to er frem an "acha d-de w WV
N11UL.

Ui1 CAB 5O5 p.VM
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'A second fotm'.of 'rute strengthening" the Board undertook was
the transfer of points from tnunklines to local carriers and the suspen.
Sionof trunim.whree joint serve was offered. At first the trunks fought
such suspensions, chiefly in the courts, challenging the Board's legal
right to make them. .As. time passed, however, the advantages
of abandoning smaller citi s appeared more and more attractive to
the trunks. At one time it even was alleged that the Board had
s9liCited a list from the trunks of points they would like to drop."
Between 1949 and 1964, 78 points were transformed from trunks to
locals, trunks were suspended at 51 points where joint service had
been offered, and 24 additional stations saw trunks suspended and/or
replaced by locals though joint trunk-local service remained.

The one form of "route strengthening" the- Board dragged its
feet on was the elimination of marginal stations. During the late
1950's and earlb 1960's in a new series of cases many new marginal
pointe were added, contributing greatly to the increase in subsidythat becured during that pn Tor example, in the first of these
cases, the Seven States inve~tigation,'T 1T points were added to
Frontier's routes. By'1965, 10 of these 16 points had been dropped for
failing to generate even an average of five passengers per day. In 1965
the remaining sxstations generated a total of 28,241 passengers
for Frontier of which 13,991, almost half, came from one, Rapid
City, S. DaQ. The other five stations generated an average of 7.8
passengers per day, not substantially above the "use-it-or-lose-It"
standard. In short, of the 17 points added, only one could be called a
success. The use-it-or-lose-it standard just referred to was established
in the seven States investigation but the Board was slow to apply it
and 'the standard itself was nMuch too low to be realistic. Even as late
as 1969, 34 statiqo.reoeiiving a full year's service failed to meet this
minimum.

*The probable reason for this slow response was that both tho
Board . d the carrier realized the necessity of not dropping smaller
cities it the were to remain the congressional support on which subsi-
flies depended. The carriers, therefore, continued to serve the marginal
cities a though they cuP. service frequencies and used aircraft that
were larger and more Ostly to operate than they would have used if
their interest had W fatt been to serve these cities efficiently. The
received subsidies to cover thhir operating costs and used their hih
and stable rates of retuft received after 1961 to establish the credit
position that enabled them by the end of 1969 to purchase six Boeing
737's, 17 Boeing 727's' 95 DC-9's and 20 BAC 111's, hardly aircraft
suited to provide better service to the smaller communities they served;

lTe Board's route.strengthenlng policy had a substantial impact
on e routes of Q | s tk crnMiers. For example, between 1954
ýud 19•6 th. Tbp60rtti'". 9 •T6WM service carriers traffic generated on
qmpetitive r0ute i .* s frwo6 19 to 33 percent even though the latter
year Wa• thb year'befOr* Wl Bord beat to promote direct trunkline-
local service.ec'i*1lr AlW U 1h.4 N 1060 the Bard did away with
its long-standing qeiil pol..y of prohibiting nonstop flights by local
•"s was'Air Uka,. NAX 101P. M'.* VW Atr Zhv. CAR. iN-P. 24 100

*Aviation Daily, Doe. 14, 1000 p. 209" L
028 CA9680(deie We. S. 19M). -• •..
0 United Rfearcb. Inc., "Federal lRegulation of the Domestic Air Transport Industy (1980). tableB-1.. Civil Aeronautics o 'Compeuton Among omesti Air Carerr, 1•," vol. vI-o table 6. Aroute Is defined as "'ompeutve" If n single air carrier carried more than 90 percent of the traffic on that
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service ciiners in iarkets.also served by tnklines. It hoped that if
it allowed the locals to serve such routes they would earn sufficient
profits to "internalize" the local service subsidy." Although this
policy has failed to work so far, it has increased substantially the im.
portance of competitive routes to the local carriers.80

The transfer of stations from trunklines had a particularly important
impact on the strength of the routes of the local service carriers.
Although such stations made up only about one-third of the exclu-
sively served stations in 1984, they provided nearly half of the pas-
senger originations at the exclusively served cities. When these stations
are include-d average passengers per station at the exclusively served
cities grew 383 percent over the 1949-84 period." However, average

station at the stations never served by trunklines grew
y only 269 percent during the same period.
In order to concentrate their energies and equipment on providing

service, where the traffic is-at the jointly served cities-the locals
have reduced the level of service the offer at the smaller communities,
most of which are exclusively served stations. This reduction in service
has been aided by the CAB policy of reducing required ipteimediate
stops and by the-Board's reduction since 1961 of the number of daily
light it was prepared to subsidize.u

The local carriers refuse to admit to any decline of interest in service
to their smaller points. They have always taken great pains to stress
their commitment to serve the smaller communities of the Nation, and
as recently as April 1969 in a document titled "Public Benefits Pro-
vided by the Loc Airli e Industry" they declared:

In keeping with their primary mission of providing the best and most efficient
service to the smaller communists, thCklcal airlines have constantly improved and
expanded their service to those cominunities. Analysis of the airports served
reveals that the local.servlce carriers continue to give the smaller cities the highest
priority.$$

Table 2, compiled from data contained in the report just cited,
reveals a different story. It shows that service as measured by the
average number of departures per station per day has been relatively
stagnant at the cities under 500,000 while it has increased significantly
at the larger cities. Furthermore, these data conceal much of what has
been happening at those stations depending upon the local carriers
for their only cerdficated- air service." Table 3 is a tabulation of city
population by passenger originations for all 287 such cities receiving

a TM~ -%=te streWGngten;,Awvll prior to 19M also bad as Its goa) subsidy Inturnailastloo, but the
IM a Boad tihtle gOs explicit.

serylculdva" =96 tb,.Million on tbelr new giveNd In 190, though results MAY IMMpOO-wit .I•. ae states that *oD*"about 70 permit o(Alfhm
reMuv eome from its CompoUtive routes MA that "they reprm t tUM fatesmt proWf part of Its-ystem.

re2 veru which Moh.wk otls Oeteews thAmuedcAnA p!.uee Wpont •4ohdwk's

Swo ago: Usreld D. Watklcn~ "Locals Troun ksi for Short-lieu Trail, Aviation eeJulyi, s,
Rsuats frNS om OIyI1 Arcuatles Doard, "Airline Trraffiourvey. March14"* lgh aaievoa. M (Jume 16), pp. 94-9,.2, i. vntbe m ae period average pamenu per sttio at teb janservd station Vgre 9Ont. .

, Civil Awensuts Wardd Report to the Prsdent on Su Reduction Program Pursuant
t~hso t.t I#-- o2m96V 'rm,.uswu.n June IM T f,= .1

*Systeiu Z"lyi anad Reseaith Cor. "Putbl Benefi Prvddby the Loaml Airline industry,
ROport No. V1 prpared for th00 cito of LOca Transport Airlnes, Wblingtou. l).O., April lIM,-
V. 10,

*Some of these c1t1 ar seve by-nortlla sr taUs* bowitver.
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service throughout 1969. It shows that only 15 of these cities were
above 100,0 in populatoD.4 -
TAg I,-NU-W Of AIRPORTS SE Iy LOCAL SERVICM AlR CARRIERS AND FIGNT DEPARTURES PER

STATION PER DAY, IT POPULATION OF CITIES SERVED 116 AND 100
Totld send
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less than 25,000 population received fewer than three departures per
day. Eighty-thr•e percent of such cities received fewer than six
departures per day.

TALE 4.--NUMSR OF CITIES SERVED EXCLUSIVELY By LOCAL SERVICE AIR CARRIERS. SV NUIIIES OF FLIGHT
DEPARTURES PMR DAY, AND PY CITY POPULATION. IMS

heidur Ir s pp daiy
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To see if smaller exclusively served cities indeed receive fewer de-
partures than they are "entitled" to we constructed the following
simple model to explain airline scheduling. An airline was assumed to
look at two factors in deciding how many flights to offer a point, the
amount of traffic it was expected to generate and its population. As a
proxy for expected traffic we used the actual number of passengers
originated b4 the station during the previous year. The data used
were those for the 287 stations exclusively served by local carriers in
1969. The equation was estimated in logari'thmdc forw.

The results obtained were as follows. (The figures in parentheses
below the regression coefficients are t-ratios. All variables are significant
at the I-percent level as is the equation as a whole.)
(1) In (flight departures per station per year, 1969):

=2.742+0.45 In (passenger originations per year, 1968)(24.32)
+0.086 In (population of city served)

(4.27)
Number of observations=287

W==0.74
F=400.69

While the proxy for expected traffic proves to have the st est.
effect, ae would b expected, the population variable is also spunlcant
at the 1-percent level. The ostaire sign on this variable indicates
that of two cities generating equal amounts of traffic in 1969, the more
populous one systematically was offered more aircraft departures. A
corpnarison of two towns in Colorado, Durango and Pueblo, will serve
to il0ustrate this. In 1969 both cities originated approximately 14,000
passengers for Frontier, about 40 passengers per day. Durango has a

opul-ation of 10,630 and is located in a geographically isolated section
of southwestern Colorado. Driving time to Denver from Durango is
estimated at almost 10 hours.'1 In other words, air travel provides the
only convenient way of getting to or from Durango, and consequently,
in 1969 Durango originated 1.4 airline passengers per capita.

i'*04 MSINsI*v R*d Ulls. IMed. Maw~i Is US skUll sa rads4. milsh Durwsn

?"6-46S--TS--pt. 6-4
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Pueblo is a city of 102,000 population lying 40 miles south of
Colorado Springs and 110 miles south of Denver. Both Denver and
Colorado Sp~rings possess trunkline air service. Interstate 25 connects
Pueblo with both, and the driving time to Denver is estimated at 2%
hours. In 1969 Pueblo originated 0.14 passenger per capita. During
that year it received 2,370 departures, 6.4 per day, while Durango
received 2,.064 departures, 5.7 per day.

Other pairs of cities that in 1969 generated roughly equal amounts
of trafficbut where the smaller city received fewer departures include
Clovis, N. Mex. (population 2,800), and Anderson/New Castle/Muncia,
Ind. (population 159,869); Crescent City, Calif. (population 2 958)
and Trenton, N.J. (population 102,000); and Crossville, Tenn.
(population 4,668) and Tacoma, Wash. (population 152,000). Ad-
mittedly, the population variable does not have a very great impact---
the larger cities generally receive at most only a few hundred depar.
tures per year more than the smaller cities, but such behavior is not
what we would expect from a group of airlines who claim that "their
primary mission [is6 providing the best and most efficient service to the
smaller communities.""

Neither is it true that "the local carriers continue to give the
smaller cities the highest priority"." To illustrate let us examine
what. has happened to service over the last 10 years at the com-
munities represented by our sample, those communities that in 1969
received their only certificated air service from a local service carrier.
One hundred nintvy-seven of these 287 cities were also served by the
local carriers in 1959, though during the earlier period some also were
served also by trunklines.The remaining 90 cities have been added
to the routes of the local carriers since 1959 either through the exten-
sion of air service to cities not previously receiving it or through the
suspension of trunklines and their replacement by local carriers.

Table 8 shows a tabulation of change in average daily departures
by city size for the 197 points served during both 1959 and 1969.
Average daily departures declined at 56 percent of these 197 stations.
They declined at 61 percent of the cities with populations below 25,000
and at 81 percent of the cities with populations under 50,000."
TABLE 5.-CITIES SERVED EXCLUSIVELY BY LOCAL SERVICE AIR CARRIERS IN 19S AND ALSO SERVED IN I1%5%

CLASSIFIED BY CHANGE IN AVERAGE NUMBER OF DEPARTURES PER DAY AND BY CITY POPULATION. I11 6
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Furthermore at many of the stations where departures were cut
back, the scheduling of the remaining departures was altered so that
the attractiveness of the service was reduced more than in proportion
to the decline in departures. The local carriers did this to be able to
provide flights at the most attractive times to those stations where
the traffic response was likely to be greatest-the larger cities that
they served jointly with the trunklines.

Tuu CosT To Tim GOVMUNMIENT O PROYIDTNe LOCAL AiR Sm•Vics

The local service carriers cite subsidy per passenger carried as the
cost to the Government of supporting local air service.' They point
with some degree of pride to tfie decrease in this figure, from $10.27
in 1954 to $1.54 in 1969. We have seen however, that most of the local
carriers' traffic growth has occurred at points receiving service from
both trunklines and local service carriers. Such cities would not lose
air service if local service subsidy were to be discontinued. We sug.
gested in connection with our examination of the Board's policy
toward recertification of local service carriers that a much more re.
vealing measure of the extent of subsidization is per passenger subsidy
cost at those points depending solely upon local carriers for then'
certificated air service.

Table 6 represents an attempt to allocate the $36 million 1969 local
service subsidy, an amount which the Board has now admitted did
not fully cover the carriers' costs of providing service to the smaller
communities, to those stations that might indeed, have been without
service had it been discontinued and who, hence, were the beneficiaries
of the subsidy. The column labeled "total trips" was constructed by
assuming that all trips out of an exclusively served city were round
trips an that no trips occurred between exclusively served cities.
This assumption clearly is violated, and to the extent it is, total trips
are overestuiated, leading to an underestimate of the subsidy cost
per trip." As the table 6 shows, only 4.8 of the 23.4 million passengeis
carried by the local carriers were generated at the 287 exclusively
served stations. Based upon the above assumptions, the subsidy per
trip in 1969 was $3.79 for each trip to or from ant exclusively served
city. Of course, not all exclusively served cities require subsidization
and would not necessarily be dropped if subsidy ceased. Cities gener-
ating over 25,000 passengers per year certainly would continue to be
served. The 54 exclusively served cities in this class generated almost
60 percent of the pasaeugers generated at all exclusively served stations.
The remaining rows of table 6 show subsidy per trip on the assumption
that cities generating less than. the amount of traffic shown in each
case would be dropped if subsidy were eliminated. For example, if
all cities generating more than 7,300 passengers per year (20 per day)
would be retained in the absence of subsidy, then the subsidy required
prm tr 11n 1969 to provide air service for those which other wouldCe without air service was $39.98. If the cutoff point were 10,000
passengers ler year, subsidy per trip amounted to $26.07.

*tSystes ayA and Rwarcb Corp.. "Pu.I Beneftota" 1M, p. It. The loadl carim prei tomu
the term "Islic sriepe mentV' rather than mVld4y..
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Table 7, constructed using the same set of assumptions, show&
similar information for 1954, 15 yeas earlier. Both fares and costs
have increased since 1954, however, so the definition of a "marginal'"
station may have changed. A study performed by United Reisarch
in 1959 determined that the minimum avoidable cost of servig an
on-line intermediate station with a frequency of two round trips per day
was $6,000 Ifi ia P0- was used and $11&,00 if a Convair 340/440-
was used.

Lot us assume that all service to marginal airports in 1954 was pro-
vided using DO-31's. Making the further assumption that tih average
passenger at such an airport paid the average local service fare of
$13.25 allows us to calculate that such a station would have needed to
generate at least 5,000 passen.grs per year in order to make a positive
contribution to a local carrier a profits..

TAKJE .-LOCAL SERVICE Al CARRIER TRAMC AT EXCLUSIVELY SERVED CITIES RouP BY NUMBER Of
ORIMNATING PASSENGERS AND SUBSIDY M TRIP, 1W
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1968 average fare levels leads to the conclusion that in the late 1960's
a station would have to generate 7,700 passengers per year to cover the
minimum avoidable costs of providing it with two round trips per
day using an F-27. If a Convair 580 were used, the station would
have been required to generate approximately 9,000 passengers. If
we are willing to accept these figures and compare table 6 with table 7
we are drawn to the conclusion that the cost to the Government o;
providing air service to those points that otherwise would be without
air service may not have deckmed-and may even have increased-
over the last 15 years.0 This conclusion is strengthened by the fact
that byr fiscal 1972 the local service subsidy had been increased to
$65 million, a figure that the CAB has admitted reflects much more
closely the true costs to the local service carriers of providing service
to the marginal routes than did the 1969 subsidy of $35 million. It
is quite likely, therefore, that the figures shown in table 6 are only
haf of what they would have been had an adequate subsidy been
paid in 1969. Moreover, the cost to the Government of providing
service to those cities that otherwise would be without scheduled
air service offered by a certificated air carrier has indeed increased
dramatically-and may have doubled-since 1954.

Why are subsidy costs on a per passenger basis so high? One reason
is the relative stagnation of traffic at many of the points served exclu-
sively by local service carriers. Between 1959 and 1969 while total local
service passenger ornations were rising from 5.2 million to 24.5 mil.
lion, originations declined or stayed constant at 17 percent at the 197cities servd exclusively y the local service carriers in 1969 and also
served by them in 1959.

But unquestionably, the major reason for the continued high subsidy
requirements has been the failure by the local service carriers to use
aircraft properly suited to provide service at their marginal stations.
Table 8 shows an estimate of the total 1969 operating costs-including
an allowance to cover rate of return on investment-for three aircraft,
the Convair 580, the Nord 262, and the DHC Twi.n Otter. The Convair
is typical of the aircraft the local careers are using to serve their low
denity routes now that the DC-3 has been eliminated from their
fleets. The Nord is the modern DC-3 replacement used for a time by
Lake Central and by its successor Allegheny. The Twin Otter is an
aircraft in wide use by air taxis. We do not claim that local service
carriers could achieve the cost levels shown for the Twin Otter but
include them as an indication of the minimum possible costs of oper-
ating a no-frills efficient, short-haul air service. Table 8 shows that
subsidy need was increased in 1969 by 60 cents per mile for every
mile operated usmi a Convair 680 where an aircraft the size of a Nord
could have handled the traffic; and by $1.26 per mile over what would
have been required to provide an efficiently run short-haul air service
using Twin Otters.

A recen Oi teM tneomld hy the %a service sirineg themselves employed a somewhat dfierem
tho o M lAS dy. Any/t faprorate revenussuuolsut to eove the Cots auleooted

to that station was mig.ned a dhrs ci the sidy.Thus 0;,000 of Ozark Air TUnes calendar y"ar INM
Mbsidy di SU million was safuned to MollasIavstlptVRoek Island, a station originaftg over ,0.0W

Ozark tatt yearandserv also by d. OverM J3o.000o0 th suslqdywssattrbute4
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TABLE .L-ESTIMATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS PER MILE

llncludiln ratot d return onm Instot fote rests structure with -m aveage Step length, Convair 50, Noid 262,
DHC Twin Otte q

Do Havilland
Convir 530 Nord 2M7 Twin Otter

Maximum seat capacity ......................................... 53 28 20
notrecm perating tob .................................. t.. .. 74

Returm as intm. ...... ..................... 22 .24
Total ..................................................... 2.55 1.96 1.25

1 The Convair 560 direct eperaUng costs are those actually experienced by operators of this aircraft in 158 Iaccording to
the CAB "Aircraft Operating Cost and Pedormance R1pe7d' August 18, sue. These costs were adjusted for a 90-mnl
average Stage length using inlormateon conled in Sen Aviation SubSommittee. "Review d9 the Local Air Carrier
Industry" (Nth Cong. 2d sess., Feb. 28. Mar. ,3.and 4. 96), pp. 3IN and 158 Indirect cests were assumed to be 75
percent a direct cests Iollowing SARC. "Economic Analysis ofte Short Hhe d Transpe" Total investment required per
aircraft for the Convair and Nrd were taken from Civil Aeronautics Board, "Local Service Carriers' Unit Costs," year
ended Mar. 31, 1I6, attachment C.I)l. 3, p. 1. Total equipped cost of the Twin Otter was assumed to be the price beingquoted by the manufacturer in mid-196 for the Twin Otter. series 300. This figure was multiplied by 1.5 in order to ei"re
it average investment per arcraft. This -- d-rewas in keeping with the one followed in tho CAB document Just refecredto. It was anssued that a 10 per"cet rat o return on investment would be allowed. Rate of relum per mile was computedbyo dividig this annual return figure by the number of miles eaoc aircraft was assumed to fly in a year. For the Convair
ths was 50N000 males. for the N rd, 40.000 miles. and for the Twin Otter 270.000 miles These figures were all within tUe
range of actual fnures achieved by opralo of these aircraft taking the 0o-.de average stop length Into accounLt

In order to estimate the totil increase in 1969 subsidy requirements
due to the use of larger aircraft it is necessary to estimate the number
of aircraft miles that could have been flown using smaller aircraft.
The SARC study that investigated, this question determined that the
optimal size of smaller aircraft for the local carriers was one of 20 seat
capacity and that in 1975 such aircraft should be flown 48 million
mi es b the local carriers. 4 In 1963, the year from which the data in
the SARC report were drawn, the local caiTiers flew 44 million aircraft
miles using DC-3's. It would therefore seem reasonable to assume
that in 1969 the local carriers should have flown approximately 41
million more miles with smaller aircraft than in fact they did.$ The
increase in 1969 subsidy need due to the use of larger aircraft ranged,
therefore, from a minimum of $25 million if Nords had been used to
a maximum of $52 million if the cost levels experienced by air taxis
using Twin Otters could have been achieved. This latter sum exceeds
the actual 1969 subsidy of $36 million, but it should be recalled that the
subsidy actually paid in 1969 was not sufficient to compensate the
local service carrers for the free cost of operating their marginal routes.

Tau FUUn or =a! LocAL Smavicu CAnmr

We have shown that the original goal of the "local service ex-
periment," the establishment of alow cost air service to link the smaller
and more isolated communities of the Nation with each other and with
their trading centers, did not long survive and that the localcarriers
today differ-little except in the strength of their routes from the larger
trunkline carriers. We have seen that this transition from specialist
feeder carrier to "junior trunkline" carrier and the decline of local
service carrier interest in serving their smaller stations was aided and
encouraged by CAB route policy and the method of subsidization
employed by go Board. Finally, we have demonstrated that the impact
on costa and on subsidy requirements of using aircraft larger than

'A Systems Anu a, and Research Corm-, "Reomnomi Analysiso dlWe Short-H1aut Ahrcaft"p 84
fin 19601 the cardeu"M Aw apIprozlznateagi milesUf uing smllr arca.
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justified by existing route density is substantial. What, then, should
uture Government policy be toward local air service in general and

toward the local service carriers? Several options appear open to the
Government. First, the local service subsidy could be phased out over
a short period (e.g., I to 5 years) and the local carriers could be allowed
to abandon any routes they wished. They would then be treated as
trunklines for regulatory purposes. The extent of abandonment
would depend upon the level of unsubsidized service the local carriers
chose to offer.

If cities generating more than 7,300 passengers per year indeed
cover the mainal cost of their service, en ony 130 cities receiving
their only certificated scheduled air service from a local service
carrier (based upon 1969 data) would be dropped. If 10,000 passengers
per year were required, then 158 cities would lose service. If stations
not generating at least 25 000 passengers per year were dropped, 233
cities would lose service. T&his matter. traffic figure, 25,000 passengers
per year (or about 70 per day), appears to be the level of traffic
required to support service with small jets of the sort recently
acquired in large numbers by the local carriers. In this case all but
seven of the 144 exclusively served cities of under 25,000 population
would lose their service. Offsetting this loss to some degree would be
the entry of air taxis which "although unsubsidized, can, with their
lower level of costs, profitably serve cities of lower traffic generating
potential than can the local carriers. The extent to which such replace-
ment would occur is unknown however.

A second possibility would be for the Government to subsidize the
local carriers to the extent necessary to allow them to continue to
offer service of the type they presently offer to the cities they now
serve. While the substantial losses recently incurred by the industry
are the result in large part of nonrecurring costs associated both with
newly acquired aircraft and competitive routes recently awarded to
the local carriers in the Board's mistaken attempt to internalize the
local service subsidy, there is no doubt that adoption of this option
would require a substantial immediate increase of the local service
subsidy. Furthermore, little or no reduction could be anticipated in
the future. We have shown the substantial impact on costs of the
move from smaller aircraft such as the Nord to 52-seat aircraft such
as the Convair 580. Even now some of the local carriers are beginning
to talk about phasing out their turboprops and converting to all jet
equipment.7 0 There is no doubt that this would have another sub-
stantial impact upon subsidy.n

A third course of action open to the Government would be to en-
courage local carriers to subcontract with air taxis to take over their
services at smaller stations. This approach was pioneered by Allegheny,
which in October 1967 turned over its service at Hagerstown, Md., to
Henson Aviation. Under the terms of Alleghenv's contract with the
air taxi operator, Henson is guaranteed a breakeven financial result
during the first 2 years of the contract based upon a standard cost
allocation. Allegheny provides reservation and customer service at
the terminal poiitt and requires Henson to meet "Allegheny's standards
of customer service". The contract runs for 10 years, and Allegheny

t"Frontier's Revesng the Adverse." Flight magazine, June 1970. p%45.
" Operating coasts per mile (including rate of return element) for the C-0-10 e approxilmately 39 per-

ceat rester than ot a Convair W80.
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guarantees to resume flights with at least the same level of service in
effect to the contract if the agreement is terminated.

Allegheny considers its experiment to have been a success. The imr.
proved frequency of service offered by Henson has stimulated traffic
and the carrier claims to be at least breaking even on its Hagerstown
services. The claimed savings to the Government in subsidy reduction
at Hagertown is $84,921 per year. As of April 1970, Allegheny had
transferred 13 of its stations to air taxi operators under such agree.
ments, and the carrier is known to be negotiating additional agree.
ments. Ten stations had been transferred by frontier, and eight
points by other local carriers.7 Such a plan of local carrier transfers to
air taxis was endorsed in a recent speech by Board member Adams,"
though he was careful to state that his remarks did not imply Board
endorsement of such a general transfer policy. Adams estimated that
approximately 120 points, those generating fewer than 15 passengers
per day in 1969, were "suitable"F candidates for such a transfer. He
proposed that local carriers receive a fee for "administration" of the
contracts.

An alternative plan of obtaining the efficiencies afforded by the use
of small turboprop feeder aircraft would be for the Government itself
to contract directly with air taxis to provide those feeder services
whose continuation was deemed in the public interest."' Local service
carriers could be asked to list cities which they proposed to drop.
Where continuation of service appeared desirable-either economically
or politically-the Government could announce that it was accepting
bids for the annual lump sum subsidy required to operate a specified
frequency of service from designated points to the city in question.
The winner would be awarded a lo -term contract to provide this
service. The large number of air tai operators should assure that
such a scheme would not yield the winner exorbitant profits. In fact,
the problem might be just the reverse. Air taxi operators, overopti-
mistic as to traffic and costs, might be tempted to bid too low. In
some cases bidders, taking their cue from the early air mail contract
bids or from the experience of defense contractors, might purposely
bid low to "buy into" the program expecting the Government to be
willing to "recontract" later. The Government would have to be
prepared to allow an overoptimistic bidder to go broke. The supply
of potential entrants is large enough to assure that another operator
would be prepared to take his place at a slightly higher level of
subsidy.

Fiom a strictly economic point of view this- plan has many ad-
vantages. Foremost is its maximum incentive for efficiency. Any cost
saving the air taxi operator could obtain would be translated directly
into increased profits. A second advantage is that the Government
would not need; to worry about the type of aircraft used by the con-
tractor as long as he met the terms of the contract concerning fre-
quency and reliability of service. If the operator wished to use a
Boeing 747 on a 50-nile flight between a small community and a

SSime 1904. tnklines have turned over 23 points to air taxis. Aviation Week June 20, 1970. p..Is Remarks of John 0. Adisms, member, Civil Aermsutics Board, before tie Asocatio of • .
Wrt Airlines. lng quarterly re&Woal meeting, New Orleans. L4.. May It 1970.
" This proposal IsU milar to thit advanced by Howard R. Swaine In his article, "A Proposal for Control o

Local Service Subsidies," Journal of Air Law and Commerce, vol. 81,19N, pp. 1i1-197.
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larger city he would be free to do so. The gain or loss incurred would
accrue entirely to him. In this regard it should be observed that
bidding for such contracts should in fact not be limited to air taxi
operators. If a uink or local service carrier felt that it could serve
thepoint on a leg.of one of itregular flights at lower cost thin an
air taxi using smaller equipment, hen it should be allowed to submit
a bid.

The third advantage of this scheme is that it prevents the continua-
tion of the illusion, possible under the subcontracting scheme, that the
local carriers are still in fact serving the smaller cities they were created
to serve. Furthermore, since no "administration fee" is paid to the
locals there is no Pssibiity that a disguised subsidy could be con-
tinuea to them to finance their large aircraft purchases. This is not to
say that the air taxi contractors under the direct contracting scheme
would not use trunkline and local carrier reservations services and
ground facilities, as under the subcontracting proposal but merely that
arrangements for the use of such facilities could be made de.'tly
between these carriers and the air taxi contractors with the price
charged covering the cost of providing the facilities plus a reasonable
profit.

The final advantage of this scheme is that it would eliminate one
reason for economic regulation of the airline industry. The major
cause of regulation today is the need to control entry in order to pro.
serve profits on denser routes for use in subsidizing thinner routes.
Under the scheme being proposed, this need would cease, since losses
would be directly borne by the Government. The costs of providing
air service to smaller communitieA would be apparent to all. This is a
feature of all four options.

It must be reiterated that the direct contracting proposal depends
crucially upon the Government being willing to require the contractors
to adhere to the terms of the contract. As the recent experience with
the defense contractors and the earlier experience with air mail con-
tracts demonstrates, the possibility of "recontracting" after a contract
has been awarded encourages bidders to "buy into" programs with
unrealisticaflylow bids." The relationship of the CAB vis-a-vis the local
carriers over the last 25 years provides little grounds for hope that
it could be expected to exercise the required degree of toughness with
winning bidders. It is impossible to study the regulation of this in-
dustry without being struck by the degree to which the Board's major
concern has been with the financial health of the carriers it created
and not with the cost and quality of the service they have provided
to the communities they were created to serve. For this reason, we
believe the direct bidding scheme might prove to be unworkable in
practice in spite of its substantial apparent advantages. Nevertheless
we strongly support the proposal made by CAB earlier this year to
experiment with such a scheme on a limited basis. Only by conducting
such a test is it possible to determine if the theorectical advantages of
such a proposal can be achieved in practice. The Board's proposal
would be limited in duration to 3 years and in cost to $2 million per
year. As our analysis and the analysis of the Board's staff clearly

" Soneeha"d R. C "Ar Tfort and I•bIet, Cambddr. 19A V7. 124, ad "LOU Hea-
Ing Mav Spar lightr*BI~ding RuWe'Avfut~oa Week, Mar. it, 196. p.87.
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shows," the potential payoff in terms of savings to the Government
and improved service to smaller communities is well worth this
limited investment.

The plan of having local carriers subcontract with air taxis would
represent a second-best type of solution. This scheme transfers to
the contracting local carrier the responsibility for enforcing cost
consciousness upon the air taxi subcontractor. Yet even here some
degree of firmness on the part of the Government is necessary if
savings in subsidy are to persist. The air taxis operate low-cost
services today because they must cut costs in order to have any
chance of surviYm' Once assured of survival through subcontracts
with local carers they may be expected to become less cost conscious.
Copilots who today fuel aircraft and handle luggage-as West Coast's
copilots did in the late 1940's-may be expected to demand treatment
equal to that afforded by the regular carriers. In this they are certain
to have the support of the Air Line Pilots' Association which already
has managed to thwart at least one attempt by a local service carrier
to use small aircraft." Only by adopting a method of regulation and
subsidization that takes advantage of the fact that the number of
people who want to own their own airline is virtually limitless can
the sort of efficiencies envisioned by the Board in 1944 be obtained
and retained. The performance of the CAB vis-a-vis the local service
carriers over the last 25 years offers little grounds for hope that it
would be firm enough with the carriers that submitted winning bids
in a competition to provide short-haul, low-density air service. We
remain open to persuasion on this point, however.

CRITERIA FOR CHOICE

The case for a complete end to the "local service experiment" ap-
pears to be a strong one. No convincing evidence has been discovered
that any substantial benefits accrue to the nation at large from the
continued expenditure of federal funds to support local air service.
Furthermore, the fact that total passenger originations either remained
constant or declined between 1968 and 1969 at 67 percent of the
points served exclusively by the local service carriers indicates that
even the prime beneficiaries of the subsidy-the travelers who fly for
considerably less than cost-believe that the value of the service
provided is declining. Traffic was static or declined at 71 percent of
the exclusively served cities of less than 25,000 population. Even
prior to the establishment of the local service carriers and the post-
war expansion of the trunklines, air service was with-in easy reach of
a substantial proportion of the population. As early as 1938, the
average population of cities that were not served was only 11,595,
and the average distance from the nearest city with air service was
only thirty-five miles.1 When account is taken of the probable entry

X Clvil Aeronautics Board, "Service to Small Communities: A Staff Study of the Bureau of Operating
Rights." March IM. This stud, ad completely independently of our study, identftes the same
problems with the current method of sulsidization as we did and makes the same recommendations
concern their solution. We disagree with the Board's staff on only minor detail of the oompetlilve bidding

IteX. ff. Pickering, "Five Regionals Using Small Twins," Flight magazine, March 1970, p. i. See uso
'Where Others Get in Pilot's Seat "Business Week, Mar. 1. 1969, p. 92.

T The 200 points added to tru klne or klol service carrier routes between 198 and 1969 Wad an average
population of 2A70and were. on an average, sizty.dx miles fromn the nearest pomnt having air eervtcc. UniWte
Research Incorporated, "Federal Regulaticn of the Domestic Air Transport Industry," Prepardfor the
U.S. Department of Commerce (Cambridge, Mass.: United Research, 196; processedl, Tabl B-?.
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-of unsubsidized air taxis at many points if the local service carriers
suspended service to them, it is quite conceivable that 97 percent
of the metropolitan population, that proportion that the local service
carriers claimed to be serving in 1969, would still have easy access
to scheduled air service even if the local service subsidy were ended.
Advocates of continued federal support for local air service point out
that a significant, though declining, proportion of the population
does not live in metropolitan areas.1 They say that it is well recognized
that the federal government has undertaken a commitment to provide
certain essential services to all its citizens, regardless of their location
and contend that access to scheduled air service should be included
among these services. This point of view was set forth by John F.
Floberg, Chairman of the Conference of Local Airlines (the predecessor
of the Association of Local Transport Lines), who, in arguing for
permanent certification for the local service carriers in 1955, said:

"There are some things that neither the Civil Aeronautics Board
nor the Congress of the United States can change, and included in
those things are the geography and the population distribution of the
United States. There is nothing that this committee or the Congress
or the CAB can do to make the population of Gunnison, Colo., the
same as that of Syracuse, N.Y., or the population of Tonopah, Nev.,
the same as that of Johnstown, Pa., or the population of Enid, Okla.,
the same as that of Norfolk, Va.

"But, I would like to know who there is to say that the people of
Gunnison, or Tonopah, or Enid, are not just as much entitled to air-
mail service as the people of Syracuse, Johnstown, or Norfolk, or at
least who would have the temerity to say that they should be penal-
ized merely because they happen to be in relatively sparsely popu-
lated areas." Il

Floberg's statement serves the useful purposes of pointing up the
political nature of the decision to expand air service beyond the level
that the market will support. Yet, carried to its conclusion, it obvi-
ously is impractical, since its acceptance would lead to the expansion
of scheduled air service to every hamlet with an airstrip long enough
to accommodate an airline and the construction of such airstrips where
they do not now exist.

Even if Congress should decide, for political or other reasons, to
continue the local service subsidy, it is clear that better standards are
needed to allow the Board to judge which cities benefit from local air
service and which would suffer little or no loss if it were discontinued.
The first step in drawing up such standards is to inventory the trans-
portation alternatives open to cities that might lose service if the local
service subsidy were ended.

One possible rule of thumb would be to deny subsidy for air service to
any city lying within a two-hour drive of a larger city that does have
air service. There is no reason to expect the government to subsidize

"See Systems Analysis and Me~earrh Corporation. "Public Benefits Provided by the Local Airline
Indus"t A Repcrt cu the Nation's Fast-Growing Local Airline Industry." Report No.6. prepared for
the Association of Local Transport Airlines (Cambridge, ss.. SAIRC, I19; procered), p. 4.

In 1950, 64 percent of the total U.S. population lived In urban areas (towns of over 2.M00 population),
and some 60 percent lived In Standard Metropclitan Statistical Area• (SMSAs) Act'ord1t 1t0o census

ures, almost 76 percent of the population now lJve In urban are and about 70 percent llves nMSUa.
BU. Bureau of the Census. 8tatswelbi Arend oetttk Unite S&etta, iWi (1971), p.18.

so "Statemuent of John F. FAobe.n" in Pernwaeui Cf•tcte efor Loet &raner Air CavruUeann.p before
be House Conunittea on Intmstate and Foreign Commerce, 84 Coug. I seus. (196), pp. 16-1i.
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a high enough frequency of service that, on an average, it is quicker
to fly than it is to drive for two hours.s"

Cities that pass that test should be required to meet additional
criteria in order to continue to receive federal subsidy. At present a
city must generate only five passengers a da,%, to retain air service
once it has been authorized. This standard is unrealistically low and
should be doubled at least. Furthermore, as the costs of serving smaller
communities increase over time, this standard should also be increased
so that a city bears at least a constant share of the cost to the federal
government of providing it with scheduled air service. It has been
argued here that if a city of 25,000 generates only ten passengers a
day, this is because its air service offers little or no improvement over
other transportation alternatives. On the other hand, a small town
may generate only ten passengers a day merely because its total
traffic-generating potential is low. Some minimum level of passenger
originations per capita should also be required of cities seeking to
retain subsidized air service. The number of stations that were served
exclusively by local carriers in 1969 and that would be made ineligible
for subsidy even if they were required to maintain a traffic level of
only 0.25 originations per capita per year are shown below: n
1. Total number of exclusively served cities --------------------------- 287
2. Exclusively served cities that originated fewer than 3,650 passengers

a year ....... 77
3. Exclusively served cities that originated fewer than 0.25 passengers per

capital population a ------------- - ,,V i V 98
4. Exclusively served cities falling in 'ii r ---(2)-o-r- -.... -. ---- 1- 17

Cities failing to meet these tests would be either too small to justify
even the lowest level of air service or so well endowed with transporta-
tion alternatives that a federally supported air service would be of
little value to them.

Of the 158 cities that in 1969 generated fewer than 10,000 passengers,
51 pass the two tests shown abve. What type of service should the
government agree to support at such cities?

It was estimated above that the cost of using excessively larger
aircraft is between $0.60 and $1.26 per route-mile, depending on the
aircraft used. Primarily what the government pays for with the addi-
tional subsidy needed to cover these higher costs is more passenger
comfort." The three aircraft whose costs were presented in table 8-
the Convair 580, the Nord 262, and the De Havilland Twin Otter-
are all equally capable of safe, reliable operation. All are turbine-
powered; all are flown by two pilots. In fact, the mechanical simplicity
and the short takeoff and landing characteristics of the Twin Otter
make this aircraft, if anything, potentially safer and more reliable than
are the other two. There are differences among these aircraft other than
those of capacity. The Twin Otter is unpressurized and lacks washroom
facilities. Also there are no facilities for serving food and beverages
to passengers, since the aircraft is not designed to carry a stewardess.

6 This is similar to the "isolaton Index" proposed by Board's StW In the study ferret to In Footnote
Above. Se" Pat 1T. A ppendis B.
01 From date in the appendix.
Is Includes ten that r•igi o ie then 10,000 pewengr, a year.
14 Subsidising a lager aircraft than Is warranted by marge untleipted treile levels also allows a anjer

to achieve a higher pobebility of meeting •k n tranc demand. However, the additional etosety na-
qu=red toWeteId sldgn-eant improvements In this element of tbe quality of ervwe (end the In1eesubsidy

ted with providing this peeking easpoety) I& likely kc be Quite large. See (Glrftg ad "Comn-
Pjetitio in the Domestie Trunk Airline lndustr: Jsseegge or Insuficent" (1I9; = e, pp. 11-2.
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The seats do not recline, and they are narrower than standard airline
seats. In short, the plane is.ds ed to transport up to 20 passengers
for short distances, With a minmum of frills. The Nord 262 is a standard
airline aircraft with all the associated features. It is both pressurized
and air conditioned. It has a small galley and is designed to carry, a
stewardess. Although its maximum passenger capacity is only 28, as
against the Twin Otter's maximum of 20, the usable cabin space is
twice that of the Twin Otter. While some of the estimated 66-cents-ao
mile difference in operating costs between these two aircraft is due to
the lower input costs faced by air taxi operators, a significant part is
due to the cost of these additional features that add to the initial
price of the aircraft, increase its mechanical complexity and mainte-
nance costs, and add weight that must be carried regardless of the
passenger load." The Convair 580 has no comfort features that are not
found on the Nord 262. Its increased operating costs are traceable
solely to its larger size and greater mechanical complexity."

It is obvious that a passenger faced with equal frequencies and fares
would prefer to fly on a Convair 580 rather than on a Twin Otter.
However, the experience of the air taxis in attracting traffic on air-
craft like Twin Otters shows that a large portion oUpotential local
service customers do not consider the extra features essential. It is
reasonable to argue that if the federal government is going to sub-
sidize air service at all, it should be willing to pay the additional
subsidy to provide a pressurized aircraft. This is true particularly
for services operated in the mountainous areas of the West. The same
may be true of air conditioning. It cannot be argued, however, that
the government should pay the costs of stewardesses and of passenger
food and beverage service on such short flights. Furthermore, no case
-can be made for the government's subsidizing the additional passenger
comfort that results from the use of a larger aircraft, such as the Con-
vair 580, when a smaller aircraft like the Nord 262, which has all the
necessary features to provide safe, dependable air transportation (and
in addition some features that are not strictly necessary but perhaps
desirable) offers enough capacity to take care of the expected traffic.
The costs incurred through the use of large aircraft must be borne
either by the passengers traveling on a route or by the airline using
the aircraft.Y

The supporters of continued federal subsidization of local air service
should be required to demonstrate that either the current level of
service or the type of service they want provides a substantial improve-
ment in transportation alternatives open to the cities they believe to
be "isolated."' In doing this they must compare a relatively low-
frequency air service with a highwa system that has been substantial
improvement since the end of the Second World War, with much of
ths improvement being concentrated in the areas previously con-
sidered to be isolated. To the extent that the service they envision

"The original verson of the Nord was available either asapremaited or unreud airraft. The
unprmuriWe aircraft was priced at UM0,000 and the pressurited version at = =0. 000 in both aw fully

eu I)ppr.Anthon~yV2k,"Nord Ool, 800 Super Broussards," Airlift, WerlAir 7W*epvW*, Vol. U

* For example, larger turbtirop aircraft, such as the Ccnvair MO, have auxiliary power units (APUa),
that provide internal power and operate the Sir Condltosilng system when the aircraft Is on the dound
Thes APUs am msua tas turbive-ponered gewmtw*,Twhose tufoUn is wt muh mallr than
the engines that power the Twin Otter.

5' Another poem ibty would be for the community srvedtc pay the addlUtuas costa o using IfarlsalreralL
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makes use of smaller, more economical aircraft, their task will be
made easier. While a case can be made for federal support of a min-
imum level of air service at a number of relatively isolated cities, we
believe that the number of cities where service is subsidized should be
reduced substantially and that advantage should be taken of the
economies of operation made possible through the use of smaller
equipment, more efficient ground operations, and a reduced level of
passenger amenities.



FEDERAL AIDS 'T0 THE MARITIME INDUSTRIES

By GERALD R. JANTCUER*

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Four of the most important aids that the Federal Government
gives the U.S. maritime industries are described in this paper. 'T'he
most costly of these has been operating-differential subsidy, which
the Government has been paying to selected U.S.-flag s.teamship
companies since 1936. By the end of 1970 past costs of the subsidy
totaled nearly $3 billion, more than half this amount having been
spent since 1962. The cost of the subsidy has recently hovered around
$200 million a year, but appears now to be rising again, and will
probably soon exceed $250 million a year.

The operating-differential subsidy is given to offset the difference
between the high costs that are paid by U.S.-flag operators and the
lower costs of their foreign conmpetitors. Most of the difference is
attributable to the higher wages received by crews aboard U.S. vessels,
and so most of the subsidy is paid in respect of wages. In 1969 the
Federal Government paid'about 67 cents of every dbillar of wages
aboard U.S. cargo vessels in subsidized service. Subsidy payments
covered nearly a quarter of the operating expenses of all such vessels,
aud provided operators with nearly a fifth of their revenues.

The second important aid to the maritime industries is construction-
differential subsidy. Unlike the operating subsidy, the construction
subsidy is primarily a form of assistance to shipbuilders rather than
shipowners. The subsidy is ven to lower the price of a vessel that is
built in a U.S. shipyard to the prico that the buyer would pay for a
similar vessel from a foreign shipyard. During most of the postwar
years the prices of ships built in this country have been nearly double,
and sometimes more than double, the prices of ships built abroad. The
construction-differential subsidy has constantly amounted to about
50 percent of the domestic cost, meaning that the Government has
invested as much money in the new vessels as the buyers themselves.

Between 1936, when the construction-differential subsidy was
established, and the end of 1970 subsidy payments totaled nearly
$1.4 billion. Most of this sum has been paid sinco 1957, when a major
construction program began. With the establishment of a new con-
struction program in 1970, the announced goal of which is to add 300
new vessels to the U.S. merchant fleet by the early 1980's, construc-
tion subsidy costs during the next decade threaten to exceed $3 billion.

Less familiar to most persons than the operating-differential and
construction-differential subsidies are the cabotage laws of the United
States and the advantage they afford to the U.S. maritime industries.

•Rmrh Amoelatc, The BmEkinp Institution. The cohhomJwr d within th1* pow t
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Even though these laws confer no subsidies in the couventional
sense on any party, nor are accompanied by any disbursements from
the public treasury, they nevertheless are of coniderable benefit to
the maritime industries, and belong in any account of the public aid,,
these industries receive.

The sabotage laws restrict the carriage of goods in the Nation's
domestic oceanborno commerce to vessels built and registered in the
United States. The costs of this protection are sizable. We estimate
that between 1950 and 1970 private shilmuoners were forced to pay
nearly $1 billion more for the vessels they needed in the domestic
trnuml than they would have paid for similar vessels from foreign
shipyards. More costly still has been the requirement that vessels in
the domestic trades must. sail under the U.S. flag. Between 1960 and
1970 this added about $2 billion to shipping costs. Precisely who has
paid these $3 billion of costs is difficult to say, but it has probably
been the consumers of the goods that are carried in these ships.

The fourth subsidy described in this paper is administered through
the Federal tax system. The tax subsidies that are given to the mani-
time industries institute an extraordinary form ofi)ublic assistance,
available to no other industry. The program functions much like a
loan program, with the Federal Government granting qualified ship.
owners the use of tax money to purcha-,e ships and equipment front
U.S. producers. The owners pay no interest for their use of the money,
and no time limit is set when repayment is due. Under certain condi-
tions the subsidy is substantially equivalent to an exemption from
income tax of a part of shipowners' earnings.

Before 1950 the value of the tax subsidies was greater even than the
payments to shipowners of operating subsidy. Recently, however
their value has fallen. We estimate that between 1936 and the end ol
1970 the maritime tax subsidies cost the Federal Government about
$350 million. During the past several, years their annual cost can hardly
have exceeded $10 million. Leslation in 1970 greatly broadened the
conditions under which the subtidy can be claimed. Within the next
few years the annual cost should increase appreciably, possibly to
more than $50 million.

The principal omission from this account is that of any mention ofthe cargo preference laws. These important provisions confer a sizable
subsidy on the U.S. merchant fleet through their requirement that
at least half of aH Government-impelled cargoes must be carried in
American vessels. It was not possible in the tune available to include
a thorough analysis of this assistance here. A preliminary analysis
indicates that the public cost of these laws has been far higher than
anyone has supposed, polibly running more than $200 million a
year at present and totaling more than $5 billion since 1950. The
cargo preference system will-be examined in detail in a forthcoming
book on Federal maritime aids by this writer.

INTraoourt~o?•

The U.S. maritime industries are the recipients of a variety of aids
from the Federal Government. The aids are given in a multiplicity
of forms, constituting an assistance program of unrivaled diversity.
No other Federal program exemplifies so many distinct forms of sub-
sidy. Some are given directly, such as the operating-differential and
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construction-differential subsidies; others ar given indirectly, in pay-
m..te the Government makes for the services it buys; other are d.
ministered through the tax system; still others ar given through the
erection of barriers against competition. The ANWetAO value of all
this assistance is sizable and apparently growing larger.

The purpose of this aper is to introduce the reader to the most
important of these aide.It must be stated at the outset that this is not
a comprehensive survey of all maritime aids. Such a survey would ex-
ceed a reasonable bounds on the length of this paper. Instead we
have picked out four important forms of assistance for description
here. In every case, estimates are offered of the cost of these subsidies.

PURPOsS OF TH3 SUBSLDIES

The maritime aids are the subject of much controversy. Critics
assert that the hundreds of millions of dollars they cot every year i
money unwisely spent, and that the public benefits they yield amre not
commensurate with their cost. Their supporters reply that Govern.
ment assistance is vital to these industries, and that this asistance
serves important public objectives. It is no part of the plan of this
pi er to appraise these arguments. To do so would be a major under.
sm Nevertheless, before entering on a discussion of these subsidieswmtmet . should be said of the purposes they serve. Thiis account wl

be shortmuse their purposes have never been well articulated. The
declaration of policy mi the Merchant Marine Act of 1936, which es-
tablished most of the subsidies, is of little help, saying only that:

It Is neoeary for the national defense and development of it foreip and
domnetic commerce that the United States shall have a merchant marine (of
certain characteristiesi supplemented by efficient faWilities for shipbuilding and

shmp repadr.uentg.

It was once customary to emphasize the commercial advantages
that# accrued to the Nation from having its own domestic fleet. Such
a fleet, it was argued, would serve the commercial interests of the
Nation more faithfully than foreign ships. This attitude is illustrated
m a report of the U.S. Maitime Co i ion 1937, which stated that"an American merchant marine is of material value in the development
of our foreign commerce."I The Commission found no evidence that
shipin rates were lower than they otherwise would be if the carriage
Of the Nation's commerce were left to foreign vessels, or that forehm
steem•aup lines had discriminated against USr.. goods. It did conelue
that partipation of American lnes had improved the quality of
shippan services available to U.S. shippers. Above all, however, the
Comm ion decided that "the principal advantage which accrues toour foreign commerce from the of a domestic4ag marine is
that it provides a measure of insurance .agaimt possible interruption of
service." The Coo n had in mind the experience during World
War I when few U.S. ships served the foreign tiade and U.S. shippeum
depended for shipping services on foreinn Upon the out break
of war, many foreun ships were withdmwn from msrvce elsewhere in
the world and put in saeric between the United States and Europe,
to the detriment, it is said, of U.S. trade with other nations.

IUJu. MAU=na CWmam "3SaI. rSrwey tu, m Mosrut MMaitsV'Wmblmm• .x
="q Susdam" A. Iawivmu,4Umi= X45te shsrubmstMg Pammd=".a 6100

-0-T?• 8-pt. $.-4
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These conclusions were reached more than 30 ynr ago. Since then

circumstances have changed, and few people todt r are likely to em-
phaýsie the commercial importance ol thie U.S. "merchant fleet as
much as the Maritime Commission did. The proliferation of national
fleets has lessened the risk that events overseas might cause a sudden
withdrawal of foreign-flag services from the U.S. trades. The liner
trades are relatively less important today than they once were, and
the bulk trades are more important. Many ships engaged in the bulk
trades are owned by industrial concerns and employed hauling raw
materials that their owners need. Whatever their registration2 these
carriers are less likely than the old national fleets to serve as instru-
ments of policy of foreign governments.

As a result, little is heard today about the commercial need for a
U.S. merchant marine. A study published 11 years ago hy the Trans-
portation Center at Northwestern University concluded that "there
appears to be little net economic contribution to the United States
by the subsidized liner firms or deriving from the subsidy program." '
A recent study for the Committee of American Steamship Lines by
the firm of Harbridge House, Inc. found that the benefits from the
subsidy program greatly outweighed the costs of the program (see,
however, the comment below under Balance of Payments); but in
measuring those benefits, nothing was included for the fleet's commer-
cial value.*

Nat•ia &Swviy

More commonly today the maritime subsidies are defended on the
around that national security demands a strong U.S. merchant fleet.
This argument has always been made in support of the subsidy
system. For example the Maritime Commission in its 1937 report
affirmed that "the relationship that exists between merchant vessels
and national defense" is one of "only two sound considerations that
justify the expenditure of public funds to maintain a foreign-going
fleet by the United States' (the other consideration being the com-
mercial one mentioned before). Lately the national security argument
has taken pride of place among jusuifcations for the current program
of subsidies. This argument is obviously a very difficult one to evaluate
and so far no convincing statement, or refutation, of it has appeared.

Balmen of Paiymenke

Another argument frequently offered in support of the maritime
subsidies is the balance-of-payments argument, which emphasizes the
favorable effect of the U.S. merchant marine on the U.S. balance
of payments. By maintaining a U.S. merchant fleet, the Federal
Government insures that fewer dollars than otherwise are paid to
foreigners for shipping services, which diminishes the deficit, or in-
creases the surplus, in ihe balance-bf-payments account. Furthermore,
foreigners will buy some shipping services from Americans, con-
tributing further to a more favorable U.S. balance of payments.

Like the national security argument, this is a difficult one to
evaluate. The argument itself is sound; the difficulty comes in measur-

'.AiM R. FOutMD (t a 3 "Tte Eamoi Vito of the U.S. Mwrnt Mam." (EvNutm. IM 1s).
t"IM I. %a&nn e, d ROe s s. nwd Unite S9" Mertln In Nltoa mW.
1wv. (Lulagia m. ie*, IW).
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ing the benefits. It is important to distinguish between the benefits
of the program and its balance-of-payments impact. The impact is
simply the number of dollars that are paid e year to American
shipowners instead of to foreigners, or are received from foreigners, in
return for shipping services. A study by Harbridge House, Inc.,
estimates that the impact of the program was $2.2 billion during the
8 years 1964 through 1966.' That is, the deficit in the U.S. balance of
payments during these years was $2.2 billion less than it would have
been had the shipping services that were purchased from Americans
been purchased instead from foreigners. But this figure is no measure
of tje benefits of the program. To know what the benefits were, we
must determine what it was worth to the Nation to decrease its
balance-of-payments deficit by $2.2 billion during those years. It is
scarcely credible that the Nation would have been willing to expend
82.2 billion of real resources to decrease its deficit on foreign account by
an equal amount; or to put it another way, that the Nation would
have been filing to spend $1 to save $1 of foreign exchange. There
is no way of felng how much it would have been willing to spend,
but very probably the amount was far less than $2.2 billion, perhaps
less even than $1 billion.

So the balance-of-payments argument must be handled more dex-
terously than it has been. The error that we are warning against here
was committed in a recent book in which the balance-of-payments
impact of the American merchant marine is identified with its balance-
of-payments benefit.' The impact has been far greater than the cost,
leading the authors to conclude that by a standard benefit-cost test the
expenditures on the subsidy program have been justified. They may
have been justified; but it will take a more expert analysis than is
offered in that book to demonstrate the fact.

OPERATING-DIFFZRENTIAIJ AND CON8tTRucnoN-DIFFZRZXTIAL
SUBSIDIES

The two principal aids that are given to our maritime industries are
Zperating-differential subsidy and construction-differential subsidy.
Both were established by the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. The more
costly of the two has been the operating subsidy.

Opw•ing-DifferentiJ Subsidy
The authors of the 1936 act entertained two conceptions that

strongly affected the legislation they wrote: The first, that there are
certain shopping routes in U.S. foreign commerce that it was essen-
tial American vessels should serve; and the second, that the sO-b

aidies provided to ship operators should be just sufficient to offset the
cost advantages of foreign competitors.' The act established a U.S.

4 * ibridg Hoa.k In., "ITe Balance of Paymait anW the U.S. Aferchant UMW rig" ldedW asuaPPWmo In Dafker and Bandw•e. "U.S. Me1hant MrtW."
*Darke aOR wBradwin. "U1 Munent MaIn"
Neither IWas was noveL The kt had bee endPkWd In m Mecbant Uptne Actof im whcb d•cead

teUS hpging Board to detaminne what 5 Vsn~t ýMuessimed be established rOm. uwtoltblawuto v.14 markets tha the Badtoht weow adsiae s~ 7 th.deeoumtepalo
umlntenemmeoftIhelo,**' tade goth Un~e Stat."d lngag wasf ned athIM Gaca,-eMe " netje rh aUtsocr "dd-Mg," and the'r c being to iroutarathb than

hepo oftallrlUg the de of the•bddy to the dekrm In cste between U.S. end oreln oratowee reiwed In the award al oeeens-mi emotrkcts under the Ul-ated Merchant Marine Actart1a after4* atlmeOWaste end n Se Lawrente, "U.S. Mueat Shippig" p. 4L
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Maitime Co mi ion (superseded in 1950 by the U.S. Maritime
Administration in the Dpartment of Commerce) and assigned it a
long list of duties, one of which was to identy essential trade routes in
U.S. foreign commerce. Once that was done, the act directed the
Commison to enter into contracts with U.S. citizens for the payment
of operatn-differential subsidy for service on those routes. The serv-
ice must, of course, be provided with USA.-fag vessels. The vessels

S must also have been built in the United States.
The Maritime Administration enjoys wide latitude in dote

what services a essential in U.S. foreign commerce. The lanue
the act provides little guidance in making this determination, although
it enjooms the Administration in so many words, not to be extravagant.
In practice every route on wiich a substantial volume of foreign com-
merce moves to or from this country has been identified as an "esso-
tial" route.

Today there are 27 trade routes, five trade areas, two round-theo
world services, and a tricontinent service that are deemed by the
Maritime Administration to be essential for U.S. foreign commerce
within the meaning of the 1936 act. Of these 35 routes (as for con-
venience's sake we may call them), 27 are served by U.S.-fla5 lines
on regular schedules, many by more than one line. Subsidies are
provided to 11 operators for provision of service on 24 routes. It
seems that in planning its administration of the subsidy program
soon after the 1936 act was passed, the Maritime Com son en-
visioned that only one operator on any route would be subsidized.'
Today 11 trade routes are served by two or more operators receiving
subsidy payments. Five routes are served by three or more. _

The Merchant Marine Act of 1970 made an important change in
the way operating-differential subsidy is calculated. It has a-aded
considerably to the complexity of the calculations, and may even be
said to have altered the character of the subsidy as a "differential"
subsidy. Still, much in the law remains as before and it is probably
easier to describe first the subsidy as it was, and then explidn what
chanr were made in 1970, than to begin by describing the current

y. ~~Prirwipl of OW. &Sbiy

The word "differential" contained in its name expresses exactly
the principle of this subsidy. The payments that are made to U.S.
operators are intended to exactly offset the difference between the
high costs they must pay to operate U.S.-flag vessels and the lower
costs of their foreign competitors. This is sometimes referred to as theparityt principle": the principle that the payment of subsidy should
establish parity of costs among foreign and domestic operators. Even
with the best will in the world, however, it would be impossible in
practice to do better than approximate this ideal, owing to the extreme
difficulty of discovering what costs are paid by the operators of foreign-
fl ships.

I'U.S. DsPatmnmt of Comertw Mugthng Admtlanlsron, "ZmeUgVu W BUntd Ptt oreign Ttade
Bml" "1*"b * 4-1
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Until 1970, the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 explicitly recognized
five items of operating expense that were likely to cost the operators
of U.s.-flag vessels more than they cost the operators' foreign com-
petitors. The were (1) insurance, (2) maintenance, (3) repairs not
compensated by insurance, and (4) wages and (5) subsistence of officers
and crew. The part of the act that declares how much subsidy each
contractor may receive is too wordy to repeat verbatim, but its sub-
stance is this: the contractor shall be paid an amount not greater
than the excess of the "fair and reasonable cost" of these five items
over the estimated cost of the same items if the contractor's vessels
were operated under the flag of a "substantial" foreign competitor.
And that is all-nothing to indicate what costs are fair and reasonable
how a competitor's costs are to be estimated, or what is substantial
competition. In addition, the act authorizes the Maritime Adminis..
tration to pay a differential subsidy on any other items of expense
whose hi her cost puts the contractor at a substantial disadvantage
with its foreign competitor, and to grant an additional subsidy when-
ever necessary to offset government aid to foreign competitors; but
no payments have ever been made under either provision.

Operating-differential subsidies are computed( separately for each
trade route. In every case the Maritime Administration determines as
best it can the operating costs of the contractor's principal foreign
competitors, limiting its attention to those items of expense that
may be subsidized. An effort is made to compare like with like, by
making this determination only for a vessel that is approximately
comparable to the contractor's own vessels. If none are comparable,
the expenses are calculated for a hypothetical vessel that is. For each
item of expense the same procedure is followed. The difference is
calculated between each competitor's cost and the contractor's cost;
a weighted average is computed of the differences, with weights that
reflect the importance of the competitors; and the difference is ex-
pressed as a fraction of the contractor's own expense. This then de-
termines the subsidy rate.'

Once the subsidy rate is found, the amount of subsidy that is due
the operator is calculated as the product of the rate and the operator's
expenses. The calculation is repeated for each subsidizable item of
expense.

Size of & sdizble Ezpenw
Much the most important subsidizable expense, and the one that

accounts for the lion's share of subsidy expenditures on all trade routes
is the wages of officers and crew. Table 1 illustrates the importance of
this item in operators' accounts. The table records the voyage expenses
of all cargo ships in subsidized service during 1969. Payments of wages
amounted to 30.2 percent of total voyage expenses. Insurance, mainte-
nance and repairs (which are always lumped together in subsidy cal-
culations), and subsistence were much less costly, adding up to just
13.6 percent of total expenses. These are average figures; the propor-
tions vary by type of ship and trade route sailed.

I A m= detailed dsriptiom of t"is pwcedure, with ample. Is glvma In Feugun et .1., l"neeomis
Value" pp. 45-,4.
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TABLE L-CARQO SHIPS IN SUBSIDIZED SERVICE, 1969: TOTAL VOYAGE EXPENSES.

SUBSIDY RATES, AND TOTAL SUBSIDY ACCRUALS

Total voyage Total subsidy
expenses accruals

Amount Subs*dy Amount
(thou. - rcmnt at (thou- Percent

Itemofxpenssnds) total percentt sands) of
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Vessel operating expenses:
Wages:Strahttime ................................ $80,063 12.0...................

Overtime .................................. 42,03 6.3 . ...................
Other (payroll taxes, pension and welfare fund pay.

m s, etc) .................................. 79,757 11.9 ..............................

Totalwages ..............................- 201.8 30.2 167.3 $135,843 11-t
Subsistence ........................... r .......... ... 0 1.4 6L7 1,734 4.

s ss, and equipment ........................ .003 .8 ...................
Repas a n athe m ance "Pem ........ 36,7 M 1. 27.6 10,147 6.3
uel.................................3.....................Insurance:

Hull and machinery .......................... 16,686 2.:5 28.7 12,825 8.0
Protection and indemnity ................... 27,96 42J1,5 8.
Other. ............................. 662 .1........ I ............ .

Total Insurance ................................. 45,317 6.8 .............................
Other vessel expenses .................. ............................

Port expenses (plotage, wharfage, mooing fees, etc.) ....... 61. 862 9.3 ...................
Carg expenses(ightage, stevedormn charges, etc.).......231,115 34.6 ...................
Buzerap expenes ............................... 6,631 1. 0 ...................
Other voyageexpenses ................................... 24,227 3.6 ........................

Totals ............................................. $668,249 100.0 ....... $160,550 100.0

Note.-F4ures in this table relate only to operations of cargo ships. Operators also accrued $45,928,000 in subsidies for
operation on4 combination cargo-passenger ships and 9 passenger ships during 1969.

Source: COLs. I and 4: Unpublished taMes, Ofce of Subsidy Administration, U.S, Maritime Administration. Col. 3:
Cal. 4 + col. 1.

The total amounts expended in subsidy depend not only on the size
of each item in an operator's account but on the subsidy rate as well.
The average rate of subsidy for cargo ships on all trade routes in 1969
by item of expense, was: insurance, 28.7 percent; maintenance and
repairs, 27.6 percent; subsistence, 18.1 percent; and wages 67.3 per-
cent.10 Again wages rank first, this time in an ordering by subsidy rate.
Of every dollar of wages paid aboard cargo ships in subsidized service
during 1969, about 67 cents was p aid by the Federal Government.
The combination of a high subsidy rate and large expenditures by
contractors means that the bulk of subsidy accruals is in respect of
wages-84.6 percent in 1969. Column 4 in table 1 presents the dollar
amounts of operating subsidy that were accrued by contractors for the
operation of cargo ships in 1969, by item of expense. The accruals are
tentative, being subject to final determination of the subsidy rates and
to final audit of the contractors' accounts. If payments are made in
the amount of the accruals, they will cover 24.0 percent of voyage
expenses, and account for 19.6 percent of operators revenues.

Subuidie for Bulk Sericee

Between 1936 and 1970 the only cargo ships that were eligible for
operating subsidies were liners offering regular service on established

0 These figures are Iprvialonal and may be adjusted slightly before the lat subsidy payments e made to
operators for voyas compiled In 1900.
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trade routes. The Merchant Marine Act of 1970 amended the 1936 act
I to allow subsidies to be given to U.S. vessels in bulk cargo carrying

services.
Bulk carriers offer a very different service from that of cargo liners.

Liners act as common carimers, sailing along fixed routes on regular
schedules, and accepting cargoes from many different shippers for
delivery at ports along the liner's route. Ships engaged in the bulk

~ trades sail wherever business takes them. Typically they are chartered
.• for one or more voyages to carry a single cargo occupying much oftheir capacity such as a shipload of ore oil or gram. Nowadays

many new bulk vessels, including tankers. are chartered for periods of
years by a single ship per, such as an oi0 company, even before the
vessel's keel is laid. Indeed, without the assurance of such a charter
many shipowners would refuse to risk their capital in a large new ship.

Because of these differences, it was necessary to strike many of the
references to trade routes from the 1936 act and replace them with the
words "essential services," in order to bring bulk cargo carrying serv-
ices within the com pass of the act.

The Maritime Administration has moved slowly in establishing a
subsidy program for bulk carriers. By June30, 1972five con tacts had
been sign e,, four of them for the subsidized operation of 13 bulk
vessels. None of the vessels has been built yet, and none will begin
service much before 1974. All will be built with the aid of construction-
differential subsidies.

Subsidized service under the fifth contract has already begun.
The contractor operates vessels on the Great Lakes and will receive
an operat'g-differential subsidy for service in the bulk trades between
the United States and Canada. The service will be on a small scale;
the contract is limited to two years; and both parties apparently
regard the arrangement as something of an experiment to discover
what problems arise in the course of this novel program.

Apparently none of the contracts that have already been con-
cluded spells out exactly what amounts of subsidy will be paid to the
operators. The Maritime Administration has had no experience
subsidizing irregular operations. It admitted to Congress in 1070 that
it could suggest no statutory language for regulating subsidies to
bulk operators that would be as particular as the language already in
the act that specifies what operating expenses of cargo liners may be
subsidized and how those subsidies shall be determined. It therefore
favored language that would afford it maximum freedom to devise a
proper subsidy program. Congress obliged, and the law now gives the
Maritime Administration discretion to pay whatever subsidy is
needed "to make the cost of operating [a vessel in an essential bulk
cargo carrying service] competitive with the cost of operating similar
vessels under the registry of a foreign country."

The opening of the subsidy program to ships in the bulk trades
must stem in part from the common practice of representing US.-fiag
participation in the Nation's foreign trade in terms of weight of cargoes
carried rather than their value. We are constantly reminded how
small a share of cargoes that move in U.S. foreign commerce is carried
in U.S. vessels. Invariably the supporting statistics are organized by
weight rather than by value. Table 2 shows that by either measure
U.S.vessels now carry a much smaller share of the Nation's exports
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and imports than they did in 1956, the first year for which both
..... gur ar available, .awshar.that oontinuew to decline year- after

year. But the decline appears more precipitous, and thus perhaps
more worrisome, and the level of U.S. participation is lower, if the
U.S. share is expressed by weight of cargoes carried than by value.
The cause of the more rapid decline in the statistics by weight is the
considerable growth that lhas occurred in U.S. imports of oil and dry
bulk commodities in the postwar period, nearly all of which are trans-
ported in foreign vessels. On the other hand, the value of these bulk
commodities is still much smaller than the value of goods carried in
the liner trades, in which U.S. participation is higher."

TABLE 2.--SARE OF ALL COMMERCIAL CARGOES IN U.S. OCEANBORNE FOREIGCOiMERCEICARRIEO BY U.S.
VESSELS

imn peittJ

1947 1951 1956 1961 1966 1970'

Value ....................................... ( 3& 8 2 6 22.5 20.By WOOLa ....................... ............. 57.7 397 20.7 ,.7 L.7 6.6

3 Provisional fiprm
IM4.1 evaab.e.

Smuce: U.S. Maritime Ad. mentratio, annual report, 1971, pp. 75-76.

It should be stressed that the choice is purely arbitrary whether
one represents U.S.-flag participation in the foreign trades by weight
or by value. Neither measure is wholly satisfactory. Expressing U.S.
participation by weight of cargoes carried emphasizes the tiny share
of bulk cargoes that moves in U.S. vessels. Expressing U.S. participa-
tion by value of cargoes carried emphasizes the larger share of liner
cargoes that moves in U.S. vessels. Both measures really are needed
if all the facts are to be presented. All too frequently only one statistic
is cited, the one that better serves the interests of the speaker. While
Congress deliberated the new maritime program in 1970, advocates
of the program used cargo statistics expressed in weight to illustrate
their argument that a major expansion of the Nation's merchant
marine was needed. It was seldom made clear that the low level of
U.S.-flag participation they were citing stemmed from the small
share oftulk cargoes that U.S. vessels carried. Had this been explained,
it might have prompted others to ask how necessary it is that U.S.
vessels should participate to an equal degree in all three services-
the oil trades, dry bulk trades, and liner trades--and whether the
national interest might not be better served by improving performance
in the one or two services deemed most vital.

As it happened, these questions were never raised, at least not in
public, an the goal was set of building a merchant fleet capable of
carring80 percent of the Nation's foreign trade--by weight. This goal
dictates an extension of the aid program to vessels in the bulk trades;
for even if U.S. vessels carried a carg moving in the liner trades,
the U.S. share of cargo movements in all trades in 1970 would have
increased only from 5.6 percent to 14.6 percent, well short of the
established target.

U X.7 p0wmt bYW % 21A.4 pamet by weight, 14 1970.
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Wago.Subeiies

The most important change in the operating subsidy program that
was made by the 1970 legislation affected the method of calcula't
the wage subsidy. The amount of subsidyr to be paid to an operator had
previously been determined in accorance, with the "parity prin-
ciple," the rule that the subsidy should be .ust large enough to
lower the costs of the contractor to the level that its foreign competitor
would face if the competitor operated the same vessel. As applied to
wage costs, this prmiciple meant that the Government must pay the
operator of a U.S.-flag vessel the difference between the high wages
that the operator paid its U.S. officers and crew, provided that the
wages were "fair and reasonable," and the lower wages that were paid
by its foreign competitor. It also meant that when new wage agree-
ments were negotiated between maritime unions and operators, any
increase in wages was borne by the Federal Government."

This arrangement was unsatisfactory for several reasons. It was
plain to everyone what little incentive operators had to assume a
tough posture in their wage bargain with maritime unions. Op-
erators would bear the cost of a strike, if a strike came; but the addi-
tional cost of a more generous settlement that might avert a strike,
or end one, would be borne in full by the Federal Government. This
lack of symmetry was a deep flaw in the subsidy program, which
became more and more noxious as wage costs, and wage subsidies,
soared in the 1960's.

In theory, the Government's interests might have been protected by
measuring all wag claims against the "fair and reasonable" standard
and disalowing "thos that incorporated exorbitant wage increases. In
practice, it wo@d be folly to suppose that the Maritime Administration
could have dictated its notions of fairness and reasonableness to the
shipping industry. For years.it did not even try. Early in the postwar
period, when the wages of shipboard labor were thought to have fallen
below those paid in comparable shoreside employment, the Maritime
Administration acquced in the wage increases negotiated by the
maritime unions and refrained from finding any wage payments to be
in excess of what was "fair and reasonable." In 1955 Congress ad-
monished the Maritime Administration to pay more heed to the
standard and scrutinize operators' wage claims more critically. Ten
years later the Maritime Subsidy Board, which must pam on such
matters, disallowed a part of the wage claim filed by the operators on
the grounds that the wage increases they had agreed to in contracts
with the maritime unions were excessive, and that the wages they were
pae g contravened the standard.

The Secretary of Commerce overruled the Board's decision, but
served notice that in the future, wages established in collective-bargain-
ing agreements would be tested by the "fair and reasonable" standard
more rigorously than they had been. At this point the Maritime Ad-
ministration began looking for a criterion that mtght replace the "fair
and reasonable test, a search that led to development of the wage
index system.

In 1971 the Maritime Administration beg Payn g orato
the difference between an amount called their "subidfable wage
costs" and the estimated wage costs of their foreign competitors.; I-
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tially each operator's subsidizable wage costs were set equal to its true
wage costs' less any" expenses Ufau tTM initinib-Adminstration dis-
allowed. Each year thereafter subsidizable wage costs are to be ad.
justed in phase with changes in a newly created index of wage rates for
workers in other industries. If seamen s wages increase faster than the
wage index, operators must pay the difference themselves. If they
increase less rapidly than the -wage index, operators may keep the
difference. Several constraints were included in the plan to limit the
losses that operators might suffer or the profits they might gain;
thus in no year may subsidizable wage costs fall short of 90 percent or
exceed 110 percent of an operator's true wage costs. Every few years
the subsidizable wage costs will be readjusted if they have strayed too
far from the operator's actual costs and be brought back to within a
specified few percentage points of the true costs.

CowDiffereniai Subsidy

The second important subsidy established by the 1936 act provides
financial aid to shipowners for the purchase of new vessels. Several
other construction aids are provided by the act, but none has been
as costly to the Government, or worth as much to owners, as the con-
struction-differential subsidy. The word "differential" has the same
meaning here as it has in the title of the program of operating subsi-
dies. The construction subsidy is intended to lower the cost of a new
merchant vessel built in a U.S. shipyard to the cost of the vessel if
built abroad. It is the differential between the two costs, in other
words, that is paid by the subsidy.

All parties to the maritime program seem to agree that, unlike the
operating-differential subsidy, the construction-differential subsidy is
a benefit to shipbuilders rather than shipowners. Owners insist that
they obtain no advantage from the subsidy, because it only lowers
the price of a new vessel to what they would otherwise pay if they
ordered the vessel from a foreign shipyard. Only the arbitrary re-
quirement of Federal law that restricts maritime aids to vessels built
in this country persuades these shipowners to patronize domestic
shipyards whose prices are so much higher than prices abroad. The
subsidy does no more than compensate purchasers of ships for the
costs they must bear to help maintain U.S. shipbuilding capability.

As in the case of the operating subsidies, the 1970 Merchant
Marine Act made a number of changes, large and small, in the con-
struction subsidy program, without altering its essential character.
It seems easiest to proceed as before, describing the program as it
existed until 1970, then noting what changes were made in it by the
mar'time legislation that year.

The 1936 act authorizes the Maritime Administration to accept
applications from U.S. citizens "for a construction-differential subsidy
to aid in the construction of a new vessel to be used in the foreign
commerce of the United States." Until 1970 only the proposed ship
purchaser could submit an application, but legislation that year
extended the privilege to shipyards as well. The act recites several
general criteria that must be satisfied before the Maritime Administra
tion may approve an application, criteria having to do with the need
for the vess in our foreign commerce and the applicant's capability

4
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of operating the vessel. Applications may also be accepted; and sub-
sidies awarded, for the reconstruction of existing vessels; but the act
histructs the Administration to give preference to awards for new
construction, and that in fact is what has been done.

The act provides two methods of contracting for and building vessels
with construction subsidy. In practice, only one of them is used.
Omitting some details, the procedure followed is this. After the Mari-
time Administration a proves an application for subsidy, it solicitscompetitive bids from U.S. shipbuilders for the vessel's construction.
The contract is customarily awarded to the lowest bidder. In the
meantime the Maritime Administration has calculated the cost of
building the same vessel "in a foreign shipbuilding center." The
difference between the foreign cost and the lowest domestic bid is
termed the construction-differential subsidy. Provided that the price
net of subsidy is acceptable to the buyer, contracts will be drawn up
between the parties. The applicant contracts with the shipbuilder for
construction of the vessel, and agrees to pay the builder a price equal
to the vessel's foreign cost; and thie Maritime Administration contracts
to pay the shipbuilder the construction-differential subsidy."

Limits on Sin of Construction Sbsidli
Since its enactment in 1936 the Merchant Marine Act has limited

the amount of construction subsidy that ma be paid for a single ves-
sel. The limit is expressed as a fraction of the vessel's total domestic
cost. At first the act declared that the construction subsidy could not
exceed 33}j percent of the construction cost. Later the limit was raised
as the difference between U.S. and foreign construction costs widened.
Between 1960 and 1970 the act allowed the Maritime Administration
to award subsidies of up to 55 percent of the vessel's construction
cost."3 During this interval construction subsidies constantly amounted
to about 50 percent of construction costs, and in several cases reached
the limit of 55 percent. Thus the U.S. Government was investing as
much money in the new vessels as the private owners themselves. Not
that the owners were alwa)s content with the subsidy. Many appar-
ently felt that U.S. shipbuilding costs were well over twice as high as
foreign costs, and that despite the subsidy they were still having to
pay more for their vessels than they would if the vessels had been
built abroad.

The maritime legislation in 1970 enacted a declining schedule of
upper limits on the amount of construction subsidy that might be
awarded on a single vessel between 1970 and 1976. The limit had
reverted automatically to 50 percent on June 30, 1970, and there it
technically remains. But in testimony before Congress, representatives
of the administration stressed that other reforms contained in the

u The other method of contracting for the vessel calls for the Maritime Administration to purchase thO
vessel from the shipbuilder at the domestic price, then resell it to the applicant at the lower foreign cost.
After the trannctlons, all pertes are left In the same economic position as they would be If they followed the
method described In the text, But there Is this difference: the Maritime Ad must initially pay
the full domesi price from Its own account, Instead of the smaller construction subsidy, and must therefore
ask for larger budgetary appropriations from Congress. The Government Is no poorer of course, because it
teceivesfrom the timrchasr the difference between the subsidy andthe ft l prle Nevertheless,
ipeymet Isnot credited to he Marite AdminsUon's account but Is made direct y to the Treasury.

aitime Administration finds itself In the disagreeable position of ap: to sending
moremoneythatan appearance ltprsfems to avoid bycotrctingor vessels by- other me

i' And of upto6 percentfrom1g2toi17O, of thecstOfreconditioning pasMenger vessels.
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legislation would enable U.S. shipyards to produce vessels more cheap.
ly, and so would reduce the difference between shipbuilding costs In
this country and abroad. Hence the cost of the subsidy should fall too.Beginning in fiscal 1971 the administration expects subsidy awards to
be less than 45 percent of the U.S. cost of veesels, in fiscl 1972 less
than 43 percent, and so forth in decrements of 2 pecnt annually
until a target of 35 percent is reached in fiscal 1976. Although these
numbers have been written into the act, they are not legal limits on
the size of awards. That limit remains 50 percent. They are more like
productivity goals. In the event that the lowest competitive bid re-
ceived from a ship ard in any of these years requires payment of a
subsidy that is higher than the goal, the Maritime Administration is
authorized to negotiate a lower.price with any of the bidders; and if
it awards a contract that exceeds the goal for that year, it is to notify
the Commission on American Shipbuilding of the fact.1'

In design, the construction subsidy and operating subsidy programs
are independent of each other; no provision in the law restricts the
award of construction subsidies to persons holding operating subsidy
contracts. In practice, however, the Maritime Adminitration has
awarded construction subsidies during the postwar years only to
subsidized operators, to aid them In replacing their ships. These
operators are obliged by the terms of their contracts to conduct sub.
sidized operations with ships that are not more than 25 years old.
Funds have been scarce throughout this period and no doubt the
replacement program has seemed more urgent to the Maritime Admin.
istration than the provision of ships to the unsubsidized fleet.

Costo of Operating and Coneucon n SM bsidies
The amounts of money that have been spent in the past for operat-

ing-differential and construction-differential subsidies are a matter of
public record; hence there is no special difficulty in identifyin the
costs of these aids." Figures pUblished by the Maritime Administra-
tion show that from 1936 through 1970 nearly $4.4 billion were paid
out in subsidies $2.9 billion, or 68.1 percent of the total, were paid
as operating-diltereutial subsidies; the balance of $1.4 billion was
paid as construction-differential subsidies (including subsidies for the
reconstruction of vessels) .t

Most of these expenditures were made recently. All expenditures
before 1955, for example, totaled just $472 million-not one-eighth as
much as has been spent since then. The low level of earlier expendi-
tures reflects, of course, the impact of World War II: the suspension
of operating subsidy contracts during the war, the recapture of muchof the operating subsidies paid after, the war when shippig profits
were high, and the fact that the large number of ships bulltdu g the
war and sold to private owners afterward made another construction

f 'Mhe Commission on American Sblpbuildlng, which was utabllshed by the 197 legistation ts directed
to study the American shipbuilding WInustry to ascertain whether that Industry fan raised effcency
enough to enable the subidy rate to be rnduos& toil peret by 19i1. and to bablt "report or its indings
ari recommendatlonuto the Eresdnt and ongrs bWen the end o(197. But fin themeantlmethe Marl-
Ume Ad awards a constrution contrwt that r paymnt of 0 cnstruetion-dffereutlm~ddy I ezeefo r that ymf e aar, the Oommisson must bmit its report, Within 6 months ofhin
l•'yln~of the awolard. rh q tonteoa an hapiled threat that the W.,ommtnlo n lOrtomnim
dlstnun• of the Admlnistration's new shp onstruction presram.. n Ints annual report the Martime Administration publishes a record of annual subsidy payments made
InVMSent uweli a total $epedlt=e s the Pro7rnhs were established in i1.
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program unnecsarwy for several Year therafter. By the mind-l950s,however, annual expenditures for operating and construction subsidies
regularly exceeded $100 million. They grew rapidly between 1957
and 1962. In 1960 operating and construction subsidies exceeded $200
million for the first time; in 1962, $300 million. Thereafter their
growth was arrested. Nevertheless more than half of all that has been
spent on these subsidy programs was spent after 1962.

A great expanson in the amount of these subsidies is now underway,
S in fulfillment of President Nixon's pledge to rebuild and revitalize the
U.S. merchant marine. Much the larger part of the increase will be
for construction subsidies. The administration's new maritime pro.
gram calls for the addition of 300 vessels to the U.S. merchant marine,
0li of which are to be built in U.S. shipyards with the aid of construct.
tion-differential subsidies. It was planned at first to build up gradually
to a rate of construction of 30 vesiels a year by fiscal 1978, by awarding
contracts for 19 new vessels in fiscal 1971 and 22 vessels in fiscal
1972. Construction would continue at a rate of 30 vessels a year until
300 were finished. These plans apparently, have been disappointed.
Just 12 contracts were let in fiscal 1971 instead of 19. Some of the
shortfall apparently was made up in fiscal year 1972, but not all of it.
Only 15 new vessels will be contracted for in fiscal 1973, plus two
conversions, instead of the 30 once planned. A sentence in the 1973
budget explains that a construction rate of 30 vessels a year will now
be reached in 1974; but under the circumstances this information
should be taken witfh a pinch of salt.

Despite the slower pace of construction than was originall envis-
aged, construction sulbsidy expenditures are growing rapidly. Between
1968 and 1970, annual payments of construction subsidies avered
just under $100 million. Much larger sums were apprmted for shin
construction for fiscal years 1971 and 1972-$187.5m on and $229.7
million respectively-and a still larger sum of $250 million has been
asked for fiscal 1973. Expenditures lag behind appropriations, of
course; but unless markedly smaller sums are requested of Conjs
next year and the year following, the amounts being expendei for
construction subsidies will soon be in the neighborhood of a quarter-
billion dollars a year.

eating subsidy expenditures have increased much less. Between
1968Wand 1970 they averaged $200 million a year. At first Congress
appropriated $193 million for operating subsidies for fiscal 1971, but
later it increased the amount to $273 nilion. The additional $80 mil-
lion were intended to finance certain nonrecurring expenditures, and
will be disregarded here.17 It now appears that the Government will
obligate nearly $220 million in operating subsidies during fi 1972,
and an estimated $240 million in fiscal 1973. Notwithstand'•g this
growth, payments of operating subsidy will account for a smaller frac-
tion of a subsidy expenditures than they did between 1968 and 1970,
when they were twice as large as parents of construction subsidy.
For at least the next few years, subsidy payments under the two pro.
grams will be approximately the same.

It Half the supplement wasIntended to discharge the Oovernment's liability to contractors for operations
completed several yeom before, the final payments for which had been delayed when contractom and the
Oovirnment disagree oerl the proper rates of subsiy o use. The other hall financed an acceleration of

subsdy symn apow u6WtheMerhan MaineAct of 197.
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And.so, within the space of 23 years, Federad subsidies for the con-
struction and operation of co|nranrcial ships will have increased from
$121 million a year in 1955 to more than $500 million a year by the
middle of the 1970's. Is it possible to predict how much larger they
will prow? Probably not, since so much depends on how vigorously the
administration presses its new construction program. If the ad-
ministration really does intend to ask for funds to build 30 new vessels
in fiscal 1974, it, will have to ask Congre". for far more than the $250
million it is seeking for ship construction in fiscal 1973. The 15 new
ves•els in the 1973 construction program are expected to cost about
$247 million in construction subsidies, or an average of $16.5 million
apiece. The cost per ship range•s from $8 million for one kind of vessel
to more than $25 million for another. If the administration proposes
to build the same ships in 1974, but in twice the numbers, it will
undoubtedly have to seek budget authority of about $500 million.
This it seems unlikely to do. Instead the administration will probablyplan a different an)( les expensive mix of vessels, or will plan on
ordering fewer than 30, or both.

(Since these lines were written early in 1972, the funds available
for construction subsidy have increased dramatically. Congress
eventually appropriated $425 million for obligation in 1973, instead
of the $250 million that the administration requested. Unless the
Office of Management and Budget impounds a part of these funds,
the current costs of the construction program will be much higher
than forecast here.)

As for operating subsidies these are not apt to grow dramatically
during the next few years. 'Amre seems to be little temper within the
Maritime Administration to seek large increases in operating sub-
sidies; on the contrary, officials in that agency have stressed that at
least some of 'the new vessels to be built with construction subsidies
should require no operathig-differential subsidy. Hope has been ex-
pressed that the new wage-index system of computing wage subsidies
will arrest their growth.

There is no way of telling how much the administration's ship con-
struction program will cost by the time it is finished still more how
much the entire maritime program will cost in subsidies and forgone
tax receipts. It reflects no credit on any of the parties connected With
the program that no public estimates of its cost were ever demanded
or volunteered as it moved toward enactment-apart from an obvi-
ously fallacious estimate of $1 billion offered by the Secretary of
Commerce to 4he House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-
eries.13 Newspaper accounts published when President Nixon signed
the Merchant Marine Act of 1970 contained estimates of the program's
cost that ranged from $2,7 billion to $6 billion over a 10-year period,
the bulk of which would presumably be in the form of construction
subsidies.

One reason why the future costs of the construction program are so
difficult to estimate is the uncertainty surrounding the number of
vessels that will eventually be built. Officials of the Maritime Admin-
istration have lately begun speaking of building 300 new vessels "or
their productive equivalent." One large vessel may be the productive
equivalent of two smaller vessels if their sizes and speeds stand in the

a U.S. Congress House Committee on Mmrtbsnt Marine and Fersheies Subcommittee on Merchant
Mhitns, "Pruuidents MhritUme Progrm, Part I: Hesnlngson a Reportof thes eretaryof Commerce and the
MaitUme Admintrator, Olst Cong., first amss., 100", pp. 2-28.



right relation. When the Maritime Administration sketched the out-
lifies of its original construction program and determined that the
U.S. merchant-fleet needed 300 new vessels, it apparently considered
building smaller vessels than are commonly being built today. Now
it appears that such vessels would be too small to compete with the
larger, more productive vessels being built elsewhere. Accordingly
construction plans are being revised to build larger vessels. The Man.
time Administrator has stated that if larger ships are built fewer will
be needed, hence the ori.gial figure of 300 new ihips may be reduced.

One of the effects of the decision to build larger shis is visible in the
budget estimates for 1973. Four 250,000-ton supertankers are planned,
each one of which will cost the Government more than $25 million,
No vessel in the 1972 ship construction program was estimated to
cost the Government more than half as much.

So it is clearly risky to use the 1973 estimates to forecast the costs
of the entire construction program. It would be better to use the 1972
estimates, when somewhat smaller ships were still being planned,
meanwhile bearing in mind that if smaller numbers of larger ships are
built instead, the costs of the program may be somewhat lower. We
assume that the rate of construction subsidy can be lowered to 36
percent by fiscal 1976, that shipbuilding costs will increase by 5 percent
a year, as they did during the 1960's, and that roughly the same kinds
of vessels will be built throughout the program as were planned for
1972, and in the same proportions. Then using the cost estimates that
appeared in the 1972 budget, we can calculate that the Government's
share of construction costs will exceed $3.4 billion by the time the last
of 300 ships moves down the ways.

The importance of lowering the subsidy rate to 35 percent is llus-
trated by the fact that if the rate cannot be reduced below 45 percent,
the Government will have to contribute more than $4.1 billion to
complete the construction program. To date, however, subsidy rates
on new construction have boon-below 45 percent, and within the limits
established by the 1970 legislation.

In conclusion, it bears pointing out that the large naval shipbuilding
program that is prefigured in the 1973 defense budget may threaten
the success of the much smaller commercial ship construction program.
If the shipyards accept all the Navy business they can handle, the
Maritime Administration will be hard put to find the capacity it needs
to step up construction to 30 ships a year. Moreover, fewer bids are
likely to be filed for each commercial contract, and prices will rise. If
prices rise much, they will drive subsidy rates above the limit that
were enacted in 1970, and provoke a reconsideration of the entire
shipbuilding program. CA•onAox L~ws

From its original meaning of "navigation along the coast," the word
cabo.tge has come to denote as well the widespread practice of reserv-
ing the trade along a nation's coast to ships of the national fleet.$
Coasting trade is often used synonymously with cabotap in its first
sense, and the laws that reserve the trade to national ships are called
coattng laws or cabotage laws In U.S. usage, coasting trade includes
not only commerce along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, but also that

no a! apparently stems from the Spanish 37bo, save or pronmotor. Aeordog to ova authoIt, itonce meant only noailation along a p mteb vtcth of shore between two capes$ When" IN ot0 91
to incude longer coastal Von" tha ceuie Passage oil th open el &
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between eoaste plus trades owee the mainland and Aaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and U.S. territories and ons.

For centuries international law has the sovereign right of
every nation to reserve its .oastin• e to nationals. Most marl.
time nations have exercised this right, none of them more watchfully
than the United States. Cabotage is one of the oldest forms of public
assistance to national maritime industries, as well as the most common
one among nations. It is the oldest extant form in the United State,
ad for most of our history was the most important one also. Today
Its importance has lessen•. The decline of the domestic trades in the
postwar period has diminished the advantage the maritime industries
gain from sabotage compared with what they receive in other forms of
government assistance. Nevertheless the costs of sabotage are still
large and no account of maritime aids should slight them.

Eu Woluio C/ U08. CbO&g LAy.
With few exceptions, limited in time and usually to particular

trades, the United States has effectually barred forei ship from
participata•n in the U.S. coasting trade since the Federal Govern-
ment was funded. At first foreign vessels were excluded through a
system of discriminatory tonnage duties. In 1817 this method of ex-
clusion was supplanted by a express prohibition on the movement of
goods between U.S. ports in foreign vessels. An exception allowed such
vessels to sail from port to port for the p s Of uloading goods
transported from abroad and loading goods bound abroad. Thi stat-
ute was the Nation's first true cabotage law, and its substance has
prevailed to this day.

The cabotage laws of the United States, both past and present, have
always reserved the coasting trade to vessels not only documented
under U.S. laws but also built in the United States. Originally the
first reservation implied the second. Between 1789 when the first
regisky law was paused, and 1912, the privilege of U.S. registry was
restricted to vessels of domestic construction. The Panama Canad Act
of 1912 extended this privilege to foreign-built vessels as long as theyengaged in the foreign trades oqly. Forei@n-built veseIs were expressly
prohited from engaging in the coasting trade-the first such pro-
hibition that had ever appeared in U.S. law This provision has never
been repealed, and is a part of the U.S. cabotae laws today.

The cabotge laws were briefly suspended following American en-
trance Into World War I. Section 27 of the Merchant Marine Act of
1920, which restored the cabotage laws, is familiarly known as the
Jones Act a name that has gained currency as a synonym for all the
sabotage faws.O Its use in context is apt to be leadingi. The
name refers not to an act but to a section of an act; the section did
not establish the coastal monopoly, but merely reestablished it with-
out essential change after a brid hiatus; the section is still in force
but is only one, though perhaps the most important one, of several
statutes Vat comprisie the U.S. cabotage laws. To add to the confu-
sion, another section of the same Merchant Marine Act that gave sea-
men additional rights for the recovery of damages for personal injury
caused by the negligence of employers or fellow crew members also
bears the name of the Jones Act.

.Isou1v* 1Wo an~M~!Ls. 1001 VA5 5eatm from wns W WM lgoa~ wa lgn4 19A2 W"o
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Obokig.L*. Tod*.
The current csbotae laws of the United States are scattered about

title 46 of the United States Code. Their dispersal among seven
sections reflect, their piecemeal development, not a tidy arrangement
by subject matte he most explicit reservation of the coasting
trade to vessels built in the Unite[ States and documented under the
U.S. flag derives from the Merchant Marine Act of 1920." The reser-

Svation of the trade to vessels of domestic construction is repeated
elsewhere in the title.

A third section extends the coasting laws to the nation's territories
and possessions. 3 Another section reserves the transport of passengers
between ports of the United States to U.S. vessel, This section has
beenheld to be no bar to voyages on foreip vessels that be iand
end at the same U.S. port; hence U.S. vessels have no monopoly of the
cruising trade. The most recent addition of 0ignificance to the cabotage
laws is a ban on the landing by foreign vessels of their catch of fsh
In U.S. ports.*. Foreign-built diedges are forbidden to dredge in U.S.
.wate,,,unles documented as U.S. vessels.* Forei tugs ma.y not
tow V.8. vessels or foreign salvors engage in salvaging operations In
U.S. waters.0

0os8 of C46o0age
It is useless to pretend that the full costs of cabotage can ever be

determined. In particular, the indirect costs are impossible to reckon.
These are the costs that shippers must bear who are forced by the high
cost. of domestic shipping to send their goods by other transport.
The cost of cabotage in this instance is the extra expense of sending
the goods by truck or rail or even air over what it would cost to ship
them by sea if the cabotage laws had neverexisted. Of course, it is not
shipper alone who must pay these costs. Their customers share them,
byxpaying higher prices for the goods they buy. Because prices are
highe, customers buy less of the goods than they otherwise would,
substituting cheaper goods for dearer ones. In extreme cases entire
markets may be lost to certain products. Whether consumers merely
curtail their purchases of the dearer goods, or shun the goods entirely,
they suffer what we call a "welfare loss" when their consumption
opportunities are abridged in this way.

There little we can do to measure this loss. Perhaps we could
estimate the loss associated with a particular product, but there issimply no practical way of measuring the aggregate loss throughout
the economy. That is no reason, however, for overlooking these
indirect costs, or foreimagining them to be small; they may not be.
Nevertheless, in the rest o this discussion we shall do as we must and
ignore all indirect costs.

46 'V..O UI.0.
. "M A4 of Ail 1, MW h 26,49 8W 2L0, mes an aceaw" for the VJTInd&
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-. . '% direct costs of cab6tage aie also i*ncapable of exact measure-
ment; but at least a rough idea can be formed of their magnitude. By
direct costs we moan the additional costa attributable to the cabotage
laws of operating vessels in the U.S. domestic trades. As explained
above, the cabotage laws affect a great many maritime activities,
from fishing and salving to the operation of tanker fleets along the
U.S. coast. We shall focus here solely on the effects of these laws on
domestic oceanborne commerce, both because these are the effects
most readily measured, and because they arp likely to be of greatestimportance.No features of the U.S. cabotaer laws' must be distinguished:

(1) the condition that only vessels built in the United States may
engage in the domestic trades (called here the building restriction);
and (2) the reservation of domestic commerce to U.S.-flag vessels,
with all the attendant expenses that entails (called here the operating
restriction). Since they are quite different restrictions, their costs
must be estimated differently. But in addition, they are of separate
interest, since one can imagine a system of protection containing just
one of those features; hence we desire to know their separate costs.

Costs of t11 Building Restriction

Despite obvious differences in form, the building restriction and the
program of construction-differential subsidies are essentially similar
methods of assisting the shipbuilding industry. Both function alike, b
increasing the demand for the products of U.S. shipyards. The build-
ing restriction increases demand by barring access to foreign markets:
whoever wishes to operate ships in the domestic trades must build his
ships in domestic yards. Construction subsidies increase demand by
lowering the price of the domestic product. The two forms of assist-
ance are administered through different parties: the building restric-
tion affects demand by operators in the domestic trades; the construc-
tion subsidies affect demand by operators in the foreign trades

The building restriction has greatly increased the cost of acquiring
new vessels for the U.S. domestic fleet. We estimate that between
1950 and 1970 U.S. customers of American shipyards paid between
$0.9 and $1.0 billion more for the construction of new vessels and con-
version of old ones than they would have paid for the same work
abroad. This sum is not very much less than the $1.13 billion of aid
given directly to the shipbuilding industry since 1954 as construction
subsidies.

In recent years construction subsidies have been of substantially
greater benefit to shipbuilders than the building restriction. Relatively
few large vessels were ordered for private account from U.S. shipyards
between 1960 and 1965 without the aid of construction subsidy.
Unsubsidized orders picked up during the second half of the decade;
but for all 11 years from 1960 through 1970 just over $1 billion was
spent as construction subsidies, compared with costs of $0.6 billion
over foreign prices that we estimate U.8. shipowners paid for unsub-
sidized new construction and conversions in domestic shipyards.

Somethig*mustbe.aid about how- t?"wecostahaye been-estimated..
We confined our attention to the period 1950-70. We began by assum-
ing that during this period no U.S. shipowner would have built its
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vessels in the United Stats, or performed coYnm.pons h.er after MJily
19566 "without benefit of construction subsidy, if the building restric.
tion iiad not made it do so. Knowing the estimated value o-f unsub
sidized new construction and conversions performed in U.S. shipyards,
we next estimated how much the work would have cost abroad. The
difference, modified as described below, is the amount offered above
as an estimate of the cost of the building restriction.

The assumption, unflattering to U.S. shipbuilders, that U.S. ships
owners patronized domestic yards only because they had to is certainly
extreme, and in fact was modified in the course of our work. During the
1950's a few vessels were built here for foreign registry. The sabotage
laws played no role in securing this work forU.S. shipyards. The busi-
ness must have come here because the price was right or delivery was
quick, or for other reasons. This suggests that U.S. shipyards were
occasionally able to compete with foreign builders, and that at least
some U.S. shipowners would have built their vessels here regardless
of the building restriction. This must have been especially true fmmedi-
ately after the Suez Canal was closed in 1956, an event that precipitated
a flood of orders everywhere for new tonnage. With the world's ship-
yards working at capacity, a n: tmber of vessels were ordered from
U.S. yards for foreign registry. Under the circumstances, it is hardly
conceivable that all,, or perhaps even most, of the unsubsidized vessels
built in the United States for U.S. registry in 1958 and 1959 would
have been built abroad in the absence of the building restriction.
Accordingly, we amended our assumption and lowered our estimate
of the cost of the building restriction between 1950 and 1959 by an
arbitrary one-third.

No such adjustment seems necessary for later years. No ships were
built for foreign registry in U.S. shipyards during the 1960s, pre-
sumably because the domestic product was priced-roughly twice as
high as the foreign product. It is plausible to suppose that no private
shipowner would deliberately have bought so costly a vessel, and that
those shipowners who did build in this country did so only because.of
the cabotage laws.

We use& the published rates of construction-differential subsidy to
compute the cost of comparable forewin-built vessels. For vessels or-
dered in 1961, for example, we used G average rate of construction
subsidy on all subsidized contracts awarded in 1961, a figure available
from the Maritime Administration. For years before 1957, when the
most recent subsidized construction program began, we assumed that
the subsidy rate would have been 45Opercent. In most cases we adjusted
these rates before using them. Un I a few years ago nearly all sub-
sidized construction in this country had been of break-bulk cargo ves-
sels, whereas nearly all recent unsubsidized construction has been of
tankers. The extra cost of building a tanker in this country over the
cost of building it abroad, expressed as a fraction of the domestic cost,
is ordinarily less than the corresponding increment for a break-bulk
vessel. Hence we lowered the subsidy rate by one-tenth (from, say,
45 percent to 40.5 percent) to compute the foreign costs of tankers.

f It was not until July 14 1956, that the cabotae laws werI amended to exclude from
. . thldmestie trades Yvedels tlUt wVre built A the unitd States but subsequent rebuilt -..
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The costa of the operating restriction are more difficult to estimate.
If the cabotage laws were ever repealed, foreign operators presumably
would enter U.S. domestic service, compete against each other and
against U.S. operators, and by their competition drive shipping prices
lower. We cannot be certain how low prices would fall; but we expect
they would fall by roughly the difference between the costs of U.S.
operators and the lower costs of foreign operators." Hence, the prob-
lem of dete-rlna what the costs are of the operating restriction
becomes one of determine how much lower the costs would be of
foreign operators in U.S. domestic service than the current costs of
U.S. operators.

Pursuing this approach, we calculate that the costs of the operating
restriction must currently total between $100 million and $150 million
a year, and that since 1950 they have probably exceeded $2 billion.
Both of these figures are lower than the costs of the operatine-differen.
tial subsidy. TIle domestic oceangoing fleet has shrnk by nearly
halt since 1950, but the annual costs of the operating restriction have
probably increased in the meantime, owing to the widening difference
between the operating costs of U.S. and foreign vessels.

The reader should beware of attributing to these estimates more
accuracy than 'they possess. Although prepared with care, they are
based on a number of assumptions and numerical estimates that are
themselves somewhat uncertain. These numbers should be regarded
only as ap roximations to the true costs of the operating restriction,
numbers that despite their faults suffice to indicate that the costs are
sizable, even in comparison with the costs of the operating-differential
subsidy.

The costs reported here were contrived from estimates of the operat-
ing costs of U.S. and foreign vessels. Operating costs were in turn
estimated from data collected by the Maritime Administration. None
of the data we drew upon were perfectly suited to our purpose. The
Maritime Administration collects no cost data from operators in the
domestic trades; hence their costs had to be estimated from similar
data coming from U.S. operators in the foreign trades. Any errors
that spring f this source should be small.

Dermmng the costs of foreign operators is more troublesome. Of
all the world's operators-whose costs vary widely--which ones would
enter U.S. domestic service if the cabotage laws were lifted? How
would their operate costs chg after they entered? Perhaps a
pains taking study could answer these questions. Laccking the resources
to make such a study, we assumedhere that the most successful
entrants would come from the principal foreign competitors of U.S.
operators on the North Atlantic trade routes, and that it would be the
difference between their costs and the costs of U.S. operators that
measured the savings U.S. customers would enjoy. The size of this
difference was determined with the help of the operating subsidy rates
that the Maritime Administration computes for its own unrelated

n A more opblstloated malysis would reeelae that not all U.S. operator have the aINs easts nor all
ftreig operator either.ad that under condmitos ofeatonably fr eecmpeUto -~e wol faOlQ by the

U aon• In view o e the cAst data that are available, there no point In frame to ;: fhn t
=!Itis difficult =eLog to determine what the"oswe, eofa eetative U" oerttad Its potent.

Uallorel• eepegtorewltboutpuglnoyteo oseteeofna Wl operates.
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purposes.Estimated savings were generally rounded dowpw•r4, In
orer that if they should err they would err on the low side.

It must be assumed that estimates for recent years are the most
reliable. We made use of fragmentary cost Information to prepare
estimates of savings in earlier years, 'n order to obtain some idea of
the costs of the operating restriction since 1950.

Only operating costs were considered in this work since no way was
apparent of identiying savings from other sources. Yo the degree that
foreign operators have lower administrative costs, for example, than
U.S. operators, the costs of the operating restriction presented here
are too low.

TAx SuBsIDIES TO TIM MARITIME INDUSTRIU

Another form of financial aid is provided to the U.S. maritime in-
dustries through the Federal tax system. It is an extraordinary form
of assistance resembling the tax benefit. given to no other industry.
By creating iunds that are protected from tax and depositing earis
in them, slupowners can compel the Federal Government to sham a
cost of theii investment in new productive assets.

Until recently only subsidized operator were eligible for this priv-
ilege. And an exceedingly valuable privilege it was: a Treasury De-
partment report in 1951 estimated that the value of the tax benefits
that operators had received between 1988 and 1949 was greater even
than the operating-differential subsidies they had been paid.u Since
then these tax subsidies have declined in iniportancq compared with
the operating subsidies. They are still far from negligible, however
and promise to become incre gly important within the next several
years as a result of changes written by the 1970 legislation.

The tax subsidies differ in one important respect from the direct
maritime subsidies that were described before: their benefits are given
in the form of interest-free loans rather than outright expenditures.
The program of tax subsidies functions as & loan program, in which
the Federal Government forge collecting taxes on a part of ship-S owners' ear nings, and grants the owners the use of these taxes on con-
dition that they invest their earnings in new ships and equipment.
Eventually the taxes will have to be paid; but no interest isc
for their use in the meantime, a benefit of considerable value toshipowners.

-The tax subsidies are more complicated to explain than anv of the
other aids the Federal Government gives the maritime industries.
Accordingly, the description that follows probably makes for more
effortful reading than the accounts in h paper of othbr maritime
aids. Readers interested in little else than w~rmt these subsidies have
cost the public may wish to skip ahead to the section entitled "Costs
of Tax Subsidies.' Others who wish tWknow how the subsidies are
given and how their costs are measured should read on. As we have
done before, we shall explain first how this assistance was given
before the law was changed in 1970, followed by an explanation
of how it is given today.
. S U.11, Tmv enDren "S4oM and Eet ofTax Beneft TuId t

SM r Cons.. Am m H.% o& 21. * t in T. 'W le ou1e oiV & M It=Maxine fan ]Fluhales "Lng Rang ShiotS Heafrlp ons k." Cong., scond ursm., in%,
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- ()b~Opi and elS~peoidl Bosom ~ nd-
Between 1936 and 1970, the law required every subsidized operator

to maintain a capital reserve fund and special reserve fund, and to
.riodically deposit in them portions of earnmigs and other receipts.

The purpose of the capital reserve fund was to insure that an operator
accumulated the moneys it would need to replace its aging vessels and
renew its fleet. The purpose of the special reserve fund was chiefly to
protect the Government/s contingent interest in the operator's profits,
by insuring that if those profits should exceed 10 percent per annum
of the operator's invested capital during a recapture period, money
would be available to repay a part of the operating subsidy, as required
by the recapture provisions.

A memorandum prepared by the Maritime Administration explains
what amounts oeators wer required to deposit in their funds, for

what purposes withdrawals might be made, and the taxable status of
the moneys in the funds. The account is so succinct that there is no
point in trying to paraphrase it. With the agency's permission, the
memorandum is reprinted here nearly in full.

Into the Capital Reserve Fund the contractor must deposit (a) depreciation
charges computed on the life expectancy of the subsidized vessels (20 years if built
before, and 25 years if built on or after January 1, 1046); (b) the proceeds from
sales or Indemnities for losses of the subsidized vessels; and (c) such of Its profits
as the Maritime Administration finds to be necessary to further build up a replace.
meant fund. [Also, current earnings on the assets in both funds.) Into -the Special
Reserve Fund the contractor must deposit one-half of its profits in excess of 10 per-
cent per year on its capital employed in the business, exclusive of any subsidy
payments withheld as recapture due the Government at the end of each 10-year
period. Where the need is demonstrated, and with the approval of the Maritime
Administrator, voluntary deposits of earnings may be made into either Fund, and
transfers of moneys may be made from the Special Reserve Fund to the Capital
Reserve Fund.

From the Capital Reserve Fund the contractor may pay the principal on all notes
secured by mortgages on the subsidized vessels and may make disbursements for
the purchase or reconstruction of vessels to be used on essential foreign trade
routes. [Since 1961 the contractor can also draw upon the fund to purchase cargo
containers or finance research and development.] From the 'Special Reserve Fund

-the-contractor-may make withdrawals for reimbursement of-losses -n-the opera-
tion of the subsidized vessels,ýhnd at the end of each 10-year period may with-
draw amounts remaining therein in excess of 5 percent of capital employed.

Upon termination of the operating-differential subsidy agreement all balances
In the funds, except for amounts due the Government, are the property of the
contractor.

Although Section 607(h) of the [19361 Act states that the earnings deposited in
the Reserve Funds shall be exempt from all Federaltaxes, except those withdrawn
fof transfer to the contractor's general funds which will be taxable as if earned
during the year of withdrawal, a controversy developed on this question after the
end of World War II. As a result, the subsidized operators and the Internal Reve-
hiue Service agreed upon and executed & form of 'Closing Agreement," which all
succeeding subsidized operators have been required by the Maritime Adminis-
tration to execute, and which provides substantially as follows:

1. For all periods prior to 1943, ordinary income and capital gains deposited
into the reserve funds are generally tax exempt.

2. For the years 1943 through 1945, during which subsidized operations
were suspended, ordinary Income deposited into the re-erve funds Is taxable
and capital gains used to purchase ships are permitted to be written off for
depreciation purposes but will not be re gnized as Investment in the ships in
determining capital gains in-the event of future sale,

51Recapture Is the nune of the procedure that was established by the I=s act for recovering a portiont op•Ung subsidies whenever a contraet.s Pvots we abnormran. high. See Ferguson et al.,fEonm.o _value," pp. 51-o4, for a detaied descripton of bow it worked. 'Therecptumre proven Were
rope ien 1in .
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...... 3. For.196 and subsequent years, ordinary income and capital gains depos-
ited into the reserve funds are tax deferred.

4. Deposits of ordinary income and capital gains which are not invested in
ships but which are withdrawn from the funds are considered, for tax purposes,
to be earned in the year withdrawn. This is true regardless of whether the
amounts withdrawn have a tax-exempt or tax-deferred status.

For income tax purposes, the Internal Revenue Service treats both funds as one.
and applies the first-in-first-out principle to determine the tax status of all moneys
In the funds. At any given time the funds might include depreciation, which as an

M item of expense is nontaxable; proceeds from the sale or loss of ships, as to which
only the capital gains portions would carry a contingent tax liability; and tax-
deferred earnings, the entire amounts of which would carry a contingent tax lia-
bility. The possibility that any earnings for years prior to 1046 still remain in the
funds is negligible * * *.

The distinction between nontaxable deposits-or tax-paid deposits,
as they are customarily called-and tax-deferred deposits that is
referred to in the last paragraph of this excerpt is high y important,
because only tax-deferred deposits are the source of tax benefits. Tax-
paid deposits are deposits of earnings that represent depreciation
charges on vessels. These charges were items of expense in the opera-
tor's accounts, and were fully deductible in computing taxable income.
To -call the deposits "tax-paaid" is something of a misnomer: in truth,
no tax was ever paid on them, or ever will be." No tax is avoided by
depositing these moneys in the operator's reserve funds, and no
immediate savings are realized by the operator.

Deposits of free earnings are quite another matter. These are earn-
ings on which Federal income tax would have been paid except for
their deposit in the operator's reserve funds. Because they are deposited
there, they are allowed as deductions in computing the operator's
taxable income.

Earnings on deposits already in the funds are treated similarly.
They must be kept in the funds; no tax is paid on them; and they have
the character thereafter of tax-deferred deposits, no matter what the
status is of the deposits that gave rise to them.

We speak of these as tax-deferred deposits because the tax on them
has only been postponed, not forgiven. Eventually it will be collected

- i-- the 'following mannerWhonm tax-deferred--deposits--are-withdrawn -....
from a fund and used to purchase a new vessel, the tax base the
vessel acquires will be reduced below the purchase price by the amount
of the vessel's price that. was paid with tax-deferred moneys. If, for
example, the operator withdrew $20 million from its capital reserve
fund to pay the full price of a new vessel, and if half the $20 million
were tax-paid deposits and the other half tax-deferred deposits, the
vessel's tax base would be $10 million. In subsequent years the opera-
tor could deduct from its earnings depreciation charges totaling just
$10 million (less a small residual value neglected hereafter) over the
life of the vessel, not $20 million. The operator's taxable income
during this period should therefore be $10 million greater than it
would be if the vessel had been bought entirely with tax-paid moneys-
greater, that is, by the amount of tax-deferred deposits that the owner
spent to buy the vessel. And so, if tax rates remain the same, the Inter-

-'" nal Revenue Service should collect the same total of taxes from the
operator- as it would have done earlier, if the operator's free earnings
h not been put in a tax-protected fund.

It.•I..nompt" would del..ibe them more acurately, but sould caesu contusion with the taxeruptGsposlatUI•w'Oplacdl Unthotunhdalbeior 1lis.
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In practice, however, the Federal Government may have longer to
wait to collect what is due it than this example suggest. For the
operator can avoid paying tax on the earninis of the new vessel
dinply by depositing them in the same reserve fund. Thus in the pre-

g example it appeared that the Government would belatidly
collect its tax through a reduction of the depreciation charges thatthe
operator could clainm. But suppose the operator could deposit earnngs
in its reserve fund in amounts corresponding to depreciation charges
computed on the full purchase price of the vessel, regardless of what
part of the price had been paid with tax-deferred moneys, instead of on
the lower tax base. Referring again to the previous example, suppose
the operator could deposit $20 million of earnings mi its reserve fund
during the life of the vessel, instead of the lesser $10 million that is all
the Internal Revenue Service will allow to be written off. Since no tax
need be paid on the deposited amounts, the owner succeeds in postpon-
mi again thepayment of its liability.

Ths describes exactly what an operator ma•, do. For the purpose
of comput what amounts they must deposit m their capital reserve
funds, subsidized operators were required by the Maritime Adminis-
tration to write off the full purchase price of their vessels over the
vessels' lives. To be sure, only the depreciation charges recognized by
the Internal Revenue Service, totaling $10 million in the previous
example, were tax-paid deposits; the rest were tax-deferred deposits,
which the operator must one day pay tax upon. But because this
procedure can be repeated again and again, the day of reckoning can
be postponed indefinitely.

Capital Constrution Funds
The Merchant Marine Act of 1970 entirely rewrote section 607 of

the 1936 act, which authorized the reserve funds. Subsidized operators
are no longer required to maintain special reserve funds, and all pro.
visions relating to these funds have been deleted from the section. In
place of two funds, only one may be established-the old capital

- reer fund- bearing-the-new-name-ofýeapitslconstruction-und -Per-t.......
haps the new name was thought to state the purpose of these funds
more perfectly. The 1970 act made no change in that purpose. The
funds are still instruments for administering a subsidy through the
Federal tax system, the purpose of which is to promote new invest-
ment in ships, built in this country for the U.S. merchant marine.

Substantially everything that was written above concerning tax-
paid and tax-deferred deposits in the capital and special reserve funds

. could be repeated about the new. capital construction-vfunds. The
terminology has been changed, but the substance is the same. Tht ,
statute now directs that three accounts should be maintained within
each fund: a capital account, capital gain account, and ordinary in-
come account. Using the terms we employed before, these accounts
S are simply a .mea of segregating tax-paid deposits, tax-deferred de-posints of capital gains, and 6ai-deferred deposits of ordinary income

respectively. As before, the most important distinction is between tax-
paid and tax-deferred deposits since it is only through the latter that
a subsidy is given. Also as before, the tax is eventually recovered on

*tax-defeired deposits by a reduction in the deprecable base of new
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vessels bought with these moneys. But the payment of tax can still be
put off indefinitely, no less than before, by reinvesting the new vessel's
ea m*ns in the owner's capital construction fund.

If the 1970 act made no significant changes in the nature of the
funds, it did change many of the conditions affecting their use. As a
result, the capital construction funds are likely to become a more
Important source of benefits to the U.S. maritime industries than the
capital and special reserve funds have recently been.

The 1970 act extended the privilege of creating these funds to a
more numerous class of shipowners. HithertW only subsidized operators
were eligible to do so. Now any U.S. citizen may create such a fund
that owns or leases vessels built and registered in the United States
and operated in the U.S. foreign or domestic commerce or in the
fisheries of the United States; and it may deposit in its fund the earn-
inp. of all such vessels. Formerly only the earnings of subsidized ships
might be deposited which perforce meant the earnings of ships enraged
in the foreign trades only. Now the owners of ships engaged mn the
coastwise trades, such as oil companies that operate fleets of tankers
to carry petroleum products from Texas to Miadle Atlantic refineries,
may put the earning from their vessels in capital construction funds.
So may the owners of vessels operating in the noncontiguous domestic
trades, serving Alaskaj Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and U.S. territories and
possessions. The earnings of ships on the Great Lakes may be depos-
ited in the funds. In short, scarce y any restrictions remain on who may

j create these funds and what vessels' earnings may be deposited in
them. Such liberality is bound to be followed bky an increase in their
use, and therefore by an increase in the annual cost of the maritime
subsidies.

The new section does restrict the kinds of vepsels that may be built
with moneys from the funds. The restrictions were more severe before
1970, when owners could make withdrawals to buy vessels only for
service on essential foreign trade routes, or for cruising services. Now
vessels may be bought With moneys from the funds for operation in-f-----th - ore erM ignctrades,-th U..nonc ow-dnmest ies,
on the Great Lakes, or n the fisheries of the Uid States. The only
ocean trade that is excluded is the coutwise trade. Thus, although the
owners of the tanker fleets that operate between Texas and the Middle
Atlantic coast can deposit their receipts in capital construction funds,
they cannot use those moneys to, build new vessels for operation in that
trade. But they can use the funds to build vessels for operation be-
tween Alaska and the Pacific coast, a noncontiguous trade.

'Owners may also drsw.upoxntheiFftinds 6buy containers and'brges
that a0 bflt in the United States and are to be part of the comrn.e
meant of a vessel in one of the approved trades. They may use thei
funds to reconstruct such vessels, and the barges and containers of
o such vessels, provided the work is done in pn American yard.

Withdrawals for any other purpose (called nonqualifled withdraw-
als) are penalized by ruire n the owner of the fiund to include the
'tax-deferred portion of the w dawn sum in itsatxable income i4 the
year of withdrawal. Interest is charged as if the additional tax had
ibeen due in the year the amount was deposited. Presumably safe-
guards will be erected by regulation to prevent shipowners from
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making nonqualified withdrawals in years when they suffer losses,
and thereby using these funds to escape paying income tax.

The language of the new section is considerably more specific than
the language of the old one when it touches such matters as the tax-
ability of deposits in the fund, the purposes for which withdrawals
may be made, and the manner in which taxes will be collected on
moneys withdrawn from the fund. But on some im ortant matters the
new law is silent where the old one was definite. It gives to the shi.p
owner and the Maritime Administration much disretion to decide
what conditions will control deposits into and withdrawals from each
capital construction fund. Any qualified shipowner that wishes to
establish a capital construction funid may do so upon entering into an
agreement with the Maritime Administration. In theory, every fund
may be different, reflecting the terms of the particular agreement
negotiated by the parties, For example, the Maritime Administration
may require different shipowners to deposit different fractions of their
earnings in their funds-and the amounts the Maritime Adminuistra-
tion may require are contained within broader limits than they were
before.

Furthermore, and more important, it has been left to the agree-
ments, or to the regulations ta the Maritime Administration pub-
lishes, alone or jointly with the Secretary of the Treasury, to decide
what fraction of deposits that an owner puts in its fund is deposits
of tax-paid earnings or tax-free earnings. This freedom is possible
because the new statute establishes no minimum amount that owners
must deposit each year, In contrast to the previous version of the sec-
tioni which required the annual deposit of all depreciation charges on
pn owner's vessels. (The statute does fix a maximum amount that
owners may deposit, equal to the sum of all depreciation charges on
the owner's vessels, all proceeds from the sale and indemnfitties fbithd"
loss of vessels, and an owner's entire taxable income from the opera-
tion of the vessels-a very generous maximum that in practice is un-
likely to be approached.)

cause the statute requires no minimum annualdeposit of depre-
oaffon cartghesre is no way bf deciding what fraetibh 0fdpo- -its-

represents depreciation charges and what fraction represents free earn-
ings. To illustrate, suppose an owner deposits $20 million one year in
a capital construction fund. Suppose also that it writes down the value
of its vessels by $10 million the same year, and that its taxable income
that year is $25 million before subtracting deposits in its fund. How
much should the owner subtract from its taxable income? Ihe answer
depends on what part of the $20 million deposit r oneoeft h $0pria-
tion charges. At most such charges might total $10 mllon of te $20
million deposited in de fund; in that case the balance of $10 million
is a deposit of free earnings and the owner's taxable income is reduced
from $25 million to $10 Milon. Or the entire $20 nifflion dePiosit m ay
be composed of free earnings, i which case the owner's taxable income
is just $5 million. Under the old law, which stipulated that the owner
must deposit all $10 million of depreciation charge in a capital
reserve find, the determination was definite: taxable income for the
year, in this example, would be $15 million. Under the now law the
determiation Is inidefinite.

'-'4
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At the time of this writing, the Maritime Administration and the
Treasury Department have still not issued permanent regulations that
may decide this matter. The interim agreements that the Maritime
Administration has concluded with dozens of shipowners define only
two classes of mandatory deposits: ea s on deposits already in the
fund, and proceeds from the sale and indemnities for the loss of any
of the owner's vessels. These deposits are sure to be small beside depos-
its of the owner's earnings. About deposits of those earnings, the
agreements say nothing to indicate what part of them will be tax-paid
and what part tax-deferred. And so it appears that, for the time being
at least, the owners themselves will be allowed to make this determi-
nation. Since shipowners, like other businessmen, are disposed to max-
imize their earnins net of tax, and since they can reduce their current
tax liabilities bydepositing free earnings mi their capital construction
funds, it will be small wonder if they declare all the earnings they
deposit to be free earnings, and none to be earnings that represent
depreciation charges. If so, the cost to the Treasury of these tax-
deferral privileges will be considerable, notwithstanding that a tax on
the deposits will nevertheless have to be paid one day.

It follows from what has been said that the new capital construc-
tion funds will probably contain a much larger proportion of tax-
deferred deposits than the cld capital reserve funds. Hence, other
things being equal, the value of these funds to shipowners and their
cost to the T"reasury will be greater than before.

Tax Deferral and Tax Exemption
The costs of the maritime tax subsidies raise peculiar problems of

measurement, stemming from the form in which the benefits are given.
--The subsidies are -admilnistered, through a program of, taxdeferral
rather than one of tax exemption, a distinction that implies that it
would be strictly erroneous to identify the costs of the progrsm with
the immediate tax savings that operators enjoy each time they deposit
earnings in tax reserve funds. The true costs are less than this, because

heo aes-hav.not be - rgivon.buton - otpo -
The difference in costs between deferral and exemption can be ius

trated as follows: Suppose we knew that $10 million of earnings had
been deposited this year and would remain in the funds exactly 10
years, and would then be withdrawn and taxed all at once. If the tax
on the earnings were $4.8 million, and if we assumed a discount rate
of 6 percent per annum, the cost of the deferral could be expressed as
$2.1 inillion. (the difference between $4.8 million and the present value
of($4.8 million 10 years from now), or $2.7 million less than the cost
of tax exemption.

The cost of tax deferral is appreciablyless m thj.exemple than the
cost of, W exempion.Ifl neea not bý7, however: it. allepends on the
length of time the taxes are deferred and what discount rate we use
to calculate present values. The longer the deferral and the higher the
discount rate, the closer the cost of deferral approaches thAt of exemp-
tion. If we alter the facts in this example, and assume tht the earnings
will remain in the funds for 20 years, and assume also that the discount
rate is 10 percent per annum, the cost of deferral increases to $4.1 mil-
lion, or just $0.7 million less than the cost of tax exemption.
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These examples illustrate how the costs of the maritime subsidies
might in principle be calculated. Every tax-deferred deosit in the
operators' reserve funds caused some immediate saving in operators'
taxes, but at a cost of taxes to be paid in the future. If we knew when
the taxes would eventually be paid, the coot of deferral could be
calculated exactly, just as was dbne in'the exam pls above. In practice,
however, we have no idea when the taxes will be paid, and so cannot
calculate this cost precisely. We must therefore resort to other ways of
measuring the costs of the tax subsidies. t w s

The simplest alternative is to use the cost of tax exemption as an
approximation to the cost of tax deferral. This expedient is justified N

only under certain conditions, these being that the deferral iwill last
a long period of time, and the rate of discount is high. If these condi-
tions are met, as they were in the second example above, the error
committed by making this substitution is small.

This is exactly how the costs of the maritime tax subsidies were
measured in the 1951 report of the Treasury Department." After
recoýrdng that operators had deposited $62.9 million of tax-deferred
earnig in their reserve funds between f947 and 1949, the report
stated that "this 'deferment' [of taxes on deposits of earnings] is
tantamount to tax exemption so long as the subsidy continues,"
and went on to identify the cost of deferral with the immediate tax
savings that operators enjoyed, as if the deposits were tax exempt."
The Commerce Department criticized the report for equating deferral
with exemption, as the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce had earlier criticized the Comptroller General of the
United States for expressing a similar opinion; but time has proved
the critics wrong. We see in retrospect that the tax benefits the opera-

... tore -received-from-the deposits they-made between-1947- and-1949
have been virtually those of tax exemption.

To understand why, we must notice that since those first deposits
were made more than 20 years ago, the amount of tax-deferred earn.
wings contained in reserve funds or invested in ships and equipment

has -- --n ~h------ 5, SM
.....depsitsthai were made in 1947 were subsequently invested in new

ships, whose tax bases were. accordingly reduced, or are still in the
reserve funds. If they were invested in ships, the reduction of the
ships' bases, and the consequent reduction in operators' depreciation '
deductions, means that in an accounting sense payment of the deferred
taxes has already begun. In an economic sense, however, it has not.
The steady growth in accumulated tax-deferred earnings during the
past 25 years tells us that for every doll of deferred taxes that the
Government has collected, several additional dollars of, taxes hbve
been deferred on new deposits of earnings in operators' reserve funds.
Hence, there has been no net payment of taxes--only a continuing
increase over the years in the amount of taxes that have been post-
poned. As long as accumulated tax-deferred earnings continue to grow,
the taxes that were deferred between !947 atid 1949 will remain unpaid.

'It is now 24 years since the nmdpoint of the 1947-49 period. Deferra
has lasted nearly a quarter-century, and there is no sign yet that the

r tt , ," In U.& Qo&WsO, House, Committee on MN.
Bp. "
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accumulation of tax-deferred earnings will soon diminish. Deferral
over as long a period as this is indeed 'tantamount to tax exemption,"
unless the rate of discount is unusually low.

What rate of discount should be used in calculations like these is
sometimes difficult to decide. One candidate is the long-term cost of

ernment borrowing, on the grounds that the nonpayment of these
t may have added to the amount of outstanding Federal debt.
On the other hand, it seems to be common practice now to use for
this purpose the opportunity cost of Federal investment activities.
A recent statement proposing new.standards for the planning of Fed-
eral water and land resource projects included a discussion of this
opportunity cost.- The author concluded that "the appropriate rate'
for evaluating Government investment decisions is approximately 10
percent, [per annum]," although they went on to propose that a rate
of 7 percent pet' annum should be used mi evaluating water resource
projects for reasons of no importance here. If we use their rate of 10
percent to calculate the costs of the maritime tax subsidies, we may
say that for all intents and purposes the deferral of operators' taxes
between 1947 and 1949 has turned out to be about as costly to the
Government as full tax exemption.

And what of deposits made since 1949? Here the deferral has not
been as long. But even if the privilege of depositing tax-deferred
earnings were terminated tomorrow, it would take many years before
the last deferred taxes on the current accumulation were paid; for,
payment is made only as ships are depreciated. The first taxes to be
paid-again, in an economic sense-would be those that were deferred
on the eariest deposits, then those that were deferred on later deposits,
and finally those that were deferred on most recent depots. There.
fore even the taxes on earnings that were put in the funds during

e •last soveras years woula *•ndutp' being'defe-rredfeirf20 years" or
longer. And so, What we concluded about deposits made before 1950
will also be true of later deposits: tax deferrd has been nearly as
costly to the Government as full tax exemption.

With this discussion as background, we are ready now to estimate
the costs of the maritime tax subsidies. Unpublished data collected
by the Maritime Administration disclose that at the end of 1970
$649.3 million of tax-deferred earnings were either contained in opera-
tors' reserve funds or invested in. sfips and equipment. The amount
of taxes that these earnings escaped cannot be fixed with precmsion,
because some unknown part of the hearing was of capital gains
rather than ordinary corporation income. In 1966, when this fraction
was last measured, capital gains composed about a quarter of opera-
ton' accumulated tax-deferred eaning, which then totaled $598.0
minion. If roughly. the same fraction of the current accumulation is
capital gains, they totaled about $165 million at the end of 1970.

No record is available telling in what years these earnings were
deposited. Marginal rates of corporation income tax varied sightly
durig this period, which means that the tax that was deferred per

VWSW RWWM Cowdnl, F,1, and p and.q P•l•nn. Wte ad
Lodra WOMt n mui tRZ , Wa~3, 17,p.W7

I
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dollar of deposits also varied slightly. It seems sufficiently accurate to
use a rate of 50 percent to estimate the taxes that were avoided on
deposits of ordinary corporation income after 1949, since in only 1
year thereafter did the tax rate differ from this by more than a few
percent (in 1950, when it wab 42 percent). For deposits of capital
gains, we use a rate of 25 percent. Because we have no information
about deposits that were made during the Korean war, we can take
no account of the excess profits tax that was mi force at that time.

Since $62.8 million of ordinary corporation income was deposited
in operators' funds between 1947 and 1949, plus $150 000 of capi-
tal gains," we estimate that about $422 million of ordinary incomewas deposited after 1949, and $165 million of capital gains. The
saving in taxes that operators realized immediately was therefore about
$2&2 million. To this figure we must add a tax saving of $23.8 million
on operators' deposits between 1947 and 1949, for a total saving of
about $276 million.'" To be sure, operators wrill eventually have to pay
tax upon these earnmgs-unless the law is changed, or the corporation
income tax is replaced by another; but for the reasons explained
before, the deferral extends over so long a period that it Li practically
equivalent to full tax exemption. Accordingly, the cost of the maritime
tax subsidies since 1947 has been close to $276 million-say, in round
numbers, about $250 million.

The total cost of the tax subsidies since the program began in 1936
is the sum of the costs between 1936 and 1946 and between 1947 and
1970. Costs in the earlier period were estimated to be $99.3 million."6
Therefore total costs over the past 36 years may be put at approxi.-
mately $350 million.

The current costs of the tax subsidies can be measured by the value
of the deferred taues on recent. deposits in, tax reserve funds. From
1966 through 1970 the value of operators' accumulated tax-deferred
earning grew from $559.4 million to $649.3 million, an increase of
$89.9 million. Perhaps half of the increase was of capital gains, and the
other half of ordinary corporation income; we have no ready way of

~tellig. But if these proportions are roughly correct, operators saved
* •-iout jum--uoon on [epo-s'isofa ea' gsnin- d•fl~if e past'5 years. "If

we assume as before that tax deferral is in this case substantially
equivalent to tax exemption, the tax subsidies have recently been
costing the Federal Government around $8 million a year.

These figures indicate that past costs of 'the maritime tax subsidies
have been relatively high, but that costs recently have been low. This
will chane: current costs are bound to increase in the wake of the
1970 legislation. How large they will grow it is impossible to say. Much
will depend on conditions that are beyond our power to forecast, such
as the state of the shipping* business: we expect that in prosperous
years owners will make large deposits in their capital construction
funds, in lean years smaller depot.. As of this writing, nearly a
hundred shipowners, in addition to the currently subsidized operators,
have had applications approved by the Maritime Administration to

Is t.*. TresuDepatwnt, "Scope of Tax Benets,'" In U.S. Congrenjvoue, Committseon MerJcat
M"rdn.jd Fisbks, "Long Rang. Shipping Bi109 p. 5.

m Ibid.M iqusi to tie product of the corporation Income tax rate of 48 percent on onral-eif I086.9 mil!• plus
thepr~dnct oftthe oriporation cap|! nl gais tax rate of25 percentcubeel h zance, Thbreis no point inqli
to take account of the various levels of surtax that were Iba effect during a part of the period, hiview of oure
uncertainty about the capital gains fract~on.

!
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create and maintain such funds. To get some idea of what their depos.
I might cost suppose 75 owners deposited an average of just $1
million of ordinary corporation income in funds every year. The
immediate cost to the Ti~easury would be $36 million a year. If we
put the cost of deferral at as little as three-quarters of this amount,
the tax subsidies would increase from $8 million a year to $35 million,
assuming that subsidized operators maintained their current level of
deposits. This is emphatically not a prediction, only an illustration.

S On the whole, however, it seems more likely to understate than over-
state the increase we may expect in the costs of these subsidies.
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THE CAPITAL GRANT AS A SUBSIDY DEVICE: THE CASE
STUDY OF URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION

By. Wmuku B. Tru

I. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Me Cb••al GOmn as an Iuftman of Public Polioc

Legislators are frequently persuaded that public policy objectives
are best accomplished by the financial support of certain activities of
other governments, private citizens, or firms, even though no good or
service is supplied directly to the Government in exchange. A common
restriction on this "subsidy" is that all funds be disbursed for the
purchase of durable facilities rather than current operating expenses.
Grants to State and local governments for highway, hospital, educae
tion, public housing, and urban mass transportation improvements
and to underdeveloped countries and allies for military and economic
assistance are common examples. This paper evaluates the wisdom of
restricting a subsidy grant to capital expenditures alone and examines
the effects of the capital restriction on the efficiency of the subsidy
recipient. The analysis deals solely with the U.S. Department of
Transportation urban mass transportation capital grant program,
but the implications for other programs of a similar nature are obvious.
The method of allocating the subsidy, not the more complex issues ofthe wisdom of subsidizing mass transit and the appropriate level of
Federal support, is the issue being raised.

The Man ftan C tapi (kW Progam
State- and iocal- governments-and., their instrumentalities,- (such- as-- ...

transit authorities) wishing to make improvements in urban mass
transit facilities may apply to the U.S. Department of Transportation
for a Federal grant to assume up to two-thirds of the costs of equipment,
builn, riglits-of-way, et cetera, but the Urban Mass Transportation
Act of 1964 specifically prohibits use of Federal funds to defray operat- -'.ing expenses. The remainng share of the project cost must be financed
by the applicant, but not from transit farebox revenues. Although the
grant must be directly to a public agency rprivatefirmsmayreceive
support if a State or local agency is willing to act as a conduit in a
leasng or other agreement. From 1964 to 1970 approximately $785.
million was committed by the Federal Government under this program.

JilM,-TbkPapr urzu th lompagonu pe D.thul,'The uampie Cos at
thVrbanMmTasottonCata m rgam(aadUnvrutyawDspartmmtglooli

IMUooaro Wu~n os edumoontned In tho tbhei annot~a
I Tactm whooWthnk ohnR.lon StumbuIm for tbhd opa on

theA th -Ai an The oOWt VinWe for 'Urban St o ~4and Ma! y 9athe linanclaimp.
forttha mad 1he arenetruprbon

with wich h(my9a)
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The Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1970 granted the
Secretary of Transportation obligational authority of $10 billion over
the next 12 years. This vast expansion of the capital grant program
makes reexamination of the original program decision to exclude
operating expenses particularly compelling at this time.

Arguvments for Restricting Mass Transit Aid to Capital Expensa:
Summary of the Findings

Proponents of the capital grant mechanism offer arguments which
fall in one of four categories. None of them are found to be convincing.

(1) Local governments are capital poor.-If prodigal local gov-
ernments "live from hand to mouth" and fail to provide for
their long-term capital needs, a capital grant will provide an
incentive to counteract this penchant to undercapitalize transit
enterprises. Data on bus operating costs and replacement de-
cisions in Chicago and Cleveland provide no empirical support
whatsoever for this hypothesis.

(2) A capital grant resfits the power of transit unions to disi-
pate most of the grant through wage gain..-This hypothesis is
exceedingly difficult to test empiricallT. Examination of the likely
employment, wage, fare, and output impacts of a capital subsidy
indicates that if the recipient prefers to pass on most of the
subsidy benefits to the workers through wage gains and "feather-
bedding" rather than to the transit user through lower fares and
more service, the capital grant mechanism is no impediment.
Absurdly enough, the capital grant discourages recipients from
indulging in special favors to transit workers only because its
extreme inefficiency reduces the benefits that will be available
for diversion.

(3) A capital grant limits the Federal Oovernment's liability.-A
capital subsidy avoids an open-ended pledge such as an operating
subsidy support for labor costs. However, the evidence indicates
that the capital grant encourages a profligate utilization of capital
in the transit industry just as an operating subsidy allegedly

_--discuragedc-the6 mitrodtlctktn of labor-saving technology in. the
maritime industry. Fear of the operating subsidy's incentive to
waste labor resulted in the capital grant's icentive to waste
capital. The fantastic increase in the scope of the capital grant
program confirms that the incentive to waste capital has reached
multi-billion-dollar proportions.

(4) A ~p~ia grant is highly isible.-That durable facilities
gratify the benefactor's need for tangible evidence of his gener-
osity cannot be denied. This attribute, however, will usually
prove to be very costly because of the previously cited incentive
to overcapitalize.

The Inefficienc of aCapital Cant
The optimal motor bus replacement model used in part III to test

the hypothesis that transit is capital poor provides an excellent tool
to analyze the capital grant's incentive to waste capital and to explain
partly the malaise over the inability of the capital grant program to
increase demand for urban mass transit. The optimum date to replace

++ ° 1'72-468-.2S--pt. 6----
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a motor vehicle depends on minimizing the long-run total costs of
depreciation, interest, and operating expenses. A significant decrease
in the cost of a replacement vehicle, all other things remaining equal,
considerably reduces optimal equipment lifetime. In the case of
Cleveland and Chicago, the optimal bus lifetime is hatted by the
two-thirds subsidy to capital costs. This distortion of investment
decisions results in a tremendous inefficiency, because a two-thirds

~ decrease in the price of a new vehicle costs the Federal Government
much more than the recipient benefits from reduced costs. The inef-
ficiency occurs because the recipient has an incentive to incur sub-
sidised capital costs rather than unsubsidized operating expenses,
regardless of the unfavorable impact on overall efficiency. For both
Cleveland and Chicago more than 22 percent of Federal appropriations
would not be recouped in reduced long-run average costs but would
be wasted because the recipient would be motivated to pass on the
high of costs premature replacement to maximize the size of his bene-
fits.' Further waste will result from inadequate maintenance and
the use of technology which is grossly capital-intensive. Dissatisfaction
with the capital grant program can be explained in part by the restric-
tion to capital expenses, for the incentives for prodigal use of the
funds conflicted with the goal of reversing the decline in patronage.

PolieJ Recommendations

The analysis indicates that the arguments for restricting direct
mass transit aid to capital expenses are without basis. Furthermore,
a grant to subsidize capital but not operating expenses encourages
wasteful premature replacement, overcapitalized technology, and
inadequate maintenance, which are likely to be extremely costly.
Rejection of the arguments supporting the limitation of the grant to
capital costs considerably enhances the desirability of alternative
subsidy techniques that provide an incentive to expand output but not
an incentive to overcapitalize. Therefore, it is recommended that, as
an alternative to a vast expansion of the capital grant program,
Federal grants to transit operations, whether publicly or privately
owned be allocated among States and municipalities on a trans-
portation revenue-sharing basis without a restriction to capital
expenses.
I. ORIGINS OP THE URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION CAPITAL GRANT

PROGRAM

TMe Urbas Trae 64 Problem

The decline of the urban mass transit industry in the postwar period
has been remarkably precipitous: b 1961 urban mass transit passen-
gersin the United States hlad de ed from an annual level of 23.3
billion in 1945- to only. 8.9 billioýn;the number. of transit -vehicle.
miles declined from 3.3 billion to 2.1 billion over that same period.'

'Let the murder who is stl pume by this fWndin consider thw eot of a two4hlrds subsidy to the nur
chase price c1a new auto. The reult would be an i.cen*ve to replace vehiles eveuwheu arnpa toon oands
vehilsopuld besaoonmpllsbedatamuchlowerccst

A'M lcan Transt Aot0, "T'rnst Puat Book: 190 EdBWon" (WMhingto, D.C.), pp. so 0.
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The decline in transit service placed an additional burden of immobil-
ity on "captive riders"-the old, the young, tho poor, the handi-
capped.8 The steady decline in ridership and service in urban mass
transportation has been associated with the tremendous costs of
accommodain automobiles in every urban area in the United States;
for example, a heavy commitment of tax funds to automobile transport
investment pollution of the atmosphere, rapid and oftenr involuntary
changes in land use, mounting costs of law enforcement, and a stagger-
ing loss of life and property from accidents. By the early 1960's
spokesmen for "captive riders" and oppcnents of increased urban
accommodation to automobiles vociferously argued that urban trans.
portation was in "crisis."

Responding to demands that the Federal Government prevent this
deterioration of mass transit service, Secretary of Commerce Luther
Hodges and Housing and Home Finance Administrator Robert C.
Weaver stated in a 1962 study of these problems that "A cycle of fare
increases and service cuts to offset loss of ridership followed by further
declines in use points clearly to the need for a substantial contribution
of public funds to support needed mass transportation improve-
ments." ' In addition to (1) the "vicious cycle" of service and rider-
ship decline and fare increases, the "Joint Report" explained the crisis
by (2) "the absence of re~onal comprehensive transportation and
land-use planning" and (3) distortion of local community priorities
by alleged Federal subsidies to auto use but not transit. The primary
program recommended to correct this undesirable state of urban
transportation was Federal Government grants to State and local
governments to finance urban mass transportation capital projects,
with provision that "* * * assistance should be made available only
* * W where transportation planning as a part of comprehensive

•-- areawide development planning is being conducted u a continuingprocess. *' 4"'
Motivation for a Oapita Grant

Although the recommendation of Federal aid for urban mass transit
and comprehensive transportation planning could be defended by an
appeal to the three alleged causal factors, the particular form of the

-subsidy to transit, the capital grant, could not. Supporters felt that
direct grants to local governments to support established operations
should-be restricted to capital expenditures for reasons that can be
reduced to four basic propositions.

1. Locai government are capita! poor.-Supporters felt that the most
promising technology for reviving public transportation was high-
speed rail transit, but local governments were not pursuing this tech.
nological alternative because of the very large requirement for capital
outlays. However, the fact that expenditures were constrained to

3 The extent o tOw effeta of a long-tenn change In technology and trae In urban Wttltmi boo been
iolg docwumetedelswhero.In paular, the ruder isrotured to Lyle C. pitch and Asoeitts. "Urban
Transportation and PubliO Poi San lranclaco: Chandler Publhing Comny. 19);.R. Va#=
st aL, The tUrba l2upkie n Porl.o oMem (Cambridge Mm. Harvard unrIty Frees iM); and UR..

Weatent of Housing and Urban Development, '4 mrowaov~ TrI p tto: Now Systems for the
Unum" (Wangten, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing O,, Mc r IW).

,"Urban Transportatiom-.oInt Report tot he President 1 -"Urban Ma Traemotatko-190. H
JPefore a Subcommittee of the Committee on Banking and burrncy,"s U.S. Senate, 87th Con&.seon m,
(Weashigloni, D.C.: U.S. Government PrInling Mfie, 19G), pp. n1-72.
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capitntl expenses rathwr thin left to the divcretion of local government
showed a lack of confidence in local government investment policy.
This lack of confidence was based not just on observations of the
management of the urban transit industry. It was based on the
conviction that a great source of inefficiency in local government
enterprise is a relative scarcity of durable plant and equipment and
that this undercapitalization was likely to persist If local governments
were allowed to make their own decisions.

Lyle C. Fitch and Associates of the Instituto of Public Administra.
tion (IPA), the consultants hired to help prepare the joint report,
elaborated on this motivation for the recommendation of a capital
grant policy in "Urban Transportation and Public Policy." The Fitch
book revealed that a latent model of inept decisionmaking in local
government was a primary consideration for the recommendation in
the joint report that grants be restricted to capital improvements;
aid for service would be " * * dissipated b * * * wasteful man-
agement practices." 6 Although the source oftho crisis was alleged
to be the absence of proper decisionmakdng institutions and incentives
in the local community, local communities were not expected to make
good decisions even if the alleged institutional barriers and subsidy
distortions were to be removed. The evidence that appeared to be so
convincing in support of both the IPA model of inept local govern-
ment decisionmalung and the grants-for-capital-only recommendation
was the unyielding conviction that the transit industry was under-
capitalized. A subsidy that allowed discretion to transit manage-
ment, it was charged, would perpetuate the undercalitalization of
the industry.

Viewed in perspective, the undercapitalization hypothesis is an
example of what could be called the "nincompoop thesis" of unneces-
sary social problems which recently was highly fashionable in academic
circles. The essence of the thesis is that social problems can often be
explained by conflicts of misperceived self-interest. In the case of
urban personal travel, misguided decisions by transit management
and local government-misguided because they failed to effectuate
the decisionmakers' "true" self-interest--obstructed the solution of
the urban transportation "crisis." 7 Supporters of the capital grant
approach saw no inconsistency in arguing that uneconomic incentives
to local decisionmakers (subsidies, and so forth) were responsible
and in arguing that a failure of incentives to result in self-interested
action (the failure of self-interest to produce a more capital-intensive
industry) was responsible.

2. A eapit4l grant restricts the rower of transit unions to dissipate
most of the grant through wage garns.-Lyle C. Fitch and Associates
also charged that unrestricted grants would be squandered on "feather-

s Lyk C. Fitch and Associates. op. cit.. p. 211.
6 "The greatest needs at the present tim are for system improvement, modprnization of stiburban rall-

roads * ' 0. Most of these needs require capital outlays, a fact which somewhat diminishes the strength of the
argument for service supports as opposed to support for capital improvement. " Ibid.T Precadents for the application of the thesis are not difficult to document. For example. Charles P.
Mdlelbrger suggested In "Economie Orowth in France and Britain: 1851-1950' (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press. 104). p. 154. that Irrationality of management. especially In the textile Industry,
was parUy gescisible for the major slowdown In tha rate of Blritlsh technological progress In the last quarter
of the 19th cetry and the eventual eclipse of British economic power. Another variation of this mispercelved
self4ntirrt thesis was the Intriguing hypothesis that slavery In the United States "would have toppled of
Its own weight." slaves being substantially overpriced due to misperceptions by slaveowners of the profit-
ability of tm slavebamsd agrculurl system.
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bedding" and outrageous wage gains. According to supporters, if the
grant was restricted to the purrchase of cal)ital it clearly could not be
spent to employ unneeded workers or to increase wage rates of transit
employees to levels above community standards. The hapless example
of the maritime operating subsidy was frequently mentioned to illus-
trate this advantage of tlie capital grant.

3. A capital grant limits the Federal Government's liability.-A capital
grant would limit the Federal Government's responsibility to that
of supporting the industry wiith a massive initial infusion of capital
after which local governments would be expected to ctiry on. Nany
proponents advanced the myth that capital investments would reverse
the "vicious cycle" and the Federal Government could then reduce
its commitment. An operating subsidy would be more difficult to
limit because it would provide an open-ended support for labor costs.

4. A capital grant is highly visible.-Regardless of the motivations of
a benefactor, tangible evidence of his generosity is usually a desired
feature of the transaction. Durable facilities serve this function well.
While such considerations are probably more important for other
programs such as foreign aid, they certainly were at least a subordinate
consideration in the decision onl mass transit. The Federal Govern-
ment could see what it was getting for the money.

The Federal Government's Response

The IPA and Hodges-Weaver recommendations were codified when
the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964 8 initiated a program of
capital grants to local governments to finance up to two-thirds of the
costs (net of revenues)9 of improvements in rolling stock, right-of-way,
plant, and other equipment; provided for several other miscellaneous
programs; and authorized $75 million for fiscal Year 1965 and $150
million annually for later years, the bulk of which was expended for
capital grants. The IPA recommendations (apart from recommenda-
tions on financing techniques) were incorporated into lawv almost with-
out change. Administration of the progam was placed in the Housing
and Home Finance Agency, which subsequently became the Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

Despite the initial excitement over the capital grant program, the
results have disappointed many observers. Evidence on the ability of
the program to remedy the alleged undercapitalization and expand
output in the urban transit industry has produced malaise among pro-
grain supporters, although the criteria for evaluating the program are
not agreed upon. By 1966 HUD was actively seeking solutions which
implied that low productivity of available technology rather than
undercapitalization was the problem, particularly the "Reuss amend-
ment" program which spent $10 million to "prepare a program of -
research, development, and demonstration of new systems of urban
transportation." 10 The failure of the capital grant program to achieve

I As amended through Oct. 15. 1970: Public Law 88-366. 78 Stat. 302. 49 U.s C. 1601.
' The Federal shore Is two-thirds of the net project cost derived by sulbtracting from gross project cost

any excess of estimated project revenues over estimated project costs. In practice, net project cost is virtually
iden: tcs to gross project cost. The Federal share of net project cost is reduced to one-half if the applicant can-
not mert Federal standards for areawide transportation planning, but the applicant receives the remaining
one-sixth shar If planning standards are met within 8 years.

N See. 6(b), Urblin Mass Transportation Act of 1961.
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a reversal of the decline in ridership anld the seeming recalcitrance of
urban transportation problems began to undermine the HUD position
that a program of capital grants would effectively inWreaso demand for
urban mass transit.

During the summer of 1968, a major reorganization' of the urban
mass transportation piugram transferred responsibility from HUD to
the Department of Transportation kDOT). Des pite substantial evi-
dence questioning HUD policy, the response of DOT has been to
escalate a questionable program rather than to examine its assump-
tions for error. The Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of
1970 "1 expanded the size of the program to $10 billion over a 12-year
period, mostly for capital grants. The Department of Transportation
apparently intends that the capital grant program continue to be the
major effort to remedy the problems enumerated in the "joint report."

WHhat Went Wrong With the Mass Transit Program

The Federal Government's program for urban mass transportation
continues to be based on axioms that originated with the IPA study:

(1) Federal Government grants for mass transit will reverse dte
"vicious cycle" and help offset distortions caused by subsidies to
autos;

(2) The most effective technique to subsidize mass transit is at
capital grant; and

(3) Regional comprehensive transportation and land-use plan-
inng will substantially improve local decisions on land use and
choice of transport mode.

Considerable attention has been given to the weakness of the IPA-
HUD-DOT reasoning which attributed the "crisis" to the "vicious
cycle," inadequate comprehensive planning, and distortions of incen-
tives. For example, M.eyer et al., attribute the decline in transit
demand to increases in income which increase demand for higher
quality travel modes and suburban residential land, as well as the
decentralization of work places due to the effect of changes in intercity
transportation and goods-handling technology, all of which imply a
response radically different from the capital grant. Also, John F. Kaiti
has developed a model of residential location and travel behavior that
questions the "vicious cycle" causal mechanism."

The second axiom has hardly been questioned, although a consider-
able body of evidence fails to support it. Realistically assuming that
urban transit will be federally subsidized regardless of the debate oil
the validity of the first and third axioms, this paper will test the second
axiom of current policy and investigate the implications of rejecting it.
The following section will investigate the argument that transit
operations are undercapitalized. Part IV will consider the other argu-
ments for the capital grant. The final section will demonstrate that
the capital grant adds another price distortion to the ones already,
thought so onerous-a costly bias in favor of more capital-intensive
technology because only capital costs are subsidized.

11 Public Law 91-403.
" "A Contribution to the Urban Transportation V~1ate: An F.4on'~inttre M'I of Urban Residential

and Travel Behavior." Review ol F.conomics and Statistics, XI Vebruary 1951), SS-05.
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III. A TEST OF THE UNDERCAPITAUIZATION HyPOTnEuis

The Motor Bua Replacement Problem

A primary consideration in the decision to limit direct support for
mass transit to a capital grant was the conviction that the transit
industry is undercapitalized and that a capital grant would offset this
propensity. No one would dispute the proposition that a capital
subsidy encourages a more capital-intensive transit industry. Theconviction that the transit industry was undercapitalized prior to the
capital grant program is disputable, however. As it stands this hy-
pothesis is difficult to test. Therefore, a model of optimum investment
will be developed for one type of mass transportation investment
decision, and actual and optimal investment decisions will be com-
pared. If the undercapitalization hypothesis must be rejected for this
investment decision, it seems likely that the hypothesis will not stand
empirical tests for other investment behavior as well.

The asset that was picked for the test was motor buses, for several
reasons. The choice of technology is fairly limited, and the major in-
vestment issue is optimum utilization and replacement. More prac-
tically, data necessary to test the optimal investment model for motor
buses are available. Lastly, investment in motor buses constitutes a
considerable part of the industry total. Although investment in buses
is only $1.1 billion of the $4.6 billion total gross (undepreciated)
investment in transit, 50 thousand of the 61 thousand transit vehicles
extant in 1970 were motor buses." Even more importantly, approxi-
mately $250 million (34 percent) of the $735 million in funds for
approved capital grants as of December 31, 1970, was for new and
used buses and related equipment."

Appendix A outlines in greater detail the theoretical bus replace-
ment model used to test the undercapitalization hypothesis. The
optimum replacement date for a motor vehicle occurs when the sum
of its expected operating, depreciation, and interest costs threatens to
exceed the long-run expected costs of a replacement, as measured by
the "uniform annual equivalent" (UAE) costs of the "representative
vehicle." The model discussed in appendix A considers only those
costs which vary with equipment age and accounts for the problems
of variation in the level of output, uncertainty, and inflation.

Sltmmary of the Chicago and Cleveland Experience

Utilization and replacement of motor bus equipment in Cleveland
and Chicago were at variance with the capital-poor hypothesis. A
comparison of optimum and actual investment behavior, based on a
model of optimum motor bus replacement, indicates that Cleveland
may actually have overcapitalized bus operations prior to the capital
grant program by replacing equipment at an earlier age than was
justified by cost considerations. Chicago operations, however, seem to

ave been optimally capitalized before the capital grant was inaug-
urated.

Is "Transdt Fact Book: 1970 Edition" pp.2. 12.
" Urban Mass Trsnsportation Admi nstration, U.S. Department of Transportation,-"Approvals of

Capital Grants and Loans and Tecuhncal Etudls Orants."
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Specifically, Cleveland data indicate that a vehicle could economi-
cally be kept in service at 50,000 miles annually for 15 years. How-
ever, 15-year-old buses were actually rendering less than 0,000 miles
of output on the average. This evidence of failure to use older equip-
ment as intensively as was warranted by cost was not affected by the
use of a low rate of interest. In this way, the replacement model illus-
trates that loans with low rates of interest, such as provided for in the
original Housing and Home Finance Agency program to aid transit,
do not encourage capital investment or relieve transit operations of a
significant cost burden. Evidence from Chicago confirming thoe.e
findings is contained in appendix B.

A Test of thes Undercapitalization flypotliesis With.Cleteland Data

Clevland's representativee telhide."-To determine the optimum
replacement policy for Cleveland's fleets, the cost parameters of the"representative vehicle" must be determined-the average cost of a
new vehicle, its rate of depreciation, and the operating cost param-
eters. And the UAE (i.e., long-run average) cost of producing various
outputs must be deternmned for the "representative vehicle."

The depreciation of the equipment is obscured by the fact that most
equipment manufacturers ceased production of motor buses during the
observed period. The "representative vehicle" is assumed to depre-
ciate at the annual rate statistically estimated for suppliers who
remain in business (21.28 percent) because the capital losses to
Cleveland due to the attrition of bus manufacturers during the obser-
vation period should not be imputed to the long-run average cost.

Operating, maintenance, and unreliability costs of a new "represent-
ative vehicle" in 1960 were statistically estimated to be 11.23 cents
per vehicle-nmle and were statistically estimated to grow with age at
an annual percentage rate of 4.11 (in the absence of inflation).1" The
cost of capital in the absence of inflation was assumed to be 5.3 percent
annually."

Using the parameters estimated for the Cleveland "representative
vehicle," table 1 illustrates the behavior of uniform annual equivalent
(UAE) costs in 1960 prices for outputs of 50,000, 35,000, and 22,000
annual nmles. The entry is asterisked for the replacement date which
minimizes UAE costs. These same results are illustrated graphically in
figure 1. As was expected, lower annual output is associated wxith longer
equipment lifetime. The slope of the UAE curve is steep at first, but
flattens out near the minimum, so that errors in choosing the proper
disposal date may result in a loss of only a few dollars even if the
margin of error is 3 or 4 years. The evidence indicates that an annual
output of 50,000 miles should be maintained for 15 years and the
22,000 mile output for 24 years. Although the Cleveland cost data
were not extrapolated beyond 24 years because of the dangers of fore-
casting beyond the observed cost experience, it is clear that vehicles
with lower outputs should be maintained even longer.

b Recall that only costs which vary with equipment age are Included. These parameters were estimated
by the technique of least squares using data provided by Cleveland for the period 1•54-64.

,, This rate of return was chosen because it has been estimated to be the average rate of return for utilities,
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TABLE 1.--UAE COST I FOR SELECTED YEARLY OUTPUTS AS A FUNCTION OF AGE AT REPLACEAWENT: THE
CLEVELAND "REPRESENTATIVE VEHICLE"

Annual output in thousands d mades

Age in years 50 35 22

................................................ $7,9t228 56.965 95 56111.13......................................................... 6x. 8 61
3 ............................................................... 7.374.95 6.104.39 460. 7
............................................................... 96153.55 5 .1 7 1202.
............................................... 6.M2 9017 4

7........... ........... ....................... . 6 726.4 ,
............................................................... 6 85.62 5455.16 4

10............................. ............................ 6 .45.1678 4

to311 26.75 4.091.333 .......................................... 6. 2.7 50.6811 4,06L.17

14 .......................................... 631.25 560.9 3.975.075s .............................................................. 30L So 5.033.96 3 .78
19.....................6 3O1.28 5,014.45 3.8926

11................................631. 79 5002.43 3,8'5
633.51 4996.53 3.95

11......................355.74 04.,996.0 3,811.6
2......................6318 5. 042 3,803.1

•eeeoeoe~~~~~~~~e 71eoeeeeoeee~oeee eee e eeeeeee 5.021.5s 3,7K63

23 ...................................................... 6.484.62 5.037.47 3.783.26
24 ............................................................... 6,525.62 5, 056. 45 03. 783&17

1960 pI ces; interest rate of 5.3 percent,
*Minmum UAE cost

Actual and optimum uti/ization.-The optimum replacement ages as
a function of annual output contained in table 2 provide a summary
view of the validity of the capital-poor hypothesis. A comparison of
the utilization recommended by the replacement model for the repre-
sentative vehicle with the actual average utilization rate demonstrates
that, if anything, bus operations were overcapitalized before the
capital grant program was inaugurated. This failure to use older
equipment as intensively as was warranted by cost considerations is
punctuated by a regression of yearly vehicle-miles of all fleets as a
function of age:

M=46,286-2,699.OX; re=0.486; D.f.=292,
(t=-- 16.617)where

M= annual vehicle-miles,and

X= age of vehicle in years.

Although the replacement model shows that outputs of 50,000 miles
can be efficiently maintained until age 15, the regression estimate of
average actual utilization at age 15 is only 5,801.
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TABLE 2.--AE COST I AND OPTIMUM REPLACEMENT AGE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT: THE CLEVELAND*
"REPRESENTATIVE VEHICLE"

Age at Apeat
replacement replacement

UAE (years) UAE (years)

Yearlyoutputin Yearly output n
thausands of mites: thousands of miles:

46.36. 1 35 ................. $4,996.06 II48.......... .... 16 3 : : :.
47.................6,050.32 16 3,................. .4,724.1
41 16.31. I e................... 1 1:

S................... .64 1 .:.... .. ,4.7
435.9.. 07 104 .................44............... 5le1179.35 17 3.................. 1'.45354.20

40 .............. A441.22 1 25 ............... 4074.73................ ,5.22 16 24................ ,3.2
4f6...............i.o-s1s 338 5.. ... .. 18 24... . 24

'1160 prices; Interest rate of 5.3 percenL

A comparison of actual and optimal mileage of each fleet during the
period 1954-64 also tests the capital-poor hyputhe3is. The utilization
rates for 1965 and the years following have been ignored because pre-
sumably they were affected by the capital grant's reduction in the
cost of new motorbuses. Table 3 illustrates the actual rates of utiliza-
tion and the predicted optimal rates per vehicle for a sample fleet-'7

The optimum utilization is based on the assumption that normally a
vehicle should be retained at the highest level of output for which total
accrual costs eventually become less than the UAE costs of the "repre-
sentative vehicle." However, the predicted utilization may be adjusted
downward to the highest level o1 output actually experienced by the
fleet if this is less, under the assumption that higher outputs are con-
strained by the absence of off-peak demand. In both cases, the vehicle
output is degraded with age in the manner prescribed in appendix A.
The mean deviation of predicted and actual performance measures the
extent of underutilization; large positive values indicate substantial
underutilization.

TABLE 3.-ACTUAL AND PREDICTED UTILIZATION: CLEVELAND TRANSIT SYSTEM, FLEET NO. 10, 1954-4

Predicted Predicted
Actual Predicted minus Actual Predicted minus

SVehOle a utilization utilization actual Vehicle ae utilization utilization actual

1 .............. 45 983 47 000 +1.117 8 ....... 32.092 47,000 +14,908
2 ............ 34. 866 47 000 +12,134 9 ............ 43,074 47,000 +3.626
3 ............ 21. 762 47.000 +25.238 10 .............. 36, 201 47,000 +10. 799
4 ............. 35.695 47.000 +11.305 11 .............. 28.368 47.000 +18,632
5 ............. 31, 479 47.000 +15, 521
6 ............. 43.126 47, 00 +3, 874 Mean deviation ......................... +11.548
7 .............. 47.116 47.000 -116

Table 4 presents the mean deviation of actual from predicted utili-
zation per vehicle for all Cleveland fleets. The preponderance of

IT Each fleet's operating cost was estimated separately. Capital costs were estimated separately for two
groups: OM ditsel and noj-(IM diesel.
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positive values is evidence at variance with the undercapitalization
hypothesis." This finding is particularly significant when it is con-
sidered that the decision rule incorporates the advantage of hindsight
by avoiding large outputs in the early years of a "lemon's" cost
experience, such as for fleets 14X, 15X, and 8X.

TABLE 4.-Mean yearly deviation of acual utilization from predicted utilization,
Cleveland fleets, 1054-84,

Fleet No., ermtIMu
18+20 --------------------------------------+10, 422
90------------------------------------------------- -3,946
28 ----------------------------------------- 13, 072
29 ---------------- ---------------------------- 11,068
10 ---------------------------------------- +11,548
32 ------------------------------------------------- + 10, 233
12 ----------------------------------------- +9,033
8 ------------------------------------------ +7,389
13 ---------------------------------------- +13 929
21 -------------------------------------------- +28 076
14 -------------------------------------------- + 418
7 ---------------- ----------------------------- +120907
16 --------------------- -------------------- 10845
15 ---------------------------------------- +19,610
22 ----------------------------------------- +11,560
1OX ------------------------------------------- +14 670
26 ----------------------------------------- +9766
17X ------------------------------------------- + 18, 560
20X -------------------------------------------- 13, 914
18 -------------------------------------------------- 15,962
oX ------------------------------------------------- 22,840
14X ------------- ------------------- ---------------- 43,270

x .--------------------- --------------------------- 48,535
8X -----------------------------------------46,100

Al)urlng the pulod of observation Cleveland changed the fleet nuniberhig system. Fleet numbers in this
table do not reflect this change. An X after a fleet number indicates that It Is the second fleet to be given
that number during the period of observation.

The effect of a change in, the interest rate on the least-cost replacement
of Cleveland transit epu pmeni.-Tho calculations for the least cost re-
placement of the Cleveland "representative vehicle" are repeated in
table 5 with an interest rate of 3.5 percent, along with the 5.3 percent
rate used in table 2. The results should assuage readers'who have
embraced the surfeit of arguments for a "risk-free" interest rate which
has plagued the literature of public finance. A substantial decrease in
the interest rate has almost no consequence for the proper utilization
of equipment. Even the 3.5 percent rate will justify a considerably
more intensive use of older transit equipment than actually observed
in Cleveland.

d The slight tendency to underutilze vehicles could perhaps be explained by the public's preference for
newer vehicles, which was not considered In the replacement decision except for imputed road-call costs
which increased with age. Changes In technology ("new-look" body. improved suspension. air conditioning,
and so forth) may have played a minor role, but throughout the period underutillzation was consistent.
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TAKE S.--UA COST AND OPTIMUM DISPOSAL DATE AS A FUNCTION Of OUTPUT FOR THE CLEVELA PREME-
SENTATIVE VEHICLE": 5.3 PERCENT AND 34 PERCENT DISCOUNT RATES

5.3 peaced 3.5 peeud
Aat A

UAE roplueemut UAE cea
(1560 pro") (S) (160 prkes) (y0rs)

Output In tbousands of mils:

50 ............................................. N.130880 16&34 Is60.....0:.3 16 913.58 15

4........................... 6. 3 1 4 .1246. 16
......... :.................. : ..... ....:.: . 6. 0 -31 it4 1 1 74 3.o 7544 ......................................... . 2. - 4 57311.56 1737......... ................. 5,704.93i 5082 to,

6 ................................ 508.7 1 W8 16
34.............................. 495.4 19 S.781 4 ~ 18

..................................... 4,614.41 1 3 31.6. 18
5 Is.1 2 2 3.678.• 1

32 ................. . 1..724.93 19 04.66 19

36 ........ 4 78

35.................. ................ 9961if 29) 6

25 ............ ...... . ............. 4,071.4 22 3.997.i
324................ ........... 2.1396? 23 06 66t

.. ........ 3.8447 .74 21 3 2 480
.... 24.. .3671.6926.6 2 21

Incidentally, the effect of the change in interest rate explains the
failure of the Housing and Home Finance Agency loan program that
preceded the capital grant program. The reduction in the rate of
interest occasioned by the loan guarantees had only a marginal benefit
in reduced UAE costs of operation at each output level. Because
interest costs are a relatively small expense item, the reduction in
interest raters was only a gesture in relieving transit operations of their
total costs. Neither was there any incentive for management to pursue
the other goal of the program,, to intensify the capitalization of the
industry.

The motor bus replacement model indicated that Cleveland was not
increasinJg overall costs of operation by utilizing old equipment which
should have been replaced. Certainly, earlier replacement would not
have resulted in significant cost savings. This finding very seriously
questions the assumption that restriction to a capital grant can be
justified by efficiency considerations.

IV. THE, LABOR RELATIONS, LIMITED LIABILITY, AND VISIBILITY

CONSIDERATIONS

Th Effect of a Capital &bsidy on Laor Contracts

Supporters of a capital grant have alleged that it encourages im-
proved transit service and lower fares because funds are not made
available to indulge in giveaways to transit workers through "excess"
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wages and unproductive use of labor, that is, -featherbedding. The
intuition behind this hypothesis is obvious: Funds which are restricted
to capital investments obviously are not being spent to raise wages or
hire unneeded workers.

This hypothesis provides an excellent example of how easy it is to be
fooled by superficial, one-step economic analysis. The intuitive reason-
mg supporting this alleged benefit of a capital grant is completely base-
less. Analysis of the effects of a capital grant on fares, output, wages,

( and the demand for labor indicates that to the extent that the grant
provides benefits to the recipient, those benefits may be appropriated
by transit workers with no more difficulty than if the grant had not
been restricted to capital expenses." If the recipient prefers to hold
fares and service at the same level as would prevail in the absence of the
grant and pass along the benefits of reduced costs to the workers, the
capital grant mechanism is certainly no impediment.

When a Federal two-thirds capital subsidy decreases a community's
long-run average costs of providing transit service, its response is
bounded by two extremes. First, as the Congress intended, the response
could be an increase in service and/or a decrease in fares, thus passing
all the benefits to the transit consumer. Alternatively, the same fare
and service could be maintained as before the Federal subsidy. If the
latter alternative is pursued, all the benefits of the Federal subsidy may
be passed on to the workers by diverting to them fare receipts and
local tax funds which were formerly needed to support transit capital
expenses.20 If the recipient intends to reward transit workers with
wage gains and featherbedding and ignore the needs of transit pa-
trons, le will not be impeded by the fact that the source of the funds
is reduced capital expenses.

In fact, whenever fare receipts exceed operating expenses, a re-
cipient who is leaning toward passing on the benefits to the workers
is actually encouraged to do so by the 1964 law. Any part of capital
costs which are financed from operating revenues are not available
for Federal subsidy. If fare receipts are potentially greater than
operating expenses and if wages are increased so that operating ex-
penses equal operating revenues, two-thirds of this giveway is financed
by an increase in the Federal capital subsidy."'

The possibility of diversion points to a clear inconsistency in two
objectives of the mass transit support program, to provide general
financial aid to State and local governments and to prevent wasteful
management practices. Supporters of Federal capital subsidies have
frequently argued that local support for transit strains limited munici-
pal financial resources, and one purpose of the aid is to fee local re-
sources for other programs. To the extent the grant reduces transit
costs to the community locaf communities may indulge transit
workers, if they desire, rather than fund other needs. Whenever transit
unions have the political muscle to gain at the expense of others, .the
capital grant does not do anything to prevent this toom happening.
Nor does any reasonable alternative grant mechanism, for that matter.

I Because this proposition is counterintuldis readers are encouraged to examine carefully the more do-
tailed arguments preented In appendix 0, "Incidence of the Beneflto a Transit Capital Subsidy."e At this point defenders of a capital grant will conede that communltes receive a
windfall, or Income elect on transit service they would have provide anyway. "Butdoesn't the lower cost Induce Increased services" thy ash. The answer, of coyree Is yea Itmay, and If It does, some or all of the benefits are enjoyed by transit users. But the capital

randt does noting special to encourage ths to happen.
SThis rather sOubte point Is elaborated In appendix C.
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Because the decision to divide the grant benefits between transit
workers and patrons is unaffected by the capital grant subsidy inech-
anism, a subsidy not restricted to capital expenses which 'reduced
cost per unit of output by the same amount as a capital grant would
produce the samie results-with one important exception, as will be
demonstrated in part V. A subsidy to capital but not operating ex-
penses tends to increase the overall costs of operation through pre.

~ mature replacement, inadequate maintenance, and overcapitalized
technology. The greater the waste created by the capital grant, the
more Federal funds are dissipated through increased costs an I the
fewer the potential benefits which can be passed on to transit workers.
By reducing the benefits of the grant program through inefficiency,.
the capital subsidy may only in this perverse way be successful inreducing any windfalls to transit workers.

Therefore, it must be agreed that proponents were entirely right in
arguing that the capital grant program will hold down excess wage
increases and feathereodding in the transit industry. However, this
objective is very difficult to defend when it is realized that the major
way in which it is achieved is by a profligacy greater than any that
local government could have devised if left to its own resources.

The "Limited Liabiii1 ArgUment

Supporters also believed that a pledge of limited Federal aid to
transit was essential for congressional support for the Urban Mass
Transportation Act of 1964 and that the size of the commitment was
best limited by a capital grant. The significance of this consideration
was far greater than was warranted, primarily because the distasteful
experience of the open-ended maritime subsidy was a frequently cited
example of the dangers of an operating subsidy. An operatmg subsidy
was held to be uncontrollable because the size of thie subsidy is r
marily dependent on labor costs, and firms have an incentive to employ
more labor than is optimal. A repetition of "the colossal failure of
the maritime subsidy' was thought to be the only alternative to the
capital grant.

Supporters of subsidy to mass transit who subscribed to the "vicious
cycle' hypothesis reluctantly accepted the principle of limited aid
because they endorsed the myth that a strong dose of initial aid would
reverse the cycle. The mass transit lobby felt that a capital grant
would achieve their objectives and assuage the opposition's fears that
the subsidy would get out of hand.

Why there should be an asymmetry between the incentives of an
operating subsidy and a capital subsidy is difficult to fathom. The
operatin- subsidy was objectionable because it created an incentive
to use labor inefficiently, but the capital grant created an equally
objectionable incentive to waste capital. As a result, the demand for
capital grant funds has risen inexorably, as evidenced by the recent
tremendous increase in the scope of the program. In short, fear of an
operating subsidy's incentive to waste labor was the basis for the
capital grant's incentive to waste capital.

A capital grant was thought to liniit the Federal liability in another
-way: If the program should-fail to reach its objectives, it is politically
easier to terminate. With an unrestricted subsidy based on the recip-
ient's performance, the recipient who has invested with expectation
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of continued subsidy would incur a heavy loss with program terminal.
tion. If a capital grant is terminated, the subsidy would gradually
decrease as the equipment depreciates, and vested interests would not
be as firmly established.

Such arguments carry great weight during a program's inception,
especially when advocates promote the myth of the need for tempo.
rary aid only. Whatever merit these arguments might have had in
1964, the 1970 commitment to a long-term aid program now makes
them irrelevant. Continuing to pay lipservice to the goal of temporary
aid will prove to be very costly- under a long-term aid program.

The "Visiblity" Argumen*

As for the final defense of the capital grant, its greater visibility,
nothing much can be said. While it is true that a capital good provides
more tangible evidence of the benefactor's generosity, Part V will
demonstrate that this attribute is purchased at a tremendous cost.

V. THE CONSEQUBNCES FOR PUBLIC POLICY

Summary: Implications of the Chicago and Cleveland Replacement
Analy8ie

Tests of the undercapitalization hypothesis have shown it to be
completely without empirical support in both Cleveland and Chicago
even when an extremely low interest rate is assumed. This chapter will
show that a significant reduction in the least-cost replacement age
will result from the capital grant's two-thirds decrease in the cost of a
new vehicle. This distortion of premature replacement decisions is
estimated to result in the waste of a minimum of 22 percent of the
Federal funds appropriated for bus replacement. A subsidy to transit
operations allocated among States and localities on a transportation
revenue-sharing basis available for both capital and operating expenses
would avoid this costly waste.

The E.ject of the Capital Grant on Cleveland and Chicago Replacement

The replacement model may be used to show that the two-thirds
decrease in the cost of a new vehicle occasioned by the capital grant
program has the substantial impact on the UAE costs of producing a
given output intended by its supporters.n Table 6 illustrates the effect
of a two-thirds decrease in the price of a new bus on the UAE costs
and optimum replacement dates of the Cleveland "representative
vehicle." Unfortunately, the decrease in long-run average costs for
Cleveland is achieved only by a substantial underutilization of equip-
ment: The lifetime which~minimizes costs to the firm is at least halved.

0 Although onsixth of the grnt has often been withheld pending the approval of a comprehensive metro.
atrmnportation plan, almost all grants assumed that operating Income would be In-
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TABLE 6.-UAE COST I AND OPTIMUM DISPOSAL DATE AS A FUNCTION OF OUIFUT FOR THE CLEVELAND
"REPRESENTATIVE VEHICLE": BEFORE AND AFTER CAPITAL GRAMT PROGRAM

Before Blant Alter giants
Aet Ago at

fwpi-m r W F t
UAE beers) UAC (vees)

Annual output In thusands ol miles:
to4 ...................................... ****106 .............................................j

..:59 .... .. ......... .......... . 0 6 5 .
41.... ........................... 6.5. 3 I:4. . .............................. .i, . lit

44~ 

4 161064t ............................................. 611, 1, , ,
........................ 

1 :43 $***************44f 44341.
3... . . .5..................................... 1 .4 3. 6

38 .. ... ................................ 5.2q $!.t
31........................................... 174..$1,........................................... 5 ,085.13 ""

.......................................... 4.1 .,, ,
334....................................4.9 ~ 1 1&1

32........................ 13  1 3 338.84 1030 .......................................... 94 " 30
29 ........................................ "7 3.35 10L

4:3%4.1 23 3.026.1
I Vk 20 2.947.3

26............... 41 44 2.386L.
2.. ........ 01. 22 123 .

25 ................................. 4071.43 US 23 1.

...........~'...............3in.1811 24 1 54&.80 is

11960 prkces interest rate 0 5.3 percent.
* Assumes a 4* decrease in the cost of the new vhIcle.

Table 7 illustrates that the capital grant program incentives are to
increase markedly the capital mtensity of motorbus operations in
Chicago also. A two-thirds decrease in the cost of new vehicles fully
halves the length of time for which a vehicle should be utilized at given
outputs to minimize costs. A rather sizable decrease in the UAE costs
iq experienced as well.

TABLE 7.--UAE COST' AND OPTIMUM DISPOSAL DATE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT FOR THE CHICAGO IREPItR-
SENTATIVE VEHICLE": BEFORE AND AFTER CAPITAL GRANT PROGRAM

Borm pat After pants

Apeat AVget

UAE (jas UAC (yearos"s

Yesarl output in thousands of miles: . . . 470.95 1 3

0........ ................. ..... k 3.8 8 2 .40 9 3
49........................................ 88M.02 S,663.7 3
41 ... . ...................... 2 661, -- - 5. -3,1-. m 3
46 ............................... . ......... 8105.21 9 $5 124L5 3

46-..... 6.W.38 9 S. 4f 2 20 3
S.. ................................ 3.84 9 53 3.68 3

43 ...................................... 7.1302 7 5 248L 19 4
42 ................................... 1 1. 3.5,62.46 441 .............................. , 9 t-06.32 4

.................... .1191.34 10 4.8117.9 4
.................................. 7030.21 30 4,731.71 4

........................................... 6. •.06 10 4. to 4
-, - * -....*..... ... 6.351.95 10 4. 00 5

34 ...................................... 6.146.82 10 4, 10
Ses fontnoes at and of 0Me"

72-46.-7s-.-pt 6-.-
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TABLE 7.-UAE COST I AND OPTIMUM DISPOSAL DATE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT FOR THE CHICAGO "REPRE-
SENTATIVE VEHICLE": BEFORE AND AFTER CAPITAL GRANT PROGRAM-Coutinued

Before great After grants
Aeat • AP at

replacement replacement
UAE (yurs) UAE (years)

33 ................................. ., 633.7 It 4.378.20 532 .................................. :.....: . 1 28L 30 5
1 4.401. 11 198.40 5............. . 285. 1 4 50

5)170. 1 40123 .... .... .............................. 0. 112 S . n .

28 • '.• ':: ':::•. • ""' : . 05.-08 12 3 5. ?1 4. . 6.. ............... S. 1 f 3!
69 M.30 15 3

27 ............................................. . . 44 12 3 ,511................ 5446.18 13 3.454.07
320.16

4673.33.. 1 13
425)641 W $
,39.3 15 ,102.7

13.......................................4.163 16 176.8

I .......................................... " 4.2 08o 16 I1
1................................... :: 13,1.40 17 2. 041

10 ...................................... 3663.02 13 2.00

I1990 (Orrces. interest rate of 5.3 percent.
'Assames a i5 decrease in the cost of the new vehicle.

The Waste Due to a Capital Grant l

The waste of public funds created by the incentives built into the
capital grant program depends on the degree to which the industry
responds to those incentives. Enterprises in the transit industry may
continue to use the old thumb rules despite the'change in incentives.
However, a more likely development is that they will change invest-
ment policy. Under this assumption, the inefficiencies created by the
capital grant subsidy technique can be estimated by comparing the
benefits to the recipilent attributable to a two-thirds decrease in the
cost of the new bus with the cost of the subsidy to the Federal Govern-
ment.

The capital grant benefits the recipient because his long-run average
costs decline. Table 8 illustrates the relationship between costs to the
Federal Government and savings to the transit operation, assuming
that 50,000 miles of output are produced by minimizing cost to the
recipient.

For Cleveland, this output could have been produced for $6,306.80
(line 2) before the grant, and after the grant for $4,683.18 (line 3),
producing savings to the recipient of $1,623.62 (line 4). Unfortunately,
to achieve this savings Clevilmnd must use equipment at this output
level for only 6 years, and according to table 1, this increases overall
annual costs of operation to $6,815.10 (line 1), producing $508.30
(line 5) in waste. The Federal share of the grant is the difference
between total costs after the grant and costs borne by the recipient,

"3 This analysis assumes that the objective of the replacement decision Is to minimize longIrun verge
costs to the commuidtv regardless of the breakdown between local capital costs (which are pada by the taz-
payer) and operating expenses (which are chiefly paid by transit users).
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or $2,131.92 (line 6). In this example, 23.8 percent (line 7) of the cost
of the grant to the Federal Government is squandered through
inefficiency.
TABLE 8.-BENEFITS AND COSTS OF THE CAPITAL GRANT IN CLEVELAND AND CHICAGO: 50,000 MILES OF

SERVICE

Clevand Chicago

Sum. f eral ad lal share after grat ..................................... 0230.
Lontrun averg cost before grant ......................................... .30L 47
Loal cost of se=vce after grant ........................ ........ 8 3.18 so f
Savings to recipient due to capital grnt: (2)- ..)................... 623.
Waste dueto pital grmnt: (I) -) ..... ................ 0

raovrnment: (I- o 3).... .................. 13 4
h640t Kw; IS)+(G)] X 100 ..... ........................ 2)8

Source: Tables 1. 6. 7.

A similar inefficiency may be demonstrated if the benefits of the
capital grant program to the Chicago Transit Authority are compared
with the costs to the Federal Government. Using the same assump-
tions, 22.5 percent of the grant is waste.

The foreoing calculations indicate that if 50,000 miles of annual
output is selected for the calculation of benefits, tie deadweightt loss"
of the capital grant technique is enormous. Had a lower output been
chosen, the estimated inefficiency would have been somewhat less."
Applied to the $250 million allocated to date for new and used buses
and related equipment, the inefficiency through premature replacement
alone (22 percent) could amount to more than $55 million.

Premature replacement of motorbuses by no means exhausts the
opportunities for inefficiencies inherent in the capital grant. Enterprises
are also strongly encouraged to neglect maintenanced and accelerate
equipment deterioration with age. Ever-increasig capital intensity,
aM exampled by the Rlay Area Rapid Transit District's choice of
technology hi San Francisco, can be expected to push the operating
cost savings to the point where the Federal Government's entire
two-thirds contribution is waited on marginal investment projects.
In short, it is not likely that transit firms will be content to ac ieve
cost savigs with underutilization of current technology; instead
they will Coose very highly capitalized technology that will shift
substantial sums. of local operating costs to federally shared capital
costs regardless of the inefficiency. The ultimate consequence will be
the development of "throwaway buses" which, like paper cups, have
no maintenance costs.

The malaise that pervades the urban mass transportation program
can therefore be explained in part by the error of accepting the
IPA-HUD undercapitalization hypothesis even though it was

contrary to the evidence. Acceptance of the hypothesis imp lied support
for the capital grant program, although incentives for prodigal use of
the funds obstructed the goal of increasing output. 'I he probability
of even greater waste through even greater overcapitalization strongly
implies that this disaffection will grow.

" Table I todicates that, aq a result of the ineentives of the capital grant, thn change In reolacement date
from 24 to 13 year4 for a 22.O00-mlle animal output Increases Cleveland UAE cost by 8245. This iS 16.6
percent of Federl cost of the grant.
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An Alternative to te Cp it at Grant: Trawporation Remnue Sharing

Inefficiencies in the capital grant program considerably enhance
the desirability of alternative subsidy techniques that provide an
incentive to expand service but not to overcapitalize. These alter-
natives are endless: Subsidies that give aid directly to the passenger
such as script which transit enterprises could cash in to the Federal
Government; subsidies that give aid directly to the transit operation
based on patronage, capacity, revenues, or total costs; subsidies to
State and local governments to be used for transit objectives.

All of the schemes that distribute aid to the transit enterprise or
to the user suffer from one or more of the following objections: They
require unnecessary and un ,ise agreements on national priorities for
urban transportation which would interfere with the determination
and execution of local preferences, allocate funds in an arbitrary
manner among recipients, do not allow congressional discretion over
the level of funding, are costly to administer, encourage inefficiency
in labor utilization and choice of technology, and offer no incentive
to increase ridership.

On the other hand, merely distributing the capital grant funds to
State and local governments for transit purposes without restriction
to capital expenses has merit because the recipient is not required to
become inefficient in order to maximize his share of grant funds.
Such a program would be perfectly consistent with tl0, least contro-
versial of the arguments for Federal interest in urban transportation,
the fiscal inadequacy of the cities to meet their transportation
responsibilities.

Therefore, it is recommended that, as an alternative to the U.S.
Department of Transportation's present vast expansion of the
capital grant program, Federal grants to transit firms, whether
publicly owned or privately owmed, be allocated among States and
municipalities on a revenue-sharing basis without restriction to capital
expenses. Generalieation of the Findings

If the arguments supporting a capital grant must be rejected, most
intergovernmental income transfer programs that subsidize only
capital should be reexamined to determine the costs of inefficient
incentives. Those programs that measure success in terms of units
of capital goods created rather than units of output are most obvious:
Highways, public housing, foreign aid, education, et cetera. In eachof these cases, recipients are encouraged to reduce the future operating
costs almost to the minimum by increasing the capital intensity o1
the technology, regardless of the inefficiency, thus shifting the costs
to the benefactor.

APriwix A
A MODEL OF MOTORBU8 REPLACEMENT 3

Bus REPLACEMENT UNDER CERTAINTY

Optimum replacement with fixed output.-Assume that a firm must decide when
to dispose of a vehicle and acquire a new one under the following conditions:

1. The output (hence revenue) does not depend on machine age and will be
maintained at a constant rate forever;

is This appendix bi Intended only to clarify the test o( the undercapltalzstion hypothesis In pt. m. For
a more complete discusion of the motorbus replacement problem, refer to Tye, op. cit.
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2. No other type of vehicle will be considered a candidate for the task and
all new vehicles will have cost functions identical to those of the present vehicle;

3. The total cash flow of operating, maintenance, and unreliability costs
increases exponentially with age at a constant percentage rate; the disposal value
of the vehicle declines exponentially with age at a constant percentage rate;
and these functions are known with certainty;

4. The "cost of capital," or discount rate, is known with certainty and does
not change with time; and

5. The goal of the enterprise Is to maximize the current market value of owners'
equity.

The assumption that the output will be maintained Indefinitely implies that
revenues are known to be greater in present value than costs if the replacement
date is optimally chosen or implies that output will be maintained at a fixed level
regardless of revenues. It follows from these assumptions that a replacement date
should be chosen to minimize the present value of the costs of providingeservice
Into the infinite future.

The necuary condition for a minimun.--The information necessary to the solu.
tion of the problem can be summarized by the following equations:

(1) V(x)-=,be-vs

and

(2) C(z) = ac",

where

Vz) =market value of the vehicle,
x=age of vehicle,
b= cost of new vehicle,
e=base of natural logarithms,
'v=percentage rate of depreciation of vehicle,

C(x) =operating, maintenance, and unreliability (breakdown) costs of vehicle,
a=opereting, maintenance, and unreliability costs of a new vehicle,
p=percentage rate of increase of operating, maintenance, and unreliability

costs "with age.

Revenues from the sale of output can be ignored because they are Independent
of the replacement decision. Let the variable Y be the disposal date. An optimal
disposal date I' is sought such that every vehicle In the infinite chain of replace-
ments has a lifetime of Y and, if cash outlays are represented by positive numbers,
the present value of the infinite stream of cash flows is nminimized.

This condition is given by the following equation:

(3) aeor + (,y +r)be-vr= F(Y),

where

This equation has an intuitive Interpretation. The left-hand side of (3) is the
sum of instantaneous operating, interest, and depreciation costs as a function of
the replacement date. A (Y) Is the value at the time of purchase of the first
vehicle's discounted cash flows during its service life." The expression

Is the "capital recovery factor" (CRF). The product of the CRF and A(Y) Is
the continuous annuity for Y years that has present value of A(Y) when dis-
counted at r percent. Therefore, the right-hand side of (3) Is the "uniform con-

* Hereafter ca&led "operating costs."

*That Is A(Y) umJ ,,e-,,4rb-br-r,,).
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tinuous equivalent" (UCE) of the uneven cash flow of A (Y). The criterion of
(3) is that when the current accrual of operating, interest, and depreciation costs
of the vehicle equals the UCE cost, Y= Y. That is, replacement should occur when
the current accrual cost is equal to the "long-run average cost" of a vehicle.
Remarkably, it Is a myopic decision rule involving the costs of only the present
vehicle even though the present value of the infinite cash-flow stream was mini.
mized.38

CostS 0(Y)

F(y)
o, (-rl)b

S I

I y (Vehicle
0 9Age)

Figure 2

"MARGINAL COSTS" AND "WEIGHTED AVERAGE COSTS"
AS A FUNCTION OF VEHICLE AGE

Graphic illutu4rat ion of the solution.-Define D(Y) to be the sum of the continuous
accrual of- operating, Interest, and depreciation costs:

(4) D(Y)=aeDY+('y+r) be-ty.

A constant percentage rate of increase in operating costs and a constant per-
centage rate of decrease in resale value of equipment will cause D(Y) to be
U-shaped. The decreasing rate of decrease of interest and depreciation costa
must eventually be overcome by the increasing rate of increase of operating costs.
For buses, the minimum of the total accrual cobt curve will occur when Y>O as
in figure 2. Two very interesting features of the model are illustrated in this figure,
both of them verifiable by mathematical proof. The first is that D(Y) intersects
F(Y), the value of the UME cost curve, when Y=O. Sufficient conditions for a
minimum show this solution to be spurious. The illustration also shows that D(Y)
intersects the minimum of F(Y), or that the derived solution minimizes long-run
average costs.

The U-shape of the accrual and UCE cost curves In figure 2 and the condition
that DMY intersect F(Y) at the minimum are analogous to the familiar relation-
ships of marginal and average costs for a firm. Hence the UCH cost may be
thought of as a "weighted average cost, ".and the accrual cost as a "marginal
cost.

Variation of the level of output.-Although equation (3) has been derived with an
exogenously determined output held constant, George Terborgh has noted that
replacement.

11The convenience otderiving a myopic rule can be seen by referring tona solution of a jihnii&r problem by
Poierr 11=s6 In "Optimal Investment IDecto.ons" (Fugiewood ('flfs. NJ.: Prentice-*Ie'l. Inc.. nD'3), P.
82. The details of the myopic derivation are contated'In Tye. op. dt.
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"* ** comes usually by degrees, through a process that may be described as
functional degradation. It is a kind of progressive larceny, by which the ever-
changing but ever-present competitors of an existing machine rob it of its function,
forcing it bit by bit into lower grade and less valuable types of service until there
remains at last nothing it can do to justify further existence. A capital good that
can no longer hold some useful function against competition is a mechanical
cadaver, whether buried or not. By the same token, an asset that has been forced
into low-grade service through the expropriation of its original function is dead in
part. In the bloodless warfare of machines, life is taken, as a rule, by stages." 2
Even if one assumes a constant output throughout the equipment's lifetime,
G. A. D. Preinreich has shown that determining the proper lev el of constant output
is not a trivial matter.&' Clearly, both of these problems are solved if the model can
be extended to determine the optimum rate of output as a function of age.

The pronounced bimodal daily peaking of demand for the services of transit
vehicles suggests that vehicles be assigned a range of duty from service to all
markets thrughout the day to service to peak-hour markets only. As a vehicle is
assigned duty to serve fewer markets, its annual output of vehicle-mileage reduces
accordingly. The problem is to determine how a vehicle should be assigned to serve
each graduation of the hierachy of market groups over its lifetime.

20

30

Cost
per

Vehicle-
mile

y (Vehicle Age)
0 Figure 3

UNIFORM CONTINUOUS EQUIVALENT(UCE) COSTS PER
VEHICLE-MILE AS A FUNCTION OF VEHICLE AGE AT
REPLACEMENT AND YEARLY OUTPUT (IN THOUSANDS)

The proper utilization of vehicles depends on: (1) The behavior of costs as a
function of vehicle age and output, and (2) the timing of demand. Figure 3
illustrates the behavior of UCE costs per vehicle-mile if depreciation and interest
costs are a function of vehicle age but not output, and if operating costs are an
exponential function of vehicle age and proportionate to the number of annual
vehicle-miles. The figure shows: (1) For a given age, spreading fixed interest and
depreciation costs over more mileage reduces the total cost per vehicle-mile if
average operating costs per mile are constant, and (2) as the level of output
declines, the ol)tlmum service life increases.

If depreciation is independent of utilization, clearly the newest vehicles should
be utilized most intensively because operating cobts per vehicle-mile are lower.
How long a vehicle should be maintained at a given output level isa more difficult
question. The minimum of the UCE cost curve for a given output no longer

1"Dynamic Equipment Pcilcy" (Washingfon, D.C.: Machinery and Allied Prmducts Ins'itute, 1949),
pp. o o l e o( 1

3;'"Th no Xmic Lift of Industrial Equipment," Emmonmetries, Vill (July 1910), M•
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unambiguously measures the long-run average cost. If a decision is made to retire
s vehicle from peak-hour service, for example, the replacement rule (3) assumes
that the alternative is to buy a new vehicle for peak-hour service only. In fact, it
will be more likely replaced by a vehicle coincidentally retired from a higher level
of service. And even if It is replaced by a new vehicle, that new vehicle will probably
also be used in the early years for service during the off peak. This off-peak service
should properly bear some of the fixed capital costs of the new vehicle. Hence, It
is not possible to derive 9 straightforward rule such as (3) when the level of
utilization must also be determined.

However, the minimum UCE cost for a given output provides a valuable
reference for utilization decisions. First, no vehicle should continue to produce a
given output after the minimum is reached, because it can be economiewllv re-rplaced by a new vehicle. Also a vehicle should usually continue to serve a given
evel of output as long as UCh costs are falling. When relieved from duty in that

market, it should proceed to the next level of output for which UCE cost is still
declining and continue at that level of service until UCE cost is at the minimum.
Like a sinking ship which can remain afloat only if the excess cargo is jettisoned,
the vehicle can remain economically viable only if output is reduced.

Bus REPLACEMENT WITH UNCERTAINTY

The criterion for replacement in equation (3) clarifies the theory at the expense
of realism in the model's assumptions. To test the undereapitalization hypothesis,
we must amend the original assumptions to account for the effects of inflation,
variability of cost performance among vehicles, annual collection of data, classifica-
tion of data by fleets, and random fluctuations in the costs of a single vehicle.
Enumeration of the details of the deluxe model requires a considerable digression
from the purpose of this paper. Suffice it to say that the procedure. is to minimize
longrun expected costs and to deflate the data by estimating the inflation of motor-
bus capital and operating expenses. Because data is collected annually, UCE costs
become uniform annual equivalent costs, or UAE.

Clearly, a vehicle should be replaced whenever its expected costs exceed the
expected costs of a replacement, for this will minimize costs in the long run (a
reasonable objective if output is to be maintained indefinitely). The "representa-
tive vehicle," defined to be a bus with cost parameters equal to the sample mean
of the parameters estimated from past experience, will have costs that estimate
these expected costs of replacement. When a vehicle's estimated accrual costs of
producing a given output threaten to become larger than the "uniform annual
equivalent" (UAE), or "longrun average (annual) costs," of the "representative
vehicle," the equipment should be replaced.

APPEmDIX B

A TEST OF THE UNDERCAPITALIZATION HYPOTHESIS WITH
CHICAGO DATA

Summary of the Chicago experience.-Data provided by the Chicago Transit
Authority were similar to the Cleveland data. However, Important differences
in the utilization and performance of equipment provide an excellent opportunity
to test the undercapitalization hypothesis with a different set of data. These
differences are illustrated by a regression of vehicle-mileage on age for Cleveland
and Chicago:
(5) - A=46,296-2.699.0 X; ,l=0.486: D.f.=292: (0=-16.617)
(6) M'=ý33,O11-87,764 X; r3=0.0012; D.f.=115; (1=-0.373)

where

M= Cleveland yearly vehicle-mileage,
At= -Chicago yearly vehicle-mileage,
X= vehicle age in years.

The two equations clearly demonstrate a notably less significant effect of age on
Chicago utilization. The evidence on the actual and predicted utilization of Chi-
cago equipment shows that this relatively intense use of older equipment is fully
warranted by costs, a finding directly contrary to the undercapitalization
hypothesis.
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Ch ica o's "re-rc.cntalire vc)idle."-FEstimat ion of the cost parameters and
UAE costs of the "representative vehicle" for Chicago was carried out much the
same as the Cleveland.$ The annual rate of depreciation of equipment sold by
firms that remained in business was 30.466 percent. The operating, maintenance
and unreliability costs of a new vehicle are 6.85 cents per vehicle-mile in 19M6
and were estimated to grow with age at a rate of 9.07 percent annually (in the
absence of inflation).

Obviously, the mechanics of estimation of the optimum replacement of the
Chicago "representative vehicle" are Identical to the Cleveland example. Although
the costs curves were characterized by the same features as Cleveland's, table 9
illustrates that Chicago experienced considerably higher UAE costs and the
recommended replacement dates for given outputs are considerably earlier than
Cleveland's.

TABLE 9.-UAE COST I AND OPTIMUM DISPOSAL DATE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT: THE CHICAGO "REPRESENT-
ATIVE VEHICLE"

Yearly output in AgA at Ag at
thousands of miles lAC replacement Yearly output in replacement

(years) thousands of miles UAE (years)

50 ...................... 88,470.95 8 29 ...................... 170.05 11
49.................... 8.. 68.162 8 28 ..................... 6,053.90 -12
48 .................... 8.8266.01 9 21 ....................... 933.04 12
47 ..................... &O. 47 9 26 ...................... 5812.17 12
46 ................. 052.93 9 25............... 4691.30 12
45 ...................... 7,946.38 9 24 ................. 570.4 12
44 ...................... 7. 83.84 9 23 ................. ,446.18 1343 ...................... 7 3 02: 2 ...................... 32016 1342 ...................... 7,626.76 21 ................... 5 194.13 13
41 ...................... 7,520.22 9 20 ............... 5,067. 88 14
40 ...................... 7,413.60 10 19 ...................... 4.936.48 14
39 ...................... 7.302,4 10 18............... 4,80.08 14
38 ...................... 7,191.34 10 17 ................. 4.6/3.38 15
31 ...................... 7080. 21 10 16 ...................... 436.41 1536 .................... .6969. 08 10 15 ...................... 4,39. 43 15
35.................... 6.6857.95 10 14 ...................... 4.259.11 1634 ..................... 6,746.82 10 1. ............ 4.116.33 16
33 ...................... 6.633.67 11 ....... 3970.49 17
32 ...................... 6517.77 It 1....... .821.69 17
31 ...................... .401.86 110 ........10 ............. 3.3668.02 18
30 ...................... 285.96 11

t1960 prices; interest rate of 5.3 percent.

Adual and oplimum ,tilization.-The actual average utilization estimated for
Chicago fleets in equation (6) shows a close similarity to the recommended replace-
ment in table 9. For example, the average vehicle-mileage according to equation
(6) at, 10 years is 33,034. Table 8 shows that an output of 33,000 miles can be
maintained economically for as long as 11 years. The alleged undercapitalization
of the transit Industry is certainly not substantiated by Chicago's cost figures.

The replacement rule was applied, when possible, to the replacement problem
of each of the Chicago fleets in a manner similar to the Cleveland exercise.32 Table
10 summarizes the results with the "mean underutilization," or yearly average
deviation of predicted from actual values. The positive values imply that the
Chicago bus operations may have been slightly overcapitalized, but, the actual
behavior is very nearly identical to optimal behavior.

I The Chicago data were as complete and reliable as Cleveland's. but inferior In several ta. The
time series extended only from 1962 to 19&. and only two classes of operating cost data, "Tofel Vehicle
Itaintenance" and "Fuel and Power," & ere specified. Roed call Info tuition was available only for theyear 196&. An equation was estimated with 18 data to approxlmate I te road call cots for the other years.
Using an estimate of the road calls per mile, each road call was valued at $40. a price suggested by thme
Chk'ago management, and the estimated road call cots %iere added to reported costs. Obtaining relialle
observations for the Chicago depreciation curve was even morm troublesome than for Cleveland. The asset
accounts had been updated for several years after the purchase of new vehicles to Include break-in costs
incidental to new vehicles, which prevented an unambiguous measure of the capital cost of a new vehicle.
The value of the capital account I year after purchase was chosen as the estimated test of the new vehicle.
For disposal values Chicago management recommended the salvage value on tI e books ($300). although the
true market value will deviate considerably from this value. Unfortunately, Chicago makes almost no ales
of buses forcash (except junk), and book values are the only measure of the market value of older vehicles.

'Again, operating costs were estimated se"rately for each fleet. Depreciation costs were estimated
separately for GM and non-OIl fleets. Operating cots per vehicle-mlle were assumed to be constant for all
output rates at a given age. Depreciation costs were assumed to be Independent of the output level.
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T.ILF. 10.-Mean yearly dnviation of adual utilization from predided utilizalion,
Chicago le.el, 106*-64

Mean
Fleet No.- uvadentUtuaon

I. +1,197
3 + +1,302

--------------------------------------------------------. + 1, 166
11-------------.................. +1,028500 +53150 --------------------------------------------- +1,474
72- --------------------------------------------- +319
80 ----------------------------------------------- +84
so. ----- 18()
82---------------------------------- ------- ±+3,151
84 -- ------------------------------------w------ +12.5
85 --------------------------------------------- +4700
87 ----------------------------------------------- -221
65 -----------------.--------------------------- w---w.----- +5,•373

Group 21 .------------------------- -------------------------- +11,531
'Fleet Nos. 16, 17. an4 18; all are twin or 01 gasoline vohleks.

The effect of a clhanqe in the interest rate o4 the least-cost replacetnent of Chicago
transit ctuipment.-Tablo 11 illustrates that a cha'igo of i'lterest rate from 5.3
percent. to 3.5 percent for Chicago has an effect comnarable to that noted for

Clevelanid. The UAE costs are reduced, but not significantly, and the least-,ost
replacement of equipment is practically unchanged.

TABLE II.--UkE COST I A40 OPTIMUM DISPOSAL DATE AS A FUNCTION OF OUTPUT FOR THE CHICAGO
1(REPRESEWTATIVE VEHICLE": 5.3 PERCENT AND 3.5 PERCENT DISCOUNT RATES

5.3 permt 3.5 pmenat

Age at Age at
replwmnent replacement

Yearly output In thwuends of miln UAE (yurs) UAE (yar()

50 ............................................... 3.470895 8 $.301.63 8
49 .................................. 1.36182 8 It.2812 9
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APPENDIX C

INCIDENCE OF THE BENEFITS OF A TRANSIT CAPITAL SUBSIDY

Figure 4 illustrates that the decision by the recipient to award the subsidy's
benefits to the transit user or to the transit worker is in no way affected by the
capital grant mechanism.0 In this example, the enterprise (firm, authority, et cetera)
Is assumed to incur in the absence of a capital grant long-run total costs per bus-
mile of 80.4 cents, an average estimated for the Industry in 1969." Taxes are

~excluded from this cost estimate because they vary so greatly. Operating expenses
(mostly labor) are estimated to be 67 cents per mile and capital costs (interest
and depreciation) are 13.4 cents. If the enterprise receives a Federal capital grant,
its long-run average costs will be reduced by 13.4 cents per mile, 9 cents (two.
thirds) borne by the Federal Government and 4.4 cents borne by the local govern-
ment. Hence the sum of operating expenses and the local share of the capital
subsidy is 71.4 cents per vehicle-inile.

D II C

A a S

V2

Lwon-Run *woms Toloi Costs

Operate Cost PuS LoW 5bp
of Cqoel Epense

Operate" Cost

BuS-auis
u3

Fsgn 4

Demand and Cost Curvet with o Capitol Grant (No Local Operating Subsdy)

Assume first for the purpose of illustration that the capital subsidy does not
change Iota long-run average cost, 80.4 cents, and that the community provided
no subsidy before the capital grant. If a demand curve for transit "service"
(average revenue curve for vehicle-miles) is introduced, output is OQ, and fare
per vehicle-mile must be OF to cover long-run average costs before the grant.

Suppose that the recipient Intends to pass on to transit users all the benefits of
the capital grant subsidy. In this case, fare falls to OA to cover the operating
costs, output expands to OQ,, the local share of the subsidy Is ABCD and the
Federal share is DC(F.

U Of course, this principle Is not limited by the specific mode, costs, et cetera assumed in the example. In
practice. the product demanded Is not strictly vehlcle-mlles nor can output be changed continuously as
su stel in this hypfthftical Pxample.
tA flat curve IS drawn to indicate that bus operationsdo not experience economies of scale. an assumption

consistent with recent empirical evl4ance.

(eS 65)

(60.4)

(71.4)

(7.0 )
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Clearly in this example the benefits 16 of the capital grant to transit consumers
are ABhF (ignoring any costs to them as local taxpayers). If the community
desires to channel the benefits of the capital subsidy to the transit user, this out-
come Is perfectly logical.u After the grant fares generate revenues of OQ3BA,
exactly enough to pay operating costs, so that the Federal grant Is maximized.
Total payments to workers have gone up, but only enough to pay for the ex-
pansion of output.$' Certainly this Is the outcome desired by the designers of the
ca Ital grant.

However, suppose that the recipient succumbs to wage demands and decides
Instead to give the benefits of the subsidy to the workers despite congressional

%W intent. If fares are maintained sufficient to generate 80.4 cents per mile and output
is maintained at Q,, the local share of the capital grant is AIJD and the Federal
share is DJBF.3 If AIRF is paid out as excess wages and featherbedding, fares are
now sufficient to cover the minimum operating expenses plus "giveaway," and
labor gets both local and Federal shares." Or perhaps the recipient will pass on
only te Federal share by raising operating costs by 9 cents a mile. Most recipients
wli probably share the benefits between the two competing groups. But the dis.
tribution decision Is In no way affected by the fact that a reduction In capital ex-
penses was the source of these benefits.

Clearly, transit patrons' desire for lower fares and more service conflicts with
the workers' desire for wage gains and featherbedding. If transit workers are able
to gain at the expense of transit patrons, the capital grant does not alter this
relationship. In fact., If the union is strong, the law actually encourages the decision
to increase operating expenses to equal operating revenues whenever fare receipts
exceed operating expenses, because the capital grant disallows from the Federal
subsidy any part of capital costs covered by operating revenues.40 The anomaly is
that two-thlids of this giveaway Is financed by Federal funds, the very horror
which the capital grant program had promised to avoid.

Figure 5 illustrates the case where the community is already providing a subsidy
before the grant. If output is OQ, before the grant then fare revenue is OQ,1BA
and the local subsidy is ABCD. To give the benefits of the Federal subsidy to
transit consumers drop the fare to (at most) OB and increase service to (at least)
OQ, and the results are the same as In the previous example. To give the benefit
to the workers, hold output and fares constant. The local share of the grant Is
BFQH and the Federal share HGCD. If the grant funds plus OQFR from fares
are used to defray total costs of producing Q1, RFBA in fare receipts and ABC!D in
former transit subsidies 4 can be diverted to giveaways to transit workers. The
fact that the Federal subsidy does not cover capital costs which could be paid from
revenues virtually guarantees that operating expenses per vehicle-mile will be
Increased from OP to OA If transit workers nave their way. Again, the Federal
Government is funding two-thirds of the Increase in operating expenses, with no
change in output or fare.

Clearly the benefits of a capital grant may be passed on to the transit workers
at the expense of transit patrons If the community so desires. To determine how
the workers would be affected by relaxing the capital restriction, imagine in figure
4 that, instead of a two-thirds capital subsidy, an unrestricted 9 cents per vehicle-
mile subsidy were Instituted.," The -reduction in locally borne costs would be

U "Beneflts" are measured by the Principle of "consumers' surplus." the difference between the willing.
ness to pay rather than do without Incremental units (as measured by demand curves) and tie actual
amount paid.

34 Of course, the output Q-Q provides benefits to riders of vwlue less thon costs to the community. This
would constitute an allocatve inmfeleney unless some generalbd "e"xternal' benefit M nonus trs wete Identi-
fled.

P If more worked could be hlred only al a higher wage rste this Increase In the d imand for labor could
raise the wage rate. But this Is not the type of wage Increase that concerned supporters of a capital grant:
"excess wages" are those In excs of what Is required to elicit the required supply of labor.

8 Note that the decision not to expand output reduces the required subsidy.
U To ss how a surplus of AIF Is generated for dlstrlbution to the workers. note that revenues from areas

are O"tP and minimum costs of operation only OQIA after the grant. The giveaway can be financed
directly from farebox revenues.0 Conversely. If transit patrons are strong politically they will press for a decree In fare to equal operate
Ing expenses so that the Federal share is maximized. Whether benefits accrue to workers or riders there Is
never any incentive to allow fare reelnts to exceed operating expenses. "

,1 ft Is frequently asserted that ABCD is more Immune to wage demands than EFRBA. This may be true.
but It Is unrelated to the subsidy mechanism.

U The alternative to the capital grant must be based on a constant rate per vehile-mile for the comparison
to be proper. A subsidy based on a percent of total coats Incurred would encourage giveaways to the workers
because pat of wage rate Increases could be passed on to the benefactor. Witsh a capital grant or a subsidy
per vehicle-mIle, wage rate Inerease a passed on to the transit consumer by higher ftres and decreased
service or to the local taxpayer by an increased operating deficit.
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Demand and Cost Curvee with a Capital Grant (Local Operating Sublsidy In Effect)

exactly the same as with a capital grant and the fare/output decision would be
unaffected. Neither would there be any change in the Federal subsidy costs. The
reader may confirm for himself that the same findings hold for the second case
Illustrated. Hence thecapitalorestriction in no way limits the decision to allocate
the benefits of a Federal subsidy as the local political process sees fit.

Still, however remains the intuition that a generalized subsidy to both capital
and labor woula make available a source of funds to benefit transit labor that
would not be available with a capital grant. Does there still remain some way in
which a capital grant may prevent a giveaway to transit workers? As illustrated
in part V, the effect of a subsidy to capital but not labor Is to encourage a sub-
stitution of capital expenses for operating expenses through premature replace-
ment, inadequate maintenance, and overly capital-intensive technology. This
incentive to overcapitalize transit'operations increases overall costs so that the
cost of the project to the Federal Government is greater than the benefit to the
recipient through reduced costs. This is illustrated in figure 4 by the shift upward
in total costs per vehicle-mile from 80.4 to say, 82.65.W In this way the reduction
in costs to the local community Is only 6.15 cents instead of 9. Of course, the more
inefficient the subsidy mechanism, the further the upward shift in total costs and
the fewer the benefits to the recipient which can be appropriated by labor. Only
through its gross inefficiency can a capital grant insure that few benefits will be
passed on to transit workers.
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SUBSIDIES TO GENERAL AVIATION

By JEREMY J. WARFORD*

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

General aviation includes all aircraft other than those operated by
the commercial airlines. The importance of this activity is illustrated
by the fact that general aviation aircraft account for about 98% of the
nation's civil aviation fleet, travel twice as many miles as the certifi-
cated route air carriers, and make about three-quarters of the landings
and takeoffs at airports with control towers operated by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA).

Subsidies arise mainly as a result of the failure of Federal, State and
local authorities to charge general aviation sufficient to cover the cost
of the services they provide. The Federal government subsidizes
general aviation in two main ways. First, it provides direct construe-
tion grants to State/local airport authorities, for which no cost recovery
is made. Second, and more important, are the subsidies which arise
because the "user charges" (mainly the fuel tax and aircraft registra-
tion tax) payable by general aviation fail to cover the costs that this
activity imposes upon the air traffc control, communications. and
navigational facilities known as the Federal airways system. State and
local authorities subsidize general aviation by providing airport land-
ing areas, hangars, terminal buildings, and so on, and failing to recover
charges sufficient to cover costs. A further ty pe of subsidy arises in the
form of net transfers from the commercial airlines, because of the
delay costs imposed upon them by general aviation.

Official predictions indicate that general aviation will betesponsible
for the preponderant part of the growth in total aviation activity in
the next ten years. Relating this to expected system costs, it is con-
servatively estimated that under present legislative arrangements sub-
sidies to general aviation will be of the order of $640 million annually,
this figure being made up as follows: $445 million federal airways
system costs; $30 million federal subsidies for airport development;
$130 million state and local subsidies to general aviation airports;
and $35 million congestion and delay costs.

It is predicted that the average number of aircraft in the general
aviation fleet during the period 1971-80 will be about 176,000, the
subsidy to general aviation therefore amounting to over $3,500 per
annum per aircraft. Since the intention is that civil aviation as a
whole should pay its way for federal facilities by the end of this pe-

*Internationul Bank for Reconstruction and Development. The -upon which
this paper Is based was completed while the author was at the Drookns lnsttution; he
is Indebted to Charles L. Schultse for guidance throughout the course of the study. An
earlier version of the paper was presented at the Bioomngs Semnar on Incentives In

-Public Policy, May 21 1971. For a more detailed analysis, see the author's "Public Policy
Toward General ,tatlon," Brookings 1971. The opinions expressed here to no way purport
to represent those of the brookings Institution, or of the International Bank fbr Recon.
struction and Development.
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riod, subsidies at that time would be mainly from passengers of the
commercial airlines to general aviation rather than, as at present,
subsidies from the general taxpayer.

The paper discusses arguments used by general aviation interests
to resist increased user charges, an(i concludes that they fail to make
a satisfactory case. The basic assuimptions underlying official predic-
tions of aviation activity and facility "needs" are therefore queried,
and methods of eliminating the subsidy are discussed. Immediate
introduction of 100 percent cost recovery is not however recommended.
Rather, subsidies should be eliminated by gradually raising charges
over a number of years, thereby avoiding a dramatic reduction in
activity, and excess capacity in the creation of airport and airways
facilities, which would be of benefit to no one. Federal usercharges should
take the form of landing fees for the uso of terminal area. with FAA
facilities, the existing fuel taxes being retained, but substantially in-
creased, to recover the costs of en route, air navigation and flight
service sub-systems. The FAA is probably not the best authority to
determine thie apl)ropriateness of Federal airport subsidies, and the
"regional development" type of argument used to defend Federal,
State and local subsidies should be examined with much more care
than in the past. At airports where delays are prevalent, greater
reliance should be placed upon use of pricing, and less upon direct
regulation, to control congestion.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the way in which general aviation is subsidized
by Federal, State, and local governments, and by transfers from other
categories of aviation, and discuss the implications of these subsidies
for economically efficient use of the Nation's airways and airports.

The general aviation fleet is defined to include all civil aircraft other
than those officially classified as air carriers, or, more loosely, the
commercial airlines. Typical general aviation aircraft range widely in
size and sophistication, from single piston-engined aircraft costing
around $10,000, to turbojets which cost about $3 million. They are
used for a wide variety of purposes: By doctors and lawyers in the
course of their business; for the transportation of company executives,
salesmen, and other personnel for business purposes; for air taxi
services; crop dusting; surveying; advertising; photography; recrea-
tional and instructional flying.

The Federal airways system consists of air traffic control facilities,
navigational and other flight aids and services, and a vast communica-
tions network, and is operated almost entirely by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). Publicly owned airports, however, consisting
of runways, ta.diways, aprons, hangars, terminal buildings, access
roads, and automobile parking, are normally the responsibility of
State or municipal authorities. The paper is not concerned with the
operation of privately owned general aviation airports, which comprise
two-thirds of all landing areas on record with the FAA.

Although attention will be foctused primarily on general aviation,
the competing demands of various types of aircraft for airport facilities
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and airspace normally mean that a given policy for general aviation
has automatic implications for policy toward military aircraft or the
commercial airlines. Consequently, adequate discussion of public
policy toward general aviation cannot proceed without some reference
to the treatment of the other categories of aviation.

Indeed, the distinction that is made between general aviation and
air carriers is for many purposes meaningless and is the source of much
confusion regarding the way in which the various segments of aviation
should be treated by public authorities. However, sufficient reason to
concentrate on genera aviation is that those responsible for establish.
ing charges for airways and airport use do make this distinction,
relatively favorable treatment or general aviation being the result.
It is clear that methods of charging general aviation for the use of
airports and airways facilities are economically less efficient, and
result in much greater subsidies, than those appliei to the commercial
airlines. Indeed, this paper concludes that under present legislative
arrangements, subsidies to general aviation over the next 10 years
will average well over $600 million annually, which corresponds to
more than $3,500 er annum per aircraft.

While the activities of the commercial airlines have been subject to
a considerable amount of economic analysis, general aviation has been
largely ignored by economists.' This is somewhat surprising in view of
its importance in the overall aviation picture. Thus, at the end of
1968, 08 percent of all civil aircraft on record with the FAA were used
for geiueral aviation purposes.' In that year, general aviation aircraft
traveled twice as many iniles as the certificated route air carriers and
made about three-quarters of the landings and takeoffs recorded by
FAA-operated control towers.

Moreover, the relative importance of general aviation is expected
to increase during the next decade. The FAA predicts an increase of
about 60 percent in the number of general aviation aircraft between
1969 and 1980, compared with one of 30 percent for the air carrier
fleet. Similarly, the bulk of the increase in aviation activity is expected
to be attributable to general aviation; for eam•pie, it is estimated
that over the same period, general aviation will be responsible for 94
percent of the annual increase in operation (landing aind takeoffs) at
airports with FAA control towers. The total number of general aviation

operations in 1980 is expected to be more than double that for 1969.
The predicted rapidity in the growth of general aviation and the

consequent pressure placed upon the Nation's airports and airways
system, should make the subsidization of this important sector of
civil aviation a matter of deep concern. Despite recent legislative
measures authorizing greater Federal aviation expenditures, it is fair
to say that public authorities with responsibilities for providing air-
port and airways facilities are in a state approahing despair as they
see the rapid growth in demand for those facilities. Journalists and
aviation interests continually warn of the dangers of future aviation
"crises" that can only be avoided by a substantial program of expan-

'A notable exception Is the work done by Gary Fromm. See, for example, his testimony In "Zoonomio
Anayss and the Effllenty of Government, Part %1 hearing before the Subcommittee an Economy ti

o u~enet of the Joint Wonomalp C~ommittee, U.S. Conge&SptebrIus.819
S"FAA Statistia Randb~ok of Avlatloi,." FAA, 190. ~ p

3 1Araisoa Forec""t Fisca years YAKIS)"AA January i9U.

12-468-7-p~t 6--S
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sion and modernization of airport and airways facilities. The problem
is perhaps exhibited most clearly by the delays and dangers associated
with congestion both in the air and on the ground, at airports such
as Kennedy and O'Hare.

Failure to make positive use of price as an aid to decisionmaking is a
fundamental explanation of the difficulties now being encountered,
recent measures designed to remedy this situation being woefuly
inadequate. Official attitudes toward the problem are illustrated quite
clearly by the FAA's method of forecasting aviation activity, which
relies largely upon extrapolation of past trends, modified in the light
of expected changes in such variables as population and technical
advances. Separate forecasts are made for various types of aircraft,
for airport, and airway facility planning is dependent to a significant
degree upon the aircraft mix. Estimates are made of the numbers of
active aircraft by region, hours flown, fuel consumed, and of aircraft
operations and other usage of the Federal airways system. In total,
these predictions embody a good deal of technical expertise and knowl-
edge of the workings of the airport. and airways system as well as of
the characteristics of the aircraft themselves. Unfortunately, this
substantial edifice is constructed on somewhat shaky ground, and this
applies particularly to forecasts of general aviation activity.

The basic criticism of the procedure is that the least-cost method of
achieving certain physical output targets is determined with scarcely
any attention being paid to the benefits (expressed in terms of con-
sumers' willingness to pay) that will accrue from the expenditure.
This is unavoidable in the case of many services normally provided by
public authorities; this applies particularly to such things as national
defense, or police services, where a pricing system cannot work
properly. However, in other cases, among which may be numbered the
provision of certain aviation facilities, satisfactory pricimg and in-
vestment policies may be frustrated not by the technical difficulties
of implementing a pricing policy, but rather by institutional and
political obstacles. -

The term "needs," "demands," and "requirements" for airport and
airways facilities are used extensively (and synonymously) by aviation
interests, the public at large, and, indeed, frequently by the FAA
itself. But in economic terms proof of social need requires evidence
that beneficiaries would be wiAng to pay a price for a commodity or
service that is at least as large as the net cost to society of its. provision:
A pricing and investment policy conforming to this criterion can be
defined as economically efficient. However, as far as the services

ieb the FAA are concerned, the present method of financing
f entrey in this respect.

A part from relatively minor adjustments, the extrapolation method
implies that the influence of changes in variables affecting the use of
aviation facilities will follow the same trend as in the past. The FAA
does not levy charges based directly upon the use made of various part.
of the system by general aviation, and only a token amount is recovered
by indirect chzes. Similar policies are normally followed by airport
operators. Failure to adjust for changes in the influence of a price var-
able therefore implies a continuation of existing chari policies, and,
since forecast. of aviation activity are the basis for facility plannIg,
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pressure for a greater than optimal amount of investment is exerted.
in other words, although the forecasting method employed by the
FAA and other interested parties may (if the influence of other vari.
ables is correctly estimated) yield accurate predictions, the predictions,
themselves are almost certain to be of levels of activity that are
economically undesirable.

It is clear that the subsidization of general aviation-acldeved in
recent years by allowing it to use publicly owned facilities virtually
free of cha~e-ý-has been responsible to a considerable degree for its
phenomenal rate of growth, and the increasing burden it places upon
the Nation's airports and airways system. The objectives of this paper.
are therefore to define the magnitude of the subsidy if present regua-
tions and plans remain in force, and to suggest a method of eliminating
the subsidy in a way that, as far as is practicable, provides the neces-
sary signals to policymakers concerned with expenditure decisions inthis field.-•

II. FEDERAL SUBSIDIES TO GENERAL AVIATION

TDo Federal Airwoy System
The Federal airways system consists of four major elements, these

being the terminal area, en route traffic control, air navigation, and
flight service subsystems. The terminal area subsystem is based upon
he air traffic control tower, and may include airport surveillance and

approach control facilities, approach lighting, instrument landing sys-
tems visual aids, and radio navigation facilities. The part of the ter-
minal area subsystem used most extensively by general aviation is the
air traffic control tower itself, of which over 300 are operated by the
FAA. Other terminal area facilities are used predominantly by aircraft
operating under instrument flight rules (hER). IFR conditions exist
when weather conditions are below the mInimum officially prescribed
for flight under VFR, or visual flight rules, under which the bulk of
general aviation activity is carried out; consequently, the commercial
airlines are the main users of the rest of the terminal area subsystem.
Ti also applies to the en route traffic control subsystem, which is
designed to facilitate safe and efficient movement by controllnx the
separation of IFR traffic along the airways, and which consists of about
30 air route traffic control centers, long-range radar, and direct voice
communications between controllers and pilots.

General aviation is a relatively unimportant user of the air naviga-
tion subsystem which provides visual, electronic, mechanical, and
magnetic iudance to aircraft. The flight service. su stem on the
other hand is used extensively by general aviation. Flight service
stations are manned facilities, and are usually located at ai rorts, their
main function being to provide weather, altitude and route information
by air-ground communication. They also initiate search and rescueoperations. Cost Allocation and User Chages

The method that has been employed by the FAA to allocate the
costs of the Federal airways system among users is to take the total
annual cost of each facility (including operating, maintenance, and
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annual-equivalent capital costs) and to divide this among military air-
craft, air carriers, and general aviation in proportion to the use made of
that facility by each of the three categories. Use of traffic control
towers is measured by the number of landings and takeoffs, the re-
mainder of the terminal subsystem costs being allocated according to
the number of instrument operations or approaches. En route traffic
control and air navigation subsystem costs are allocated according to
the number of IFR aircraft handled, while flight service subsystem
costs are allocated on the basis of the number of flight services (i.e.,
pilot briefs) recorded. The costs of the Federal airways system, in-
cluding research and development were allocated for fiscal 1969 as
shown in table 1.4

TABLE L.-ALLOCATION OF FEDERAL AIRWAYS SYSTEM COSTS, FISCAL YEAR 10i
IDloar amosut In m.lullu

Gonad auwlm Areadmor Miitary
PeMnt Asouut Pecet Anmt Percent Amount

Sub=;d ..................... 3. 3 X $4 41,7 $i1L' $1L
Jsroute ....... *..V..........1. 1L 6 60. 1 1 04

gFnoigboowvc.. *..............71.5 3 a 315R. &F1::::::::: I. 9 3.3

TOW ........................ 32.2 234.8 4L06 31L7 1L2 13$8

Soure: FAA unpblished date Joma 13, 1.

Prior to May 1970, taxes on aviation activity, generally recognized
as user charges, were of the following form:

* Passengers traveling by air carrier or scheduled air taxi paid a
ticket tax of 5 percent.

* All gasoline used by civil aviation was taxed at an effective rate of
2 cents per gallon.

In 1969 these taxes recovered $257.7 million from the air carriers,
and $12.8 million from general aviation. So while about 70 percent
of the costs attributed to the air carriers was recovered from them,
general aviation paid for only 5 percent of its allocated share the
subsidy to general aviation being roughly $220 million. A particularly
glaring anomaly was that privately operated turbojet or turboprop
aircraft using untaxed kerosene were subject to no charges at all.

In May 1970 the Airport and Airway Development and Revenue
Acts introduced the following changes:

* An increase in the passenger ticket tax to 8 percent.
* A new tax of $3 on passenger tickets for most international flights.
6 A new tax on air freight waybills of 5 percent.
* Abolition of the gasoline tax for air carriers.
* Replacement of the existing gasoline tax for general aviation by a

7 cents per gallon tax on all luel used by general aviation, unless
used for purposes subject to passenger or freight taxes.

'Thi Gee ywith the dormlesi F eduiraways systM, Igoftn hderatlonnl airways system
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As an entirely new feature an annual registration fee for all civil
aircraft of $25 per aircrafSt plus 2 cents per pound for piston-
engined aircraft of more'tian 2,500 pounds maximum takeoff
weight and 39 cents per pound for all turbine powered aircraft.

Including a small tax on tires and tubes, the estimated yield from
these taxes was $666 million in fiscal 1971, of which $73 million would
be obtained from general aviation. As demonstrated in table 2, the
fuel tax will continue to be the main source of revenue from general
aviation. If the tax liability for 1971 is related to the 1969 airways
cost allocation figures, the revenue produced by general aviation would
be less than one-third of its allocated share. The revenue obtained
from general aviation over the period 1971-80 is estimated to averae
lust over $100 million annually. In view of the expected growth in the
importance of general aviation, it is clear that it will be subsidized to
an ever-increasing extent despite the increased liability to user
charges.
TABLU 2.--ROJECTION OF GENERAL AVIATION AND AIR CARRIER LIABILITY TO USER CHARGES, FISCAL YEARS

97l1-410
[is millions of dollars

31171 1372 36 1674 IS 75176 17 7 3IM 1778 1376 INM

Goa ral avlat:le:Few ta............47. 5,2 63.3.3 72.7 76. .
Almaftusatax .......... 0. 1 t. 13934 33 . 08 1 5.4 lo. it.
Waybilltax ............. 5 .6 .A 2.9 . 1-",,-,. ... b...... 't. 36.2 : ,. 'fx ,:

o1.3 1.4 3. 1.7
Total tmoand aviltise

liability ............ 72.6t 78. 84.4 S 0.3 67.1 104.2 131.1 117.4 124.5 131.6
Air cafder:

Total ari udaer
liability ............ 52.9 647.0 711.3 781.6 652.6 956.3 1,504.2 13151.2 1,256.5 1,405.0

Tolalliability .......... 65.8 725.5 765.7 671.9 95L7 1,062.5 33 6 1.$ 325.6 11,34.0 .53L6.6

Nel-All data on reovnm avd cots have be adjusted and are In cestaat dollarto facisaliasteomplrim.
Source: FAA, sad Somali Roped 91-7016 Febray3 197L.

The FAA predicts that over the period 1971-80, general aviation
will be responsible for:

* 55 percent of the increase in the number of IFR departures;
* 52 percent of the increase in IFR aircraft handled by air route

traffic control centers;
* 94 percent of the increase in landings and takeoffs recorded at

FAA-operated control towers; and
* the whole of the increase in number of contacts made by flight

service stations.
In view of these estimates, a conservative measure of the cost of

general aviation activity over the next decade would be obtained by
allocating to it half of the annual increase in expenditures on the air-
ways system, and adding this to its estimated cost responsibility for
the 1969 base year." Total Federal airways expenditures in 1969 were
A The IMg booe year Is used sinme this Is the last yer for which the PA4a I= relewd Its cost a@1,06t1ou

estimate.. One reem for this is the FAA's unwillOnMBss to snticIpate the hlnhip ofa --ter cost 6loc1s"1"
study which was requited by the 10 legidatko.
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estimated at $675 million.- The 1970 legislation provided for an
increase in obligational authority to at least $20 million annually for
the improvement of the airways system, and In the light of this, the
total expenditure on the airways over the period 1971-80 is predicted
to average $1,295 million annually (see table 3), an increase over the
1969 figure of $620 million. If 60 percent of this is added to general
aviation cost responsibility of $235 million for the 1969 base year,
the amount annually allocable to it over the next 10 years will be about
$545 million. Since the revenue obtained from general aviation over
the period is predicted to be about $100 million annually, the net
result will be an annual subsidy of about $445 million.

TABLE &-PROJECTION OF EXPENDITURES ON THE FEDERAL AIWAYS SYSTEM, FISCAL YEARS 1971-40

Ps .llims d =*at dklla

Civil Mildary TOWl

F1241
If.** .................................................. .2i n. ................................. "'".'...... ...... "........ m..
193 .......................................... * ....... 243

Iwo"".:.................. "..........1.298 1 .591r et ......................................................... FeS 2a 11
1979 ......................................................... 1.166 291 1 00

TOWl ...................................................... 10.3$$ L58 U 1 Ml

Some: SmtW NI oW 91-706 Febmr 1t70.

Cost Rcoveryj and Economic E.JwWiWcy

The new user charges for general aviation, in common with those in
force prior to 1970, can be criticized on two major grounds. The first
concerns the structure and incidence of the charges, which do not
permit full advantage to be taken of the benefits of the market mech-
anism. The second refers to the amount of revenue the charges produce,
for the large subsidy received by general aviation has no clearly iden-
tifiable economic or social rationale.

A basic criticism is that liability to user charges does not vary
adequately with the use of particular facilities. Because of differing
patterns of airway use within the general aviation sector an equality
of the real cost burden an individual operator imposes on0 FAA filities
and the user charge he pays will be largely fortuitous. This would
continue to be true even if the costs allocated to general aviation as a
whole were matched by an equivalent amount of revenue. These user
charges do not have the fundamentally important function of a price,
of allocating resources in an efficient or equitable manner, but are
merely crude devices to recover costs from the various broad categories
of aviation responsible for them. In short, fuel consumption is a poor
proxy to use, and is certainly inferior to a system of direct charges for
use of particular parts of the system.

I U.S. Budget, Appeadft. I.
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FAA policy on the choice between direct user charges (for example
those which require the establishment of a pricing mechanism) and
indirect charges such as the fuel and passenger taxes, is worth quoting
at length:

A system of direct charges under which a specific dollar charge would be levied
for each use of a component or service of the airway system would meet the
requirement of an equitable program of user charges If the direct charges were
related both to the use made and the benefits derived from Individual facilities
and services. However, the operational and administrative problems Inherent In
direct charging (for example, charging for each flight plan filed, each radio contact
made, etc.) appear to preclude Its consideration for the domestic Federal airway
system in the aggregate. A vast and expensive administrative establishment woud
undoubtedly be required to administer and to collect such fees throughout the
United States. A further objection to direct charges is that their Imposition could
adversely affect the safety of flying by decreasing the readiness of some civil
users to avail themselves of all appropriate facilities and services.

Although written in 1966, this continues to be an accurate summary
of the FAA's position, which is one that appears to be too demanding
in its approach to direct chai Although the costs of introducing
direct charging for the use of some FAA facilities would doubtlessexceed the benefits resulting from such action, direct charg for
other facilities would certainly be justified. It is therefore recommended
that:

(1) direct charges, in the form of landing and takeoff fees, be
levied for use of terminal area subsystems; and

(2) indirect charges, mainly fuel taxes be used to recover the
costs of the remainder of the Federal airways system (that is,the en route traffic control, air navigation, and flight service
subsystems), after appropriate allocation of those costs
among broad categories of user.

Use of such a policy would mean that roughly three-fifths of general
aviation's share of Federal airways system costs would arise from use
of facilities or services subject to direct ch Thus, it is estimated
that, in fiscal 1971, 100-percent cost recovery for the Federal airways
system would have required general aviation operators to pay about
$290 million in landing fees and $220 million by means of indirect
charges such as the fuel tax.i

Economic efficiency requies that distinctions for pricing purposes
between for example, air carriers and general aviition should. be
based solely on the real cost that different types of aircraft operation
impose on the system. This principle should be followed in levying
charges for use of terminal subsy teams, and as far as possible in
determining indirect charges. Where there are particular reasons
for divergence from this requirement, such as the external benefits
to society at large that ma accrue from certain activities, any
subsidy that may result should be, to quote a previous Secretary of
Transportation, "direct, speally identified, and its purposes clearly
defined."' This paper will demonstrate that the way m& which general
aviation is currently subsidized is very far removed fronx this ideal.

•.12"Adla•o•' Pooals on Arwa Usr Ch"ai," beadup bekia do Committee on Wan and
Wan Hloue of wsUprMusatv, August 19W IL ILI7.o•.d a of k mumptlonh upon whik" is basd us 19"PubUio Polky Towad Oumrl

*Sscatayol~ang~ta~n Aan oyd Ion" lomtActoOW iNS" earupbontheAv1s.
CommitteegWonnCofnCpp.41

vAhm.- !Vdmmi*US oa.a OWp.4-
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Die Chargos for the Tomina Suba~tat
Direct charging is an eminently practicable proposition for the

terminal area suboystem. The cost of a pacing mechanism
would be negligible and landing fees could be collected at the same
time as chr levied by airport operators for use of landing areas.In fiscal 1971 the fee levied by the FAA for each landing or takeoff
at an averaely equipped FAA-controlled airport would need to have
been about.$5, in order to achieve full cost recovery.' 0

In establihinsm the amount of the landing fee It is recommended
that no distinction be made between IFR and 4FR traffic on days
when both type use a terminal facility." This is for two reasons.
First, to maki such a distinction would discourage general aviation
operators from flying IFR. Many are already reluctant to do so, and
to encourage" thn tendency would be completely at odds with the
FAA's function of promoting air safety. Second, aircraft flying IFR
often do so partly in order to obta assistance in avoiding -VFR
traffic: the FAA's method of allocat'ig the costs of approach control
facilities, for example, disregards this fact altogether, thereby under.
estimating the costs attributable to general aviation.

This is not however, to agree with the FAA's rejection of direct
h altogether on safety grounds. Its attitude amounts to the

position that some aircraft operators could not be trusted to act in a
manner that is conducive to safety if direct charges were enforced.
If this is to apply to the terminal su.bsystem, the argument is that
they would tend to land at reports with adequate air traffic control
or navigational facilities, because it would be cheaper to do so.
We would however argue that the proposed user charge policy
should be introduced gradually, over a period of years. It would then
be possible to estimate in advance the extent and direction of sub-
stitution of one airport for another.-An airport with little in the
way of FAA installations might therefore become increasingly popular
as a result of the charging policy: this could be allowed to continue
unchecked up to the poit at which, on grounds of safety or avoidance
of congestion, the FAA determines that some installation at that
aiprt is required.

Should the additional expenditure be relatively large, price should
be raised in advance of the installation, to ration existing airport
capacity up to the point that potential users are willing to pay for
capacity extension. At this stage, some operators may find it preferable
to revert to use of the original airport, in which case, subject to correct
decisions regarding investment, safety and congestion costs, efficiency
in the allocation of FAA resources between the two airports will have
been achieved. This procedure may eventually result in a much stricter
degree of Federal or local control over landing areas, and, therefore,
over general aviation operotious. This may be unavoidable if accept-
able standards of safety are to be maintained.

We shall not discuss the technical complexities of how an
economically efficient pricig policy for aviation facilities might be
implemented, save to note that the prices charged should approximate

*" ull Pofl Toward uwml AyWtoW' o. L
" Aswe t w drhwever we a y b ea m forba Priam plsoutcly IVR dAji that differ
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the long-run marginal cost imposed by users.3' One general problem,
however, arises by virtue of the fact that terminal airways facilities
and the airport at which they are located are operated by different
bodies: the FAA on the one hand, the State or local airporL authorit
on the other. If overall economic efficiency is our gal, the whole
terminal area should be treated as a single unit for pricing purposes.
Since an airport and the terminal airway subsystem provide services
that are complementary to each other, economic efficiency would re-

S quire the FAA to compensate for any shortcoming in airport operators'
pricing policies. For example, at each airport where p rice is less than
marginal cost, the price for FAA services should be greater than
marginal cost, and vice versa. In fact, as we shall show below, the

rice general aviation aircraft operators pay for airport use is normally.
1ess than marginal cost--if needed it is related to airport use at all.
This would imply the need for increased FAA intervention if economic
efficiency is to be achieved.

This, of course, is no simple matter. As a general rule, the FAA
would be unable to impose a pricing system on airport operators
even if it wanted to, and it would seem to be politically unrealistic
to expect municipal and State airport" authorities to abrogate their
authority in this regard, including the right to subsidize their own
airports if they see fit. There is obviously a case for arguing that such
intrusion in State-local affairs is unwarranted, because of the (political)
desirability of local autonomy. If this is accepted, the implication
must be that the FAA should no, through charging for its terminal
facilities, correct for inefficiencies in airport pricing either. There are,
therefore certain theoretical difficulties involved in the suggestion
that the iAA should pursue a version of marginal cost pricing where
such a policy does not exist for closely complementary services. On
the other hand, if the ultimate objective is to achieve optimal pricing
and investment throughout the aviation system, it can be argued
that we should begi with Federal policy, mi the hope that a favorable
"demonstration effect" results.

Indirec (karge for Noneminal 8ubsystm

Any system of indirect charging is necessarily imperfect from the
aspects both of efficiency in resource allocation and of equity. Accept-
ance of the use of indirect charges for the remainder of the airways
system implies .agreement with the FAA position that the costs of
operating a pricing system for the en route, air navigation and flight
service subsystems would exceed the benefits derived therefrom.

The costs, as indicated in the FAA statement quoted above, would
be primarily of two forms. First, there would be the administrative
expense of physically identifying and billing the individual aircraft
operator each time an air-ground contact is made or a flight plan
filed. While this ma be fairly straightforward for scheduled air
carrier traffic, it would certainly not be so for general aviation. The
possibility of doing so would, however, warrant further discussion
m this paper were it not for the implications for air safety associated
with direct charging.

0 Th, b Miy dboonud In "ublic PoUUy Toward Oenerul AVlaon" ch. 5 8, and 9.
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There is already evidence that some general aviation pilots are
unwilling to take advantage of all the aids potentially mao available
to them by the FAA, and direct charging would undoubtedly be a
further deterrent. This would be less clearly a matter for public
concern if it were not for the possibility that accidents to other parties
may result from such behavior. Moreover, the growth in air traffic
is associated with greater need for ground-air supervision; use of all
the services supplied by the FAA will therefore become a factor of
ever-growing importance in maintaining acceptable standards of
safety.

There is insufficient evidence to permit quantification of the poten-
tial effects on air safety of direct charging for nonterminal subsystems.
Nevertheless, as it is a fundamental d-u•t of the FAA to assist ihe safe
passage of aircraft, it would be unrealistic to expect it to establisha direct charging system, the results of which could only be at variance
with this objective. In practice therefore, the demands of equity and
efficiency can best be satisfied by levying an indirect charge, the lia-
bilhty to which varies as closely as possible with use of the safety-
oriented facilities, but does not deter an aircraft operator from using
them once a decision to undertake a journey has been made.

If there is a high correlation between the liability of individual users
and the burden that each places upon the system, the policymaker
should follow marginal cost pricing rules as closely as possible in estab-
lishing the indirect charge. The less accurate the proxy measure of
use of the system, the less clear it is that those rules Should be adhered
to. It would, however, seem desirable to aim for the best system of
charging, that is, to arrive at the best possible proxy measure of use,
and then charge in a way that conforms as closely as possible to the
theoretical ideal. Despite its obvious weaknesses, the fuel tax for
the bulk of general aviation operations appears to be the most satis-
factory method to use. This tax should distinguish where possible
between the different demands placed upon the system by various
categories of aircraft.

At first sight the common rate of tax now levied on jet fuel and
kerosene appears to discriminate against turbine-powered aircraft.
Since a typical turbojet used in general aviation travels about 1•.
miles per gallon of kerosene while a typical single piston-engined air-
craft travels about 14 miles per gallon of gasoline the liability per mile
of a uniform tax is almost 10 times as much for tie jet as for the small-
er aircraft. But there is no technical reason why different rates of
tax should not, if necessary, be levied on kerosene and aviation gaso-
line. A distinction for charging purposes can therefore be made
between turbine and piston-engined aircraft, this being about as far
as we can go in allowing for variations in the burden placed on the
system by different types of aircraft activity.

It is generally accepted that an important justification for the higher
tax rates for jet fuel is that turbine powered aircraft make greater use
of the en route and air navigation subsystems than piston-e!gined air-
craft do. If the assumption is made that turbine-powere general
aviation aircraft place demands on the airways system that are similar
to those of the air carriers, use of the FAA's method of cost allocation
suggests that about 65 percent of the costs of the en route and air
navigation subsystems allocable to general aviation for 1971 should be
allocated to turbine aircraft, the remainder to piston-engined aircraft.
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Coverage of these costs at the predicted rate of fuel consumption would
require a tax of about 27 cents per gallon on jet fuel and 6 cents per
gallon on aviation gasoline."

The costs of the flight service subsystem may now be allocated on a
basis which conforms more closely to mileage covered. It is estimated
that in 1971 turbine-powered aircraft flew roughly 7 percent of total
general aviation mileage. Full cost recover, for the flight service sub-.
system would require--at this level of activity--an aviation gasoline
tax of 25 cents, and a jot fuel tax of 4 cents per gallon. In a eggrgate
therefore, the tax payable on both aviation gasolifie and jet fuel would
have to be about 31 cents per gallon in 1971. Despite the contrast with
the existing rate of 7 cents per gallon, the foregoing suggests that cur-
rent legislative proposals may be on the right lines in establishing a
common rate for both types of fuel. It is, however, clear that more
accurate data on the relationship between utilization of the airways
and fuel consumption is needed if indirect charging is ever to be a
satisfactory instrument of policy.

Introducaon of Ful Cost Rcovery

Table 4 illustrates the liability to user charges that operators of
representative general aviation aircraft are estimated to face in 1971
under existinglegislative arrangements. This shows that the liability
to user charges for representative aircraft ranges between 2 percent and
4 percent of total aircraft operating costs. This effectively discriminates
in favor of smaller aircraft in terms of the proportion of allocable air-
ways costs that are recovered, for this would vary from 4 percent for
the single piston engined 1-3 place aircraft, to 22 percent for the
turbojets. In absolute terms, however the subsidy is greater for the
larger aircraft, the annual subsidy for the smaller type of aircraft listed
in table 4 being about $2,000 while that for a representative turbojet
aircraft is.about $38,000. A pricing policy resulting in full cost recovery
would therefore impose an immense burden on general aviation:
relative to aircraft operating costs, it would be much harsher for
smaller than for larger aircraft, although in terms of the absolute
increase in tax liability the reverse is true.

TABLE 4.r-ANUAL OPERATING COSTS, COST-RESPONSIBIUTY, AND USER CHARGES PAYABLE FOR

REPRESENTATIVE GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT 191
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However, immediate implementation of 100-percent cost recovery
is not recommended. Rather, it should be introduced gradually; say,
over a period of 5 years. This would avoid what would-certainly be a
dramatic drop in aviation activity, resulting in hardship for many
people, such as pilots and employees of manufacturers and fixed base
operators, and the capital losses which would be sustained by aircraft
owners. Another result of immediately introducing the scheme would
be the creation of excess capacity in FAA facilities and airports, which
would be of benefit to nobody. These effects would be mitigated by
gradual introduction of charging, which over time would allow the
assumed increase in demand for general aviation facilities to offset, to
some extent, the effect of increased costs. The best policy may therefore
be to maintain the current level of general aviation activity by grad-
ually raising charges, until such time as aircraft operators reveal their
willingness to pay for an expansion of the system.

Geul Aviotin Inrests and the User Chages Conroerers

General aviation interests have been vociferous in their opposition
to proposals to increase their contribution toward the cost of the
Federal airways system. They argue that general aviation should pay
no charges because the airways system was designed for military air-
craft and the air carriers, its existence, therefore, being virtually un-
affected by the presence of general aviation. FAA facilities would
have been built anyay, the argument runs, and general aviation beers
no responsibility or their costs. To allocate costs on a proportionate
use basis is therefore unjust." This raises the question of the proper
allocation of joint costs, a question to which economic theory is
usually unable to provide a satisfactory answer.

However, given the limited objective of allocating costs equitably
to various broad categories of aircraft, the quantity of use method
employed by the FAA is essentially correct in a situation in which
demand is icreasing1aidly and pressure is constantly being brought
to bear on the capacity of FAA facilities. The joint cost argument
would have greater validity in a purely static situation in which ex-
cmm capacity persisted. But as we have shown, FAA forecasts ar that
general aviation will be responsible for the bulk of the growth in air-
craft activity in the foreseeable future. In so doing, it will continue to
contribute to the demand for additional capacity, for which con-
siderations of economic efficiency require that it should pay.

A related complaint voiced by general aviation operators is that in
the past, owners of private aircraft have been forced to invest in
equipment they did not want; for example, two-way radios have been
made mandatory for aircraft landing at tower-controlled airports,
and the associated facilities provided by the FAA am too sophisticated
for their requirements. They therefore ask whether it is proper to
force persons to spend money on their aircraft so that they can use the
facilities and, in addition, to charge them a fee for using those facili-
ties." Given the desirability of the regulation itself-which in this
case can .easily be justified on safety grounds-the answer, from the
standpoint of economic efficiency, is clearly affirmative. As already

See, for example. IAdmlnlstratlon's Proposals on Airway User Charges," bearings, August IWM, p. 127.
U DIAb. pp. 10?1.

k
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argued, the important thing is that according to the cost allocation
data, gneral aviation does use the sophisticated facilities, and con-
sequendy paces a burden on the system for which its members shouldbe charged.. .

General aviation interests have maintained that the user charges
proposed by the FAA are not user charges at all, for they are not
related to actual use of facilities in any precise way. Many general

OW aviation aircraft used for such thhgs aý crop sprayhig, pipeline patrol,
k and offshore drilling never use the airvays system. Indeed, about

30,000 general aviation airplanes are not even equipped with two-way
radio. And while general aviation uses over 9,000 airports, only 300
or so of them have federally provided control towers, yet all general
aviation operators are taxed on the same basis.1'

The conclusion that should be drawn from this situation is rather
different from that of certain general aviation interests. Agreement
with the basic validity of such objections has already been indicated in
this paper, and the alternative charging method proposed goes some
way toward meeting them. Even though the need. of equity and alloca-
tive efficiency are not precisely served by the proposes some proxy
measure of use is more valuable than none at all. The choice lies be-
tween charging those who are probably direct users of the system, or
are certainly potentially direct users-and those who, in general, are
certainly not; that is, the general taxpayer. The alternative to an
absolutely perfect method of cost allocation is not necessarily the signal
to abandon all attempts at cost recovery by some form of user charge.

One clearly invalid claim made by general aviation interests is that
the air carriers are not charged at al lfor their allocated share of costs
because it is their passengers, and not they, who pay the ticket tax.;'
However, it is difcult to see why general aviation should be con-
cerned over who pays for the air carriers' share of costs, as long as
liability is not transferred to general aviation. The argument is par.
ticularly interesting as it is claimed that the bulk of general aviation
activity is for business purposes. Presumably, therefore, at least some
of the aviation gasoline tax can equally be passed on to ultimate
consumers.

The complaint is also frequently made that certain nonaviation
forms of transportation are subsidized." Such a complaint could be
expressed in terms of economic efficiency, as a version of what econo-
mists call the "second best" problem."' Although marginal cost pricing
is the ideal, a practical approach would simply be to accept that the
case for recovering total costs from general aviation is reinforced if its
direct competitors are not subsidized. If so, the "second best" argu-
ment does not seem to pose a serious obstacle to total cost recovery.
The major competitors, the commercial airlines, already pay user
charges of a sort, by means of the passenger ticket tax and these cover
the bulk of the airways costs allocated to them. Equafity of treatment
vis-a-vis the airlines would therefore require a considerably higher
contribution from general aviation.

8tIbid., p. 129.
"1 Ibid.. pp. 92 and 105.
Ia See "Airport Development Act of 1968." hfiring, June iSa. p. 191.
It The"moondbest" problem uret to the posbility that what might appr at firnt algito be a move In the

direction of economic emeiency, many not be at all If noneflfleat condituns prevall elww, lr. example_
a supposedly efficient marginal cost priee charged general aviation users of FAA Iseiltie would be too hC11
If competing forms of transpo nation are ehargWd at less than marginal cast, and too low Ifeonplemewtery
facilltes such as airport runways, are priced at lem than marginal oaw
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Other competitors of general aviation (and probably to a greater
degree of the commercial airlines) are the railwava, where Federal
subsidy' is newligible. In addition, the taxes paid by inter-city bus
operators, which are paid into the Highway Trust Fund, are estimated
to cover the bulk of allocated costs. Waterway users, strangely enough,
are often cited by general aviation interests as being worthwhile
candidates for the imposition of user charges. This suggests that the
complaint concerns the "equity" rather than the "efficiency" benefits
of extending user charges to various groups, for it is difficult to see how
relevant effciency in pricing waterways is for the treatment of general
aviation. Of more significance is the fact that in the U.S. economy,
nearly all goods and services produced for final consumption are sold
in the market, and these, in the last resort, are also competitive with
aviation. The telephone call, for example, is a more important sub-
stitute for a long distance flight than is use of the Nation's waterways.
Finally, as we shall show below, public airports serving general aviation
are normally subsidized. If the •'second best" rule is the avoidance of
subsidy, the complementary nature of airports and FAA facilities
would suggest that the price of the latter should be raised to recover a
sum in excess of total costs.

General aviation interests make a good deal of the argument that the
FAA should be constrained in its attempts at cost-recovery, because
the "small man" would be harmed by such action.'0 Prima facie, this
argument is not very sensible. Much more pertinent might be the
argument that the current policy of failing to recover full costs from
general aviation users is, in real terms, a subsidy to individuals in the
upper and middle income groups. Beyond making the obvious point
that private flying is not a poor man's occupation, however, one would
be hard put to prove this statisticall.

An important reason for this is that although we may suspect that
claims for income tax relief on aircraft use are not entirely accurate,
we must presumably accept the claim that the bulk of general aviation
aircraft hours are flown for business purposes, and that, the aircraft
are therefore largely intermediate, or producers' goods. If so, the benefit
from their use may be passed on in part to the final consumer, and
there is no way of tracing the income-distributional impact of FAA
expenditures benefitting general aviation." Data on incomes of
private aircraft owners are rather poor, and also, therefore, of doubtful
relevance if the aim is to prove that the upper income groups are Lln
main beneficiaries. But it is clearly safe to proceed with proposals for

ing general aviation on the basis of facility usage without being
unduly disturbed by. the income-redistributional impact on general
aviation aircraft operators.

There may, however, be some public interest in general aviation
activity that is over and above the private interest of the aircraft
owner/operator in making use of the Nation's airports and airways. If
such "external" benefits are associated with general aviation activity,
payment for %Yhich cannot be recovered from beneficiaries directly
there may indeed be a sound case for subsidization. More generally, if
external benefits or costs are attributable either to general aviation, to

0 "Admlnlstration's Proposals on Airway User Chares" heajb% August ines, p. 92.INote that the possibly diffuse effects of general aiationatvty are suffient reason for the nor ad
aW to b concerned that umeharmu are eeonomically elemntaswell u being the meansof elin
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its competitors or to complementary activities these should ideally be
taken into account in the formulation of the pricing rules proposed
above.

The "public interest" argument appears to consist of two major
elements. First, there is the argument that the existence of general
aviation helps to arrest the decline of sparsely populated regions,thereby conferring benefits for which society as a whole, rather than
the aircraft operators themselves, should be called upon to pay.
However, we are presently concerned with Federal expenditures and
the financing of services supplied by the Federal Government. Sub-
sidization of general aviation on the grounds that local communities
are beneficiaries therefore requires some indication that there is a
Federal interest in so doing, he attraction of industry to a given
area (which is usually cited as the main benefit of this kind) will
normally merely be at the expense of another area, with no not gain
to society as a whole. On the other hand, a net national gain may berealized if industry is attracted from an area with full employment,
where activity stimulated by general aviation will merely replace
-other activity, to one with a high unemployment rate, where an
increase in real income may be generated." There could be a Federal
interest in stimulating this'form of substitution, but subsidization of
the whole general aviation community is a most inefficient way or
doing so.

The Federal Government has in the past been sympathetic to the
argument that sparsely populated regions should be subsidized and
there are many ways, such as the direct subsidization of feeder ailines,
in which this is done. Such subsidies may be justified by inabilit to
pay at the local level but free installation and operation of VAA
Facilities may not be t&e best method of aiding the economic growth
of the community. This should be a matter of judgment in each indi-
vidual case, but the FAA is not particularly welqualified to make
such a decision. The Economic Development Administration of the
Department of Commerce might be in a better position to do so.

The free provision of FAX facilities is in any case an inefficient
method of giving assistance for it benefits both those communities
(and individuals) that could and those that could not afford to pay
for them. If a decision is made to subsidize a declining region, the
subsidy should be open and direct--as those to the feede airlines are.
An alternative possibility would be to install FAA facilities, and to
charge for their use, but to subsidize air transport (presumably air
taxi operations) directly if this is felt necessary.

Another form of "external" effect concerns possible benefits for
defense and other emergencies that result from the presence of general
aviation. A good deal has been made of the ability of general aviation
aircraft to operate under conditions in which larger aircraft would be
useless, and their potential value in various kinds of emergency
employment has been stressed. However, as Fromm i has pomted
out, benefits to defense may be claimed by almost any industry, and
special treatment for civil aviation would be unjustifUed. But it could
be argued that if there were particular defense benefits resulting
ItO Garomm's discussion of this In"Clvii Aviaton EIptndtUm" i R. Dafman (00) "MMsuft
enefts ot domrnnt Investments, Brooklnp IM, pp. 210-21.
M Ibid., v. 1i1.
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from general aviation activity, efficient utilization of resources would
be better achieved by direct subsidy from the Defense Department.
in those areas, such as pilot training, where subsidy was (elt to be
justified. ""

We now refer-to the familiar argument that the value of general
aviation to society is reflected in its contribution to GNP. It has been
claimed at a congressional hearing that the contribution of general
aviation to GNP ($3 billion in 1969, $14 billion by 1980) plus the
multiplier effects of these expenditures provides an estimate of the
benefits attributable to that activity." Clearly, the resultant figure
would be a tremendous overstatement of the net benefits of general
aviation activity, for the approach would only yield valid results if
all the factors of production used would otherwise have been un-
employed. But were there no such thing as general aviation it is fairly
safe to say that the bulk of the land, labor, and capital absorbed by the
industry would be put to some other beneficial use. There is an element
of validity in the argument in that immediate imposition of a 100-
percent cost recovery policy would create temporary unemployment
or some resources; however, gradual introduction of full cost recovery

should take care of this. Finally, it should be noted that the basic
arguments concerning what is loosely known as the "economic impact"
of general aviation are widely used by the industry to justify sub-
sidization at the national level; they are used still more frequently to
justify subsidization at the State/local level, a matter to be discussed
in section III of this paper.

77i Airport Devetopment Aid Program

This section briefly discusses Federal airport subsidies, which are
over and above the airways subsidies discussed so far. Federal subsidies
for airports have been available since the end of World War H, and
this policy is maintained under the provisions of the 1970 Airport and
Airway Development Act. This act increased the obligational authority
for airport assistance from $75 million annually to an average of $250
million annually -over the period 1970-80. It provides that of this
tital the amount available for airports used solely by general aviation
should be $30 million annually over the period 1971-75. Allocations to
various categories of airport for the rest of the 10-year period are not
specified in the act.

The $30 million, if actually appropriated, would clearly be a
conservative estimate of Federal subsidies to general aviation through
the airport development program. It excludes aid to air carrier
airports, which are used jointly by the commercial airlines and general
aviation, and also excludes aid to "reliever" airports, which are used
solely by general aviation, but are designed to relieve congestion at air
carrier airports. Reliever and air carrier airports together are
designated to receive the remainder of the $250 million during the
1971-75 period. Expenditure on these airports is of benefit to and
necessitated by the demands jointly placed upon airport capacity by
general aviation and the commercial airlines, but no attempt is made
here to allocate the subsidy among the two groups.

See"AprtAI1rwaysDevelopuet pt. !I*s hea pbeore sthwAviationSubcommlttee, Committee on
S.8.-0 , , 0, . •
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An important characteristic of Federal airport aid is that its allo-
cation among States is determined largely by an "area/population
formula," which is similar to that used in allocating expenditures
from the Highway Trust Fund. This is designed to live relatively
greater assistance to sparsely populated regions, and it is clear that an
objective of the program is to stimulate development of such areas.
This may be a motive worthy of Federal attention, but the question
raised earlier as to whether or not the FAA is the appropriate organiza-
tion to determine the precise allocation of funds for these purposes,
remains a relevant one.

III. STATE AND LOCAL AIRPORT SUBSIDIES

To recommend some version of marginal cost pricing for FAA
terminal facilities is to imply either that airport landing and terminal
areas are also price efficiently or, if not, that the implementation of
theoretically optimal rules for FJA facilities might be justified if
airport authorities are thereby encouraged to adopt a similar approach.
This section indicates that, at the State-local level, there is a consider-
able gulf between the theoretical ideal and actual practice.

General Aviation Airport#

A recent*FAA study demonstrates that publicly owned general
aviation airports with less than 50,000 itinerant operations annually
are invariably subsidized out of general tax revenue.n Typically a loss
on current account is made, witli no contribution being made toward
capital development or repayment of principal and interest on past
loans. Subsidies become relatively smaller as airport, size increases,
but it is estimated that total annual subsidies from State-local govern-
ments to general aviation airports (excluding relievers) will continue
to be around $130 million if current plans and financial policies are
adhered to."

Operating revenue at general aviation airports is obtained from a
number of sources, and this normay results in some cross-subsidiza-
tion between various users. Landing area revenues reported by re-
spondents to the questionnaire accounted for 16.2 percent of all
revenue, building and ground rent and "other sources," yielding 51.3
and 32.5 percent, respectively. Yet landing areas, even excluding FAA
terminal facilities, are responsible for virtually the whole of general
aviation airport construction costs, and depending upon size, from
roughly 50 percent to 100 percent of operating costs.

(nly 8 percent of the airports reported that they chased landing
fees. The main source of revenue attributable to users of the landing
area was the fuel flowage fee. This is a fuel tax of the sort discus
in the previous section, and accordingly suffers from the fact that the
charge is but tenuously related to the use made of a particular airport
facility. It is therefore an unsatisfactory niethod of financing an
airport, should economic efficiency be the objective.

t "Report on FAA's IMOS General Aviation Public Airport Finaeial Survey." FAA, 1970. IIterant oper-
atodeais cn thberou&ydfis d mall operations otber than thare ogal thAi at or departing for airports within
* 20adle radius.

34For doWis of this intmate mPbIcM Policy Toward General Aviation," ch. 7.

12-463--78-"pt. 6- 10
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Air Carrier Airporte

In common with general aviation airports, the larger the air carrier
facility, the more likely it is to show a surplus on current account."
Where an airport used jointly by air carriers and general aviation is
subsidized, it is not possible to define the extent to which general
aviation is the true beneficiary. General aviation operators may justly
claim that it was built and is operated solely for the air carriers; they
are therefore responsible for little or no marginal cost, and are therefore
not subsidized. This arument, also used in connection with the
Federal airways system, is intuitively more appealing in this context,
because most general aviation aircraft require landing areas that are
considerably smaller than those needed by the airlines. Although one
cannot escape joint cost allocation problems entirely, the method
currently employed at most large airports of charging users on the
basis of weight, has a good deal of merit as long as the airport is
operating at less than full capacity.

In addition to any subsidy that might be received by the airport as
a whnle, the typical pattern is that users of landing aweus are further
subsidized by users of terminal areas and buildings centerss of hanger,
motorists, concessionaires' customers, et cetera). Users of landing areas
and users of the remainder of the airport complex may in an ultimate
sense be indistinguishable, but whether they are or not, this remains
an unsatisfactory situation. The justification for investment In airport
facilities can only be correctly signaled if the price charged for each
element of the terminal system corresponds to its cost of supply."
This becomes particularly important where the costa imposed by users
depend largely on the time at which their operations take place."

Rationile for Stale-Loca Airport Subsidiee

It was implied earlier that an obstacle to the achiovcment of
efficient pricing is the dichotomy of responsibility for the Nation's
airports and airways. Inefficiency at the local level arises in part from
a conflict of interest between communities, which may indulge in
competitive subsidization of general aviation. It is often clained-that
the availability of a general aviation airport is an important deter-
minant of industrial location, which brings with it the benefits of a
broadening of the local tax base and creation of employment. If,
therefore one airport authority decides to subsidize general aviation
by providing airport facilities and services at less than cost neighbor-
img municipalities will have to follow suit. If they do not, they will, if
the lows of industry or the failure to attract new industry is their
criterion, suffer accordinly. (Similar arguments are, of course, applied
to the subsidization of air carrier airport. r

Although the arguments regarding the .benefits of general aviation
airports in attracting industry to a locality are used so frequently,
important questions arise. First, how true is it that a general aviation
airport has to be provided in order to attract industry to a given

0 For a wmmmay of the Atinael dsitUion of aircarrier airport& see Senate Report 1355. July low8.
1Ti1e Is, oteourse. a powerful tnceutn to airport manaen to dlsminnate in favor of lading•arm me,

for while their own responsibility and statu in the Industry re unlikely to be enhamced by the rutletim
ofalrcraft setivty--ven at peek hours4h,-y will be widely aeclalmed for extracting monopoly - fronm

cieooa--ee fronwhco, lot and eitensdon of Mading ameunay be financed.
*pW4'4= PbWMniuIs UI~ In MeeTVWof thhPMp.
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location? Second, is it also essential that the airport should be sub.
sidizod if this object is to be achieved; and, if so, now effective is this
compared with, say, subsidization of some other public utility or tax
incentives? Third, oven if industry is attracted to a given locality by
this means, is it necessarily true that that community benefits as a
result?

Surveys and case studies relevant to the first two questions have
been summarized olsewhere.1° It is noteworthy that surve ys of overall
vocational determinants rarely identify the nresenc o a general
aviation airport as being an important factor; ut when the subject is
approached from a different angle, and local aircraft owners are asked
how important general aviation facilities were in determining their
locational decisions, we find them rated highly indeed. This is not a
surprising result since those studies are usually carried out by bodies
with vested interests in the encouragement of general aviation, such
as State aeronautic commissions, aircraft manufacturers and the like.

A Food example is supplied in a report issued by the Michigan Aero-
nautics Commission, wifch contains an impressive list of companies
and the use they make of general aviation aircraft in the course of
their business: the implication is that such business could not be
conducted without convenient accsm to general aviation airports.
The report is forthright in its views on the type of local benefits which
accrue from attraction of industry, and i• also demonstrates the
condescending attitude displayed by a large segment of the aviation
community to the nonflying public. Thus:

Spurred by the rise in business aviation many communities around the country
are feverishly building now airports to old In both attracting new industry and
keeping established firms. Although the business community understands the
value of airports and what they mean to economic growth in the community, often
the citizenry Is hesitant about voting new tax measures to finance airport develop-
ment or Improvement, primarily because they do not ase the direct benefit of an
airport which will act as an economic generator for new industry, creating more
jobs and a greater tax base."
It is easy to sympathize with the citizenry in this regard, for the
"broadening of the tax base" and "employment generation" argu-
ments are particularly vague, and often used when enthusiasts are
unable to justify on a strictly cost-benefit calculation the construction
or subsidization of general aviation airports.

Airport subsidies may be justified at the local level if industry is
attracted to a community wlich is currently experiencing a high rate
of unemployment. If local productive factors employed in aviation
related activities (including industry attracted by the airport) would
otherwise have been unemployed, their value in alternative uses there-
fore being zero, the incomes they now receive can be counted as a
benefit ofthe airport development. But if construction of the airport
and the establishment of new induatri• rely attracts local labor
from other local employment, there will be no not gain to the corn-.
munity, apart from the presumably slightly hilgher incomes or better
working conditions required to induce employ ment mobility. It is
therefore incorrect to include the whole of the incomes received from

U8. "Guidelins for an Appalachlan Airport SystemW Appalachib Rsarch Report No. 3 Manage.
meat and REonmic Rmamr, Inc., California. January IM6

OAuis £couemk Dmbpmw, Michin Aeroastls Comnmsuo*, Novmber IM (IlWs supplied).
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aviation-related activities as benefits, known in cost-benefit literature
as secondary benefits, of airport construction or subsidization.

The attraction of industry to a conununity with low rates of unem-
ployment will normally draw resources from outside the area. In these
circumstances, industrial expansion will only benefit the community
if growth in the population of that community is also desirable. This
neei not, of course, necessarily be the case, but those who attempt to
justify the subsidization of general aviation in areas of low unemploy-
ment might be asked to defend their policy on these grounds. In sum,
there is fairly good reason for believing that the major beneficiaries of
competitive subsidization are the menibers of the aviation community
itself.-

IV. CONGESTIONr AND DsuTs
Th. Onmgetion Problen

A feature of aviation activity attracting a good deal of public concern
in recent years has been the increasing problem of the delays ex-
perienced by users of certain major air carrier airports. The basic
cause of delay is congestion, both of the airport surface and of the
terminal airspace. It is normally particularly severe at air carrier
airports when weather is bad and instrument flight rules (IFR),
calling for wider spacing of aircraft, are in operation. It has recently
been estimated that at eight major terminal areas, 30 percent of air-
craft delay time was experienced during IFR conditions, which were
in force for only 10 percent of the time.•"

Another feature of the delay problem is that it is subject to extreme
"peaking." Aircraft delays during peak hours (defined as the average
delay during the peak 2 consecutive hours of the week) may vary
from five to 20 times the average hourly delay experienced. Fur-
thermore, delays to passenger do not ne i y end upon disem-barkation, congestion of administrative building and access roads
often being a peak hour phenomenon.

Data on dia s reported by three airlines, and extrapolated by the
FAA, suggest that in 1968 delays to commercial airlines totaled about
318,000 hours, costing some $118 million in aircraft operating costs
alone." This excludes the value of passenger time and the associated
costs of diversions, inconvenience, missed connections and the in-
creased risk of midair collision. It also excludes the delay costs incurred
by general aviation aircraft using congested air carrier airports.

Until fairly recently, neither the FAA nor the airport authorities
themselves had any general policy for deterring operations contrib-
uting to such delays. The favored solution remains, where possible, to
increase effective capacity by the cheapest possible means, whether by
extension of an existing airport, the construction of a new one, ini-
provement of instrument landing systems, automation of approach
control facilities, or by changes in air traffic control procedures. This
is despite the fact that a good deal of the necessary expenditure at a
given time is incurred solely for the purposes of accommodating peak
hour demands.
" *AltenatU Appraheh for Rdiclng Delays in Terminal A Fa," FAA, November 1W?. p. .

"Terminsl Arm Airline Delay ata I F4-190," FAA, ptember 190.
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Aircraft arrivals are normally accepted on a first-come, first-served
basis, no distinction being mide between peak and off ak use, or
according to the willmigness of aircraft operators to pay for the delay
costs the im pose on other users of the terminal area. 'This policy has
provoked a wave of criticism from economists" who have been vir-
tuoly unanimous in proclaiming the merits of fle.ible, or peak-load
pricing as a remedy for the airport congestion problem.

S it is important to note that as the number of operations in any one
period rises the average delay per aircraft also tends to rise. For
example, it Las been estimated that if at a given rate of runway use
the average delay is 4 minutes, a 10-percent increase in activity may
cause a 60-percent increase in delay, while a 20-percent increase in
activity may cause an increase of up to 200 percent." The precise
effect depends upon a number of circumstances: the aircraft mix,
runway size and configuration, the ratio of arrivals to departures,
adequacy of air traffic control equipment, weather conditions and so
on. Nevertheless, it is clear that once congestion appears, marginal
delay costs will normally exceed average delay cost. But in deternmning
whether or not to use an airport at a particular time, an aircraft
operator will only be concerned with average delay costs. The differ.
ence between average and maronal costs does not enter his calcula-
tion, for this element is "external" to him, being shared among a
number of other users. Efficient utilization of airport capacity, re-
quiring all costs to be taken into account, would therefore require
price to be equated to the sum of the relevant (i.e. marginal) airport
operating costs and marginal external delay costs. Delays normally
vary according to the time of day, so flexible pricing would have to b
employed. Separate charges would be required for landings and
takeoffs to permit this to be achieved.

Flzible Pricing and Congetion Charges

A result of increasing charges during peak periods would be that
variability in the demands placed upon airport and terminal airspace
capacity over the day would tend to be smoothed out. Over a period
of time, there would be a tendency for scheduled air taxis and air
carriers to shift schedules but nonscheduled air carrier and general
aviation operations could 1e shifted from peak to offpeak periods right
away. sincee the demands for capacity on and offpeak are inter.
dependent (the demand for capacity during peak hours will be partly
determined by the price charged offpeak, and vice-versa), ultimate
peak and offpeak charges may have to be determined by an iterative
procedure.

Delays need not necessarily be eliminated altogether by this means;
some amount of delay may be consistent with economic efficiency. This
would be the case if, for example, marginal delay costs are less than
the marginal cost of oxpanding capacity. At present, there is an
officially proscribed "acceptable level' of delay, this being an average
of 4 minutes during the peak consecutive 2 hours of the week. But

3a Bee, for example f. R. Levine, "Landing Fees and the Airport Congestion Problem," Journal of Law
and Economis. AdiieI J.V. Yamno "The Possibilities of Pricing In Allocating Ar Tra&M In the Wah.

ingtu.Bltlue Ae,"ib~(Mimed), 1. R. Milasisan and R. Bokert, 'Othe Economics of Airport U^e
Courtion and sahfty." California Mant Review, spring iow.

M-Alrpote A " . n
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this is not based upon any economic criterion. Indeed, it cannot be; it
is not possible to determine the value of alternatives such as the
extension of capacity where congestion is experienced, for the price
mechanism is inoperative.

Although all categories of aircraft are normally undercharged for
operating during peak hours, it is apparent that present pricing
arrangements at air carrier airports are particularly favorable to
general aviation. The policy of charging a landing fee based on weight,
Perfectly reasonable When capacity is underutilized, becomes utterly
inadequate when terminal areas and airspace are congested. It is not
uncommon to find a typical general aviation aircraft paying a landing
fee of $5 irrespective of the time of day it lands. It is also conceivable
that this one aircraft could cause delays to a number of air carrier
aircraft, either on the airport surface or in the air, which total, say,
30 minutes. The airline delay survey mentioned earlier estimates the
average operating cost attributable to delay at about $6 per iniutite.
Even ignoring tIe cost of passenger time, therefore, the delay cost
attributable to that general aviation aircraft would be $180. Efficient
allocation of resources would require that in this situation the landing
fee should be at least equivalent to that sum.

During periods of congestion, therefore, weight becomes less and less
relevant in calculating. landing fees. The basis for charging should be
the cost imposed on airport authorities and other aircraft operators.
Nelson I" points out that discrimination in. favor of light aircraft may
be particularly lare where such aircraft are equipped for IFR opera-
tions. The imposition of IFR will have little effect on the number of
air carrier operations, the consequence of which being that at pre-
dominantly air carrier airports IFR capacity is.likely to be reached
well before VFR capacity: the marginal operation during [FR con-
ditions will cause greater delay than the marginal operation on VFR
days. An IFR-eqm pped general aviation aircraft, using an air carrier
arort d~g a period of poor visibility, is therefore likely to be
considerably undercharged when landing fees are based upon weight.

Ideally, therefore, pricing should take account of the fact that varia-
tion in the pressure placed upon capacity at different ties may be
due not only to demand, but also to supply fluctuations. Even With
demand constant, peak problems may arise because of poor weather
conditions and visibility. Since the number of aircraft that can be
handled in a given period is greater on clear days it might appear at
first sight that landing fees charged during IJR conditions should
invariably exceed those charged when VFR are in force.

This would typically be true of predominantly air carrier airports,
even though there may be a fall in demand for landing space during
IFR conditions. But, at general aviation airports, the fall in demand
when IFR are in force may be so large that capacity limits are not
reached on [FR days at all, but on VFR days. Whether this is so or
not, there is a case for varying price according to prevailing conditions
of visibility. ..

Such a policy could be introduced quite easily. Even though peaks
arising from adverse weather conditions cannot be predicted with as

V3. 1R. Nelson, "AUPwrt Linding Fees ox RntrAls for Conested Afrspeos", Dopertment of Trmuw.
totion, im (3imeo).
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much certainty as purely demand-induced peaks, most general avia-
tion operators already need to be advised in advance as to whether
IFR are going to be in force at an airport at which they wish to land.

If demand peaks and supply troughs are both to be incorporated
into a flexible pricing system, there should be four pricing schedules:

* VFR-offpeak demand.
* VFR-peak demand.
e IFR-offpeak demand.
* IFR-peak demand.
In instituting a marginal cost pricing policy, a distinction should be

drawn between:
* Joint costs.-Those costs which would have been incurred had

either IFR or VFR conditions persisted throughout the year; and
* Separable costs.-Those costs incurred purely for IFR or purely

for VFR days (for example, an additional runway needed solely
for heavier traffic on VFR days).

Capacity and operating costs which are truly joint would then be
shared among all peak users with no distinction between traffic on
IFR and VFR days. Separable costs would be allocated, as appro-
priate, to IFR and VFR days. Marginal delay costs, which at a given
level of demand can be expected tobe greater during IFR conditions,
would be added to marginal "airport costs" and, if necessary, capacity
may be rationed by increasing price still further. The joint demands
of IFR and VFR peak (and, if applicable, offpeak) users should then
be used to indicate the need for further investment, the distinction
between marginal joint and separable costs being maintained. Note
that at capacity--gr when congestion occurs-the landing fee for
most general aviation aircraft should rise more rapidly than that
charged the air carriers, for at this point aircraft weight becomes a
relatively unimportant factor in determining the real cost of an
operation.

No airport authority has yet fully embraced the principle of peak
load pricing, although the Port of New York Authority has moved in
this direction, requiring a minimum land"? fee of $25 for general
aviation aircraft at Kennedy La Guardia an Newark at certain peak-
hours, a $5 minimum charge being levied at other times. The weakness
of this policy is that an arbitrary distinction is made between aircraft
on a basis other than the real social costs imposed by them, no peak
pricing scheme being enforced for the air carriers. This leaves PNYA
open to a number o 1 ma criticisms. The policy was designed to
discriminate in favor aircraft carrying large numbers of passengers,
but the AOPA " correctly points out the danger of anomaly; for a
general aviation flight carrying more passengers than an airline flight
could still be charged more for landing. And it asks, "will a cargo air-
lizer carrying animals * have priority over 'the businessman
flying his own plane?"

Such questions reveal the weakness inherent in any discriminatory
charging scheme, but they may be answered in a W4y that would
hardly be received favorably by general aviation. The YOPA stresses

is TW Aircrsft Owners & Pilots Auwion, a lm a aat effective sp*n3fsh'J ftr private alr-raft opera-
t°l%'AOPA Pilot," November 190l, p. 7.
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the benefits received from the airways, rather than the costs imposed
by users, as being the appropriate basis upon which charges should be
levied. Sellers or consumers of pub-ic services are on dangerous ground
when they make this sort of judgment. It is much better that the
various resources used up by peak-hour airport demands should be
rationed in accordance with Willingness to pay for them. Consequently,
if it is really more important for the businessman to use Kennedy
during a peak hour than for the planeload of animals to do so, lie can

Af demonstrate this by offering to pay more than the animals' owner forthe ri vile.The Ilan ing fee to be charged at a particular time of day requires

estimation of the relative delay caused by various types of aircraft.
This is a matter of great complexity, but it does appear that both air
carriers and general aviation pay landing fees during peak periods that
are considerably less than the real resource costs involved. The $25
fee represents a very small step in the direction of economic efficiency.
Nevertheless, it is a step in the right direction and is the only example
of peakload or flexible pricing to-be found among the large air carrierairports..

he existence of long-term contracts between air careers anrd air
porte creates a stumbling block for the immediate introduction of peak
pricing at PNYA Airports and elsewhere, but achievement of such a
system should be a long-term policy. Alternatively, the FAA could
introduce the system in charging landing fees for its own terminal
facilities. But it has rejected peak ricing, preferring to ration capacity
by fiat. JIfourly flight quotas, dearly establishing the preferential
treatment of air carriers, are now in force at five "high density"
airports: Washington National, Kennedy, Newark, La Guardia, and
O'Hare. Whereas PNYA was unable, or reluctant to put all its faith
in pricing as a means of allocating airport and terminal airspace
capacity, the FAA quota system fails utterly in this regard. Although
the quota system is recognized by the FAA as being a stopgap measure,
the preferred solution is Simply to further extend capacity. To suggest
that aviation activity should be restricted by a congestion charge
equal to the marginal cost of delay, or that a situation in which con-
gestion persists could possibly be preferable to the extension of
capacity, is to introduce ideas that are alien to most aviation officials.

Delay Coste Atributab•l to Geural Aviatioi

A rough estimate for 1968 puts the total delay caused to the com-
mercial airlines by general aviation at aboti 63,400 hours, representing
$23,500,000 in aircraft operatingecosia.w At an average of 56 passengers
perfight, the corresponding loss in passenger time is about 3,550,000
hours. Using a figure of $5 per hour the cost of lost passenger time
becomes $17,750,000, making a total loss inflicted on airline operators
and passengers by general aviation of $41,250,000. Since scarcely any
of this was recovered by means of a congestion tax, this sum could be
seen as a further subsidy to general aviation if it were not for the fact
that congestion is a reciprocal phenomenon.

iDetails of the eakulation of delay costs ho bypenerul atiats, and those auffered in return. ar
described in "Public PoUey Toward Oennral Aviatio, 8
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On a per aircraft basis, general aviation delay time attributable to

the air caers is estimated to be greater than air carrier delay caused
by general aviation. However, this ceases to be the case when calcu-
lated in terms of passenger time, for the average general aviation
passenger load is only about three. This coupled wai the fact that
average operating costs of general aviadon aircraft are considerably
lower than those of the air carriers, means that the cost of general
aviation delay caused by the air carriers is relatively small: it has been
estimated at about $5 million annually,4 despite valuing a general
aviation occupant hour at $10. General aviation is therefore estimated
to impose delay costs on air carriers which are roughly $35 million
greater than those suffered in return.

In consequence, there are not only economic effciency aspects, of
congestion and delays ,but also interesting implications concerning
the redistribution of real income. Since the occupants of general
aviation aircraft are assumed to be more wealthy than those of the
commercial airlines, the net effect of congestion (to the extent that
delay costs are not passed on) is to transfer real income from the
relatively poor to the relatively rich, if real income is defined to include
time that could be spent in ways more profitable or enjoyable than
traveling.

The introduction of Peak pricing is unlikely to eliminate this re-
distributional effect altogether, for presumably the greater income of
general aviation users will imply, on a per capita basis, their greater
willingness to pay for the privilege of landing during periods of
congestion. But, since air carrier passenger loads and aircraft operating
costs are normally greater than those of general aviation, the perverse
distributional effect should be reduced considerably by the introduction
of a congestion charge. y. CONCLUSION

Despite the 1970 legislation, the total subsidy annually received by
general aviation over the period 1971-80 will continue to increase
unless there is considerable reform of user charges policies. If Federal,
State, and local subsidies and congestion costs are included, the
difference between the revenue collected from or costs incurred by
general aviation, and the costs it imposes on the rest of society, will
be well over $600 million annually. It will be recalled that this figure,
which excludes aid to those airports constructed for the joint benefit
of general aviation and the commercial airlines, and is therefore some-
what conservative is made up as follows:

e $445 million Federal airways system costs.
9 $30 million Federal subsidies for airport development.

* $130 million State and local subsidies to general aviation airports.
* $35 million congestion costs (assumes no change in annual cost

from 1968 figure).
It is predicted that the average number of aircraft to be found in

the general aviation fleet over the period 1971-80 will be 176,000.
The subsidy to general aviation woiud therefore amount to over $3,500
per annum per aircraft. This may be compared with the annual cost
that an owner privately incurs in operating and depreciating his air-

a nb"d.
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craft, which ranges from $2,700 for a typical single piston-engined
aircraft to $260,000 for a general aviation turbojet. Since over 80
percent of the general aviation fleet is of the single piston-engined
variety, it will commonly be the case that t(M public& at Urge contributes
mor toward ts total cost of 8afiy -operating a light aircra
owner does himeflf

It is, however, instructive to observe how the burden of supporting
Federal expenditures on facilities used by general aviation is predicted
to change over the forthcoming decade. In 1971, total Federal airways
and airports expenditures were financed in large part by the general
taxpayer, but this deficit is expected to be eliminated b 1980. Main.
taming the conservative assumption that general aviation will be
responsible for 50 percent of the increase in airways expenditures
over the period 1969-80, its share of airways costs hi the latter year
is estimated at $627 million. To this may be added $30 million in
airport subsidies. Liability to user charges in that year is predicted to
be $132 million, leaving a subsidy of $495 million.

However, the total liability fall civil aviation to user charges in
1980 is estimated at 11,587 million; and total Federal expenditures on
civil airports and airways, at $1,420 million.'" This indicates that the
commercial airlines will, in that year, contribute almost $500 million
toward general aviation's share of Federal aviation expenditures, as
well as making available a surplus of $100 million or so.

Estimates made for 10 years hence are of course subject to a good
deal of error; and since the projections are in constant dollars, adjust-
ment to tax rates would have to be made to retain liability in real
terms. Nevertheless, the continued heavy subsidization of general
aviation, financed on an ever-increasing scale by the passengers of
the commercial airlines, is quite clearly implied by present legislative
arrangements. The danger is that overall cost recovery, with no regard
to structure or incidence, may be accepted as a satisfactory aviation
user charges policy. This, as we have argued at some length, would be
an entirely false conclusion to reach.

0 Res tables 2 and 3. To Federal airways expenditure of $1.4O. million, we add LI0 million for Federal
subsidies, this being the annual average amount remain out of the $1.6 billion authorized after expendi-
turesspecleJt fora•id years ti7-1-5 hivo b. .otn m u Yd.
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